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FOREWORD
The Natural Environment and Physical Standards to be used for the
NASASpaceStation studies are contained in this document. Twosupport-
ing documentshave been published: "Space Environment Criteria Guide-
lines for Use in SpaceVehicle Development (1969 Revision), TMX-53957,
dated October 17, 1969; and "Terrestrial Environment (Climatic) Criteria
Guidelines for Use in SpaceVehicle Development, 1969 Revision,"
TMX-53872 (SecondPrinting), dated March 15, 1970.
Contractual work begun before the distribution of this document
should not be altered on the basis of revised data contained herein with-
out prior approval of the responsible NASAcontracting officer's repre-
sentative. If the data in this documentand the two supporting documents
are not of sufficient detail for application to a design or operational
planning problem, then the user should submit a request to the appro-
priate NASAorganization for the required information. Users under con-
tract to the Marshall Space Flight Center should submit a request through
appropriate MSFCcontracting office channels to the Aerospace Environment
Division (S&E-AERO-Y)of the Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory. Users under
contract to the MannedSpacecraft Center should follow the instructions
given in MSCMemorandumHB-232dated December9, 1969.
This documentwill be revised whenwarranted by newknowledge on
the natural environment or the Space Station mission. To insure that
interpretation and revisions are consistent with the Space Station mis-
sion and design requirements, a working group, consisting of representa-
tives of the Marshall SpaceFlight Center, MannedSpacecraft Center, and
KennedySpace Center personnel has been established. The working group
memberswill engage in cooperative studies for the development of improved
environment criteria relative to the SpaceStation mission(s).
The technical contributions to the contents of this documentwere
provided by many individuals of the three NASASpace Flight Centers. To
insure that all technical inputs received the proper concurrence and con-
sideration with respect to the Phase B study efforts from both the tech-
nical and managerial personnel involved in the program, Mr. D. Weidner,
MSFC,Mr. B. Cockrell, MSC,and Mr. P. Claybourne, KSC, were designated
as the central contacts for this effort within the framework of the Space
Station Program organization. Overall managerial cognizance of this
activity was provided by Mr. ThomasHagler of the NASAOMSFSpace Station
ProgramOffice.
William W. Vaughan
Chief, Aerospace Environment Division
Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory
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This documentprovides natural environment criteria for the NASA
Space Station Programwith emphasison the 1975-1985 time period. Infor-
mation in the disciplinary areas of atmospheric and ionospheric proper-
ties, radiation, solar cycle predictions, geomagnetic field, astrodynamic
constants, and meteoroids is given for the Earth, Moon,Mars, Venus, and
interplanetary space.
After its original publication onAugust I, 1969, TMX-53865 was
expandedto include the planetary and lunar environment criteria and
published again on October 31, 1969.
This revision of TMX-53865, referenced as the "Second Edition,"
provides updated refinements to the natural environment criteria,
particularly ih the radiation area, and supersedes all earlier published
versions.
The technical material for this documentwas developed through the
cooperative efforts of NASApersonnel at MSFC,MSC,and KSC. The informa-
tion was compiled by the Aerospace Environment Division of the Aero-
Astrodynamics Laboratory, MSFC.
INTRODUCTION
Natural environment conditions encountered by spacecraft and launch
vehicles are important factors in studies relative to design, pre-flight
mission planning, engineering performance, and scientific experiment
design and evaluation. This documentprovides such criteria for the NASA
Space Station Program.
The technical material is organized in sections and provides natural
environment criteria for (I) the lower Earth atmosphere (surface to 90 km
altitude), (2) the Earth orbital atmosphere (90 to 65,000 km altitude),
(3) interplanetary space, (4) the lunar atmospheric environment, (5) the
Martian surface and atmosphere, and (6) the atmosphere and surface of
Venus.
In developing the earth orbital data, the operational time period
for the Space Station was considered to be from 1977 to 1997. The orbital
altitude/inclination configurations were considered to be (i) 255 nautical
miles at" 55 degrees inclination, (2) 200 nautical miles in polar orbit,
(3) 200 nautical miles in polar sun-synchronous orbit, and (4) geo-
synchronous orbit at 28.5 degrees inclination.
Contributors to the various sections given in this report are







Ground Winds and O.E. Smith
Inflight Winds G.H. Fichtl D. Wade P. Claybourne
Earth Upper Atmospheric D. Weidner
B. Cockrell
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Ionosphere R.E. Smith
Radiation (earth) M. Burrell T. White
J. Wright R. Richmond
Thermal Radiation R. Linton
R. Naumann B. Cour-Palais
Meteoroids
S. Clifton D. Kessler




Astrodynamic Constants H. Euler B. Cockrell
G. West
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iPlanetary Surface O.H. Vaughan T. Foss
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SECTIONI
PRE-LAUNCH,LAUNCHANDINFLIGHTENVIRONMENT
This section provides criteria that should be used in studies
related to the design and operation of the Space Station and Launch
Vehicle during pre-launch, launch, and inflight phases.
i.i Gas Properties
!.!.! Nominal Gas Properties
The CapeKennedyReference Atmosphere (CKRA)[i] given in Table I-i
should be used as nominal criteria for surface-to-insertion-in-orbit tra-
jectory analyses. This atmosphere is available from the MSFCComputation
Laboratory as a subroutine entitled "Computer Subroutine PRA-63."
i.I.2 Extreme Gas Properties
For problems requiring extremes of pressure, temperature, and
density versus altitude, the coefficients of variation (CV) from Table
i-z and the meanvalues zrom.... zaaz_1-i I _[_ou_uu_ mp_=u == _uz_uw=.
3 CV]maximumparameter = CKRA[i +
" iUU "
3 CV.
minimum parameter = CKRA [i - _0_ j"
(i)
(2)
These extreme envelopes (mean +_3 standard deviations) must be used with
caution. For example, extreme values of temperature, pressure and
density at a given altitude should not be used simultaneously (see
paragraph 1.1.4). In addition, the extremes of one parameter cannot
exist for the entire profile at a given time. However, if one is deal-
ing with atmospheric extremes of pressure, temperature and density inde-
pendent of each other at discrete altitudes and that analysis does not
depend on atmospheric conditions at other altitude levels, then the
extreme values derived from equations (i) and (2) may be used.
1.1.3 Extreme Profiles of Gas Properties
For problems requiring the structure of an extreme density versus
altitude profile, such as in aerodynamic heating analyses, the hot and
cold atmospheres given in Table 1-3 should be used.
1.1.4 ThermodynamicQuantities Associated With Extreme Pressure,
Temperatureand Density Values
For problems requiring a knowledge of the two atmospheric
variables that are associated with a third extreme variable at dis-
crete altitudes, the functions given below maybe used. Values for
the coefficients of variation and correlation coefficients should be






Extreme Density Extreme Temperature Extreme Pressure
Use + sign when extreme parameter is maximum.
Use - sign when extreme parameter is minimum.
In these equations, "M" denotes the multiplication factor to give the
desired deviation. The values of M for the normal distribution and the
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6_9028297_-01 2.0715365E 02 Z.07L_._bSE 02 l.1594899E-0] 1.18062S9E-Q_ 1.368923BE-O_ 2.885302SE 02
_._ZboOg_E-01 2.0778667E 02 2.077_662E OZ L.lO_b236E-01 l. Z368766E-04 I.}724675E-05 Z.889707bE OZ
6,360986BE-01 2,0842_88E 02 2,0842_88E 02 L,O62039SE-OI l,Zq56538L-04 |,37603_bE-05 2,8941420E OZ
_ _,1072356E-01 2,0906669E 02 2.0906669E 02 1.01bb3OqE-Ol 1.3570_00k-04 L.37961?EE-05 2.8985_4_E O_
_.B6_ZS_E-OL Z°GqTLOSLE 02 2°OqTIO51E 02 9.732q618E-02 |.4211596E-04 1.3832092E-0S 2.9030542E 02
5.b515652E-01 2.[03548bE 02 2.103548bE OZ 9.319379qE-02 I°_880Tq3E-04 1.3867977E-OS 2.9075108E 02
5._OeTIO_E-OI _oI099U3___._.IOqqB34E 02 8.92_b359E-02 1.55T_O85E-O_ 1.3qQ)?bbE-OS 2.91195_6E G_
5.1952558E-01 2.116395qE 02 2.LIb3959E 02 8.547_435E-02 L.b307_B7E-04 1.3939385E-05 2og|b3759E 02
*.99078_8E-01 2.122/735E 02 2.1227735E 02 8o1881557E-02 1.7067049E-04 l.3974765E-05 Z.?207bbBE OZ
_,79_9016E-01 2,12910_2E 02 2o[2910_2E 02 7,8447674E-02 1°7858834E-04 1°4009840E-05 2°925118BE OZ
_.6072266E-01 2,1353768E 02 2,1353768E 02 7,5169075E-02 I,86U3947E-04 1,40445_0E-05 2,929424bE 02
_°4_73989E-0[ 2.1_LS___BEO_.__Z__20_3_-514E-02 1.95__J._.-_ [°4078838E-OS 2. 9336769E 02
_.25SOT3Q_-QL 2°L_TTO61E OZ 2.L_TTObTE 02 6.qo48699E-02 2.0638693E-06 1°_1|26_1E-05 2o937869BE 02
4.089919(E-OL 2.153T_SSE 02 2.1537455E 02 6o6193250E-02 2.|370675E-04 [.6[_94_E-0_ _.9419972E 02
3.93t6222E-01 2.159bOqiE 02 2.1596891E 02 6,3_b5692E-02 2.23_0689E-04 1.4178673E-05 2.94bO53BE 02
3.779881[E-01 2.[655302E 02 2.16§5302E 02 b. O859q7bE-02 Z.3349q93E-04 [o4210800E-0_ 2*9500350E 02
3.b3_409[E-O_ Z._7126_4E _2 2.LT[Z_Z_E O_ 5°E3TO3[ZE-O_ ___ [o4242292E-05 2.q539368E 02
3,_q_q30_E-OI 2,L768800E 02 2°1768HODE 02 5o5991tB6E-02 2,5_1726E-04 1,_273|20E-05 2°95775_7E 02
3.361I832E-OL 2.1823781E 02 2.1823781E 02 5.3717368E-02 2.662bB77E-O4 [o_303258E-05 2oQbI4885E OZ
23500, 3,2329LbBE-O[ 2.1877527E 02 2,[877527E 02 5,1543851E-02 2,7806785E-04 1,4332bBBE-05 2,9651329E 02











2.991875_E-01 2.I98L200E 02 2,1981203E 02 4.7478898E-02 3.0306B74E-04 1.4389370E-05 2°9721502E OZ
_ 2.878653_E-01 2.2031091E 02 2.203109[E 02 4.5578615E-02 3o1630195E-04 1.4416605E-05 2.9755212E 02
2,7700151E-0[ 2,207967[E 02 2,207967LE 02 4,37bOgISE-02 3.3004564E-0_ 1,4_43099E-05 2,9788000E 02
2.6657591_-01 2.21269_8E 02 2.g1269_BE 02 4.2021BBIE-02 3o443[725k-04 Io446B859E-05 2. gBIgB74E 02
2,5656950E-0/ 2.2|72934E 02 2o2|72q3_E 02 4.0357794E-02 3°59_3489E-04 1o_493892E-05 2°9850846E 02
2.¢bgb393E-01 2.22176_BE 02 2.22L7648E 02 3,R765104E-02 3,7451754E-04 1,451821|E-05 2°9880929E 02
2._77,[81E-01 2.226112_E 02 2.226112_E 02 3. T2_O_37E-O2 3°9048512E-04 1°454|83bE-05 2o99[0150E 02
2.2888635E-01 2.2303_00E 02 2°2303400E 02 3°57_0583E-02 4o0705849E-04 1.4564790E-05 2.9938538E 02
2°2038|59E-01 2.23_52_E 02 2.23_526E 02 3°4382_89E-02 4.2425962£-04 1.4587|02_-05 2°9966127£ OZ






2.0436382E-01 2.2423573E 02 2.2423573E 02 3.1760075E-02 6.6063921[-06 1.4629936E-05 3.001908bE 02
1.96B2221E-01 2.2_61b_OE 02 2.26616_0E 02 3o0530360_-02 4.798b792E-04 1o4650541E-05 3o00_455bE OZ
1.8957_1_E-0| 2.2_9B85_ 02 2.249_853E 02 2.9351587E-02 4.99B2535£-0_ 1.4670bbTE-05 3.0069433E 02
_.82bo686E-01 2o2535303E 02 2o2535303E 02 2o82213T3E-02 5.2054052E-04 1o4690368E-05 3.0093780E 02






























1.69466_0_-01 2.2606372E 02 2.2606372E 02 2.6097671E-02 5°6436988E-O_ 1.4728740E-05 3°014|i97E 02
1o6327363E-0! 2.2643885E 02 2.2643_5E 02 2.511902_E-02 5.8_|633|E-04 1o47_8972_-05 3o0|66[24E 02
t.5729220E-Ol 2.26_7720E 02 2.2697720E 02 2.4t4t4LSE-02 6.1214233E-04 [o4777982E-05 3.02020_2E 02
lo515_51_E-_L 2.2TStbT_E _2 2o/?5_6T3E 02 Z.3ZO_LgqE-02 6.3B_I83_E-04 _o480TO26E-05 3o023TgOTE 02
1°4602270E-0[ 2.280577_E 02 2°280577_E 02 2°2305569E-O_b°65A306___E_04 _!_83blL?_:O_._],P__7.3J]f_E_02
I,_OTISZ8E-OL 2.28600_E 02 2,286004_E 02 2, I_3HIOE-02 6,93219r0£-04 1,4865Z72E-05 5.0309836E 02
l,356L394E-OI 2.29[_508E 02 2.291_508E 02 2,0611288E-02 7,22_2759E-04 1,4894498E-05 3,0345920E OZ
1*307101_E-01 2,296918/E 02 2,296918?E 02 1,9824_bIE-02 7,5279778E-04 _,4923_0E-05 3,0382105E OZ
1.259956hE-01 2.302410_E 02 2*302_[0_E 02 I*9063850E-02 7.843/554E-04 1.4953217E-05 3.0418403E 02
1.2t_6273_-01 2.301927_E 02 2.307927_ 02 l._33_060E-02 8.1720744E-04 1.4982730E-05 3.0_5482bE 02
l°L2_tq_t-OL 2.3_q_5(_E 02 2.3_90_50E 02 [.&q6_66ZE-OZ fi.S&82qTTE-04 _.5042_0TE-05 3.05280_0E 02
l.OgBSO12E-01 2.3246485E 02 2,3246485E 02 E,6316527E-02 9*2372233E-04 1*507|98bE-05 3.0564950E 02
l.O500t95k-Ol 2,3_02838E 02 2,3302838E 02 1,56973_9E-02 9,620734BE-04 1.510200_E-05 3°0601975E 02
1.0127|18_-0L 2.3359519E 02 2.3359519E 02 1.5102878E-02 1.0019389E-03 1.5132162E-05 3.0639170E 02
_ 9,7_8k_b___2j_b53__ 2.3_lb537E 02 1.45_2122_-02 __=,_0__7_0J_03 L.5162_bSE-05 3, ObTb541E Q2.
9._228_37E-02 2.3473904_ 02 2.3_7390_E 02 1.3984082E-02 1.0864443E-03 loSlqZ92bE-05 3.0714094E 02
9.0q_5080E-02 2,3531_2bE 02 2,3531626E 02 L,3457/97E-02 1,13tZO58E-03 l,b223539E-05 3,0751834E 02
8,7706975E-02 2,358970HE 02 2,3589708E 02 1.2952372E-02 1.1777232E-03 1,5254309E-05 3,0789762E 02
8._628981E-02 2,36_8155E 02 2,3648155E 02 1.2466932E-O_ 1.2260625E-03 1,5285238E-05 3,0827881E 02
8,|_66349_06_71j__02 2,3706971E 02 1,2000652£-02 1,27_J_._L__IJ____)_L_z_LgJtE--OZ
?.8814_89E-02 2.3766155E 02 2.3766i55E 02 l.1552737E-02 1.328479RE-03 1.5347578E-05 3.0904698E 02
1.6068993E-02 2.3R2571CE 02 2.3825719E 02 lo1122427E-02 1.3827008_-03 1*5378989E-05 3.0943396E 02
?.3425722E-02 2.3885632E 02 2.3B85632E 02 L.O709009E-02 l°43qO274E-03 I*54LO557E-05 3o0982283E 02
7,0880660E-02 2o39459|8E 02 2,3945918E 02 |o03_|789E-02 |.49/5367E-03 [.5442282E-05 3.1021357E 02
6.8_2991_E-02 2o4006563E 02 2.4006563E 02 9.q301028E-O) [.5583081E-03 1.54741bOE-05 3.|ObOb[SE 02
6.6069812L-02 2.406T563E OZ 2._067563E 02 9.5633199E-03 1.621_230_-03 _.5506|87E-05 3.11000_2E OZ
6o379678_E-02 2.4|2_91UE 02 2._128910E 02 9.21083_4E-05 1.6869660E-03 1o5538359L-05 3.|[39bb3E 02
b,1607495E-02 2.41_059]E 02 2.4190593E 02 8,8720665E-03 1,7550219E-03 1,5570671_-05 3,1179440E 02
3525U. 5.746710_E-02 2o_314924E 02 2.43[_q26E 02 8.2334940E-03 1.8990343E-03 [o5635687E-05 3o|259463E 02
35500, 5.5509918E-02 2.43725_5E 02 2,43775_5E 02 Toq3Z6513E-03 |,27_1753E-03 1,5668_77E-05 3,1Z99690E O_
3525U, 5.362_192E-02 2.44_0_54E 02 2,_44045_E 02 7,643_668E-03 2.05_2015t-03 X,570|I79E-05 3.13_00_0E 02
CAPE KENNEDY REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE ITABLE Z-1
VERSUS GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE (ANNUAL) I(continued
_O_ET_C.LTIT__SS_ K"E_IVR'O'C I t_,._..C IC=_F_.T, _EO_TEM_RATURE TEMPERATURE _NSITY VISCOSITY _ VISCO_TY I SOUND
fl_S r_wt_ Cm "2 _e_ K ¢_lrm K kg m-_ m 2 _c "1 _t_-_c m-Z I m N¢ "O
36000, $,180718_t-02 I,4503628E 02 2,4503628E 02 7,36_4170E-03 2,1362103E-03 1,5734080E-0_ 3,138052qE 02
_ 36_59, ___,0D..tt.__3ecO___._4,__Zl0_ZE0Z Z,456?0SZLOZ___?j3L_p._LLE-_03___0-0.,'_E-9-_-.3.,,tTJkT.93_ 3, Z_ZIH4eQ2,_
36500. 4.836875EE-02 2.4630706E 02 2.4630706E 02 6.P4|O914E-03 2,3095922E-03 |.58001_6E-0_ 3.1461794E 02
36/50. 4,6742370E-02 2.4694566E 02 2.4694566_ 02 6.59397|7_-0_ 2.40LL762E-03 1,5833288E-0_ 3.[502553E 02
31000, _,5174751b-02 2,475861UE 02 2o47586[0E 02 6.3563430L-03 2o496t657[-03 1,58664B6E-0_ 3. LS63376E 02
37250° 4.366)bl[E-02 2._822817E 02 2._822817E 02 6o1278247E-03 2.5946776E-03 [,5899129E-03 3o1584231E OZ
31750. 4,080226_b-02 2.495L598E 02 2.695|598E 02 5o6967042E-03 2.8027235E-U3 1,5966287E-05 3.1666075E OZ
38000. 3.9447995E-02 2.5016116E 02 2.fiOl611bE 02 5.4934199E-03 2.9124978E-03 1.5999574E-05 3o1706989E 02
_8250. 3.B14208[E-02 2.5080680E 02 2.5080680E 02 5,2978887E-03 3.026270_E-03 [.6032844E-05 3./T47878E 02
38500. 3.6882_93E-02 2°5|4525bE 02 2.5165256E 02 5°1098048E-03 3.1k41bT3E-03 1.6066081E-05 3.[788723E 02
38750, 3,5668057E-p2__*_980qE 0_ 2,5209809E02 4,qZS_J_3|_-Q_ 3,2663182E-03 [_099Z68E-05 3,182950|E 02
39G00. 3.4496486E-02 2,52?4305E 02 2,SZ?_305E 02 4,7548124E-03 3*39ZB543L-03 [,6132386E-05 3°L870190E 02
39250. 3.336634_E-02 2.5338705E 02 2°5338TOSE 02 4,SRT3508E-03 3.5239l[|E-03 1,61654i7E-05 3.1910768E 02
39500. 3.2Z?608_E-OZ Z._OZgbi_ 02 2°5402907E 02 _,_202_i_E-03 3.65_623LL-03 L°b198336E-05 3._951Z07c 02
39750° 3.1224165E-02 Z.546TO5bE 02 2._467056E 02 4,2711993E-03 3.8001346E-03 1.6Z31132b-05 3°199[48TE 02
40000. 3.020glSOE-O_ 2.553092eE OZ 2.5530928E 02 4°12ZO200E-03 3.9455843E-03 1.6263778E-05 3.2031579E 02
40500. 2.828_457_-02 _.5657837E 02 2°_657837E 02 3.8403036E-03 4°2518856E-03 /.6328531E-05 3.21/[09ZE 02
40750. Z.7372[LSE-02 2.57ZOT82E 02 2.5720782E 02 3.7073359E-03 4.4|30322E-03 [°6360593E-0§ 3.2150456E 02
4LO00. 2.649L_24E-OZ 2.57B332_E 02 2.5783324E 02 3.5793500E-03 4,5797177E-03 1.63924[2E-05 3°2189520E 02
4|25_. 2,5641234_-02 2.5845410E 02 2,SB6541OE 02 3°_561553_-03 6.7520915E-03 1.66239bbE-05 3°ZZZ8253E 02
41750. 2.4027808E-02 2.598_OOSE 02 2.5968005E 02 3°2_33931E-03 5.1145384E-03 l.b48blb8_-05 3.230459BE 02
42000. 2.32_Z_|tE-O2 2°60ZB40?E 02 2._028407E 02 3.1134715E-03 5.3049350_-03 l,b_EbTb4E-05 3.2342147E OZ
42_5U. 2,2523202L-02 2.60aS13_E 02 2.hO88134E O_ 3.00763]ZE-03 5.5016637E-03 1,6546987E-0§ 3. Z379233E OZ
42500. 2.|809203E-02 2.6147127E 02 2.6147127E 02 2.qOST_87E-03 5.704890|k-03 l,b576806E-O5 3°Z_|_8Z2E 02
__42750. 2.1119469E-0_=2,62_3_9_ _2,6205329E02 2.SUTS735E-03 5.914785____.6606195E-05 3.24518BOE 02
43000. 2.0453LlSb-02 2.626267_E 02 2.6262673E 02 2.7130530E-03 6.13151316-03 I.b63_L2LE-05 3.2487367E OZ
43250* 1,9807265E-02 2.631gOgHE 02 2.6319098E 02 Z°6ZZO_ZOE-03 6.3552567[-03 l*6663554E-05 3*2522Z_?E 02
43500° 1.918706_E-02 2.637453bE 02 2.637_53bE 02 2.5343L98E-03 6.5861708E-03 1.66_1463E-05 3o2536_82E 02























1.8004513E-02 2.6482185E 02 2.668218_E 02 2.3686559E-03 7.0702506E-03 1.674557;E-05 3.2622856E 02
1.7642635E-02 2.65_256_ 02 2._53425bE 02 _.2qOO392E-03 7o3237678_-03 1.6771716E-05 3.26_491|E 02
1.689_40[E-02 2.6585060E 02 2.6585060E 02 2.2164782E-03 7o585|708_-03 1o6797|9bE-0_ 3.26861SRE 02
1.63741ZOE-02 2.6636526E 02 Z.6634524E 02 2.1416b13E-03 7.8546414L-03 1.68Z|981E-05 3.2716SS|E 02
1.586613_E-02 Z_6825_E 02 2.6682574E OZ 2.r_l14819E-O3_6t-O_ 1,68_6038_-05 3.27_6049E 02
1.5_74807E-02 2._72qlZqE 02 2o67Z9129E 02 2o0038380E-03 R.618SO84E-03 Io6R69327E-05 3.2774_04E 02
1.4_g9529E-02 2.6774109E 02 2.6774|09E OZ lo_38b)lSE-03 8.T13Zb_SE-03 1.089|8/UE-0_ 3. Z8021b_E OZ
1.4439711E-02 Z.68L7436E 02 2.bS17436E 02 l._757674E-03 9.0168161E-03 L.6913_50E-05 3.2828699E 02
1.3996781_-02 2.68590_5E 02 2.6859025t 02 1.8151566_-03 9.3Z93467_-03 1.6936206E-05 3.285416SE 02
|o314746bE-02 2.693bfiS3E 02 2.6936653L 02 1.70034|6[-03 9°9820579[-03 [°6972909E-05 3,290[589E 02
|.ZT44065E-O2 2.697251/E 02 2.6972512£ 02 1.645979Zt-0_ 1.032ZSgOk-O2 1.6990770E-05 3.2923481E OZ
1.235348tE-02 2.7006Z88E 02 2.TOO6288E 02 t._935380t-03 [.O6728_3E-UZ 1.700758ZE-05 3.2944089E 02
L.|q75Zq3E-02 2.7037886_ 02 2.tO37884L 02 [,54Z?673E-03 [°[032976E-02 L°702330|E-O5 3.276335_E 02
1.1254254E-02 2.7094166E 02 2.?094166_ 02 1.4470338E-03 1.1783607_-02 1.7051279E-05 3.2997643E 02
1.0910568t-0_ 2.?ll_bbOE 02 2.?llShbOL 02 1.4015168E-03 1.2_74463E-O2 1°706344bE-05 3.30|2557E 02
1.0577573E-02 2.71_0590E 02 2.714059_E 02 1.3577018E-03 1.25759|0E-02 1°7074335E-05 3°3025902E 02
1.0254871E-02 2.TtS_BS/E 02 2.r15_8576 02 1.3ts3475E-03 1.298812bE-OZ l.?O838qqE-05 3.3037623E 02
9.63650Z7C-0_ 2.718T674E 02 2.718767_E 02 [.?347674E-03 [,_8_bgOLE-02 [.709770|E-05 3.305_37E OZ
/.3446532E-03 Z,715868LE 02 2.?[SA682E 02 1.1986_60_-03 1.4252460E-OZ 1,70833[6E-05 3,3036908E OZ
_.ObO8503E-03 _.TlZ7908E 02 2.7121908E 02 I,[655643E-03 1.4668753L-02 [.706BO39E-05 3°3018185E 02
8.7854533E-03 Z.TO95_94E 02 2. TOg5396E 02 |,[ZgS526E-03 /.S096164E-02 |.705_889E-05 3°ZQ983Q3E 02
8.5180215E-03 2.10_L/7_ 02 2.7061178E 02 1.0965534E-03 1,5536932_-02 ,1.7036883_-05 3.2977550E OZ
50500. 8.00b15|_-03 2.6987?9_E O_ Z.6987793_ 02 I.0336b&2E-03 1.b6_8006_-0_ [,6998377E-05 3.2932ROSE 02
51000. 1o52369Z?c-0_ 2.bqO_OS/E 02 2.h908057_ 02 q.T_0357_-06 [.7410715_-02 1*6958658E_05 3.288411gE OZ
5|250° _.292598_-03 Z.bSb590_E 02 2.6865905E 02 9.4562620E-06 [o7ql159b_-02 1,6937638_-05 3°2858353E OZ
5i75_* 6o8506993E-O_ 2.6T?7211E 02 2.h77?Zllk 02 8°9|26593E-04 1.8956342E-02 l*6893339E-05 3°280406qE 02
52003. 6.b39_19?E-03 2.6730745E 02 2.67307_5E 02 8,6526723L-_4 |.9497023£-_2 1.6870136E-05 3.2775595E 02
52_SU, 6.4_0792E-03 2.66829[_E 02 2.668Zg|4t 02 8,4002243_-04 2o0056674t-02 |o6846209E-05 3,2766ZSSE 02
525_0. 6,236806[E-03 2.66_3759E 02 2.6633759E 02 8.155077TE-0_ 2.0627t66L-02 1.6821598E-05 3.27t6081E OZ
53000. 5.863_791E-03 2.66316LOE 02 2.653L6LOE _2 7.hSb7866E-06 2.1820008L-02 L.6770388E-05 3.2653Z83E 02
5]LSu. 5.bT|lO6hE-03 2.6_78688E 02 2.6478688L 02 7,4blZO?2E-04 2.2_4|[68E-02 L.6743B2LE-05 3.2620700E 02
5_500. 5,_9_9539E-03 2.662_58_E OZ 2.6_26586E 02 7.2430671E-04 2.3079496k-02 1.6716634_-05 3.25873S6E 02











































CAPE KENNEDY REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE TABLE I-t
VERSUS GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE (ANNUAL) (Contiaued)
PRESSURE KINETIC VIRTUAL KINEMATIC C_FFICIENT SPEED OF
TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE DENSITY VISCOSITY OF VISCOStTY SOUND
newtonl cm'l degrlel K de_reu K kg m-I ml le¢-+ nallml-u¢ m'l m lee "1
5,1553130E-03 2.6312956E 02 2,6312956E 02 6,8253221E-04 2,6409778E-02 1,6660460E-05 3,25tB452E OZ
4,99_3376E-03 2,6255506E 02 2,6255506E 02 6,625)6tBE-04 2.StO2866E-02 1,6651507E-05 3,2482934E 02
6,8361087E-03 2,6197010E 02 2,6197010E 02 6,4310530E-06 2,5815361[-02 1°6601996E-05 3.2466728E 02
6,683492?E-03 2,6137502E 02 2,6137502E 02 6,2422839E-04 2,6547886E-02 1,6571943E-05 3,2609855E 02
6.5353597E-03 2.607701_E 02 2,60770 5_._,_ 6.05 B 8697 _ .___j_ - Oj_ __L. 6 S6 _,_,._ -F.__L_ ___ _2j_ _._
6,3qlSB60E-03 2,6015581E 02 2,6015581E 02 5,8806537E-04 2,8075569£-02 1,6510270E-05 3o2336_78E 02
6,25204_8E-03 2,SgS3237E 02 2,5953237E 02 5,7074782E-04 2,8872090E-02 1,6478682E-05 3,22954|1E 02
4,||66255E-03 2,5890011E 02 2,5890011E 02 5,539197qE-04 2,9691323E-02 1,64aVbbl|E-05 3,2256069E 02
3,9852059E*03 2,5825_34E 02 2,582593_E 02 5,3756686E-0_ 3,0534011_-02 1,6416072E-05 3,22L6108E 02
3.8576765£-03 2 • 576 L06___7. 2,5761043E 02 5 • 2 L6 ? 5 LOF -._L _16.5___-_)2_ 1,6381051E-O S .._gE (__
3.733927Rk-03 2.5695369E 02 2.5695369E 02 5.t_b23109E-04 3.2292B65f£-U2 1.6347652E-05 3.2|36569E 02
3,6138565E-03 2,5628940E 02 2,5628940E 02 4,q|22195E-04 3,3210669E-02 1,63|3800E-05 3,20q3004E 02
3,4973535_-03 2,556|786E 02 2,%561786E 02 4,7663518E-04 3,6155129E-02 1,6279536E-05 3,2050931E 02
3,38432471-03 2,54939t_|E 02 2,569394tE 02 6,6245854E-04 3,5127209E-02 1.6244878E-05 3, Z008368E 02
3"27667L2E-O3_'J_-_L'SJ_r_E_Z- Z_J_2.._4___.a.Q_a_-_ __,J5_..7_[0£-02.__.__62_L9 -j_0.___-_1965_]6_ 02
3,1682985E-03 2,5356290E 02 2,53562qOE 02 4,_528944E-04 3,7157872[-02 1,617&430E-05 3,192|839E 02
3,065|163_-03 2,5286545E 02 2,5286_45E 02 6,2227657_-06 3*8218622E-02 1,6138668E*05 3*1877907E 02
2,9650293E-03 2,_216226E 02 2,5216226E 02 6,0q62520E-04 3,93104845-02 1,6102565E-05 3,|833552E 02
2,6679566E-03 2,5145360E 02 2,5145360E 02 3,9733|01E-06 4,0435160E-02 [,6066t35E-05 3,1786789E 02
2,7738122E-03: 2,5073975E O_ _,_073975_ 02 _°R538216E-06 6,t593494E-02 1,6029391E-05 3,1743636E 02
2.6_25136E-0_ 2,5002101E 02 2.5002101E 02 3,7376892E-06 6,2?UbTIqE-02 1,5992346E-05 3, L698105E 02
Z,5939802E-03 2,4927760E 02 2,4929760E 02 3.6248189E-04 _,4016023E-02 Lo595501Lt:-05 3,|6522L6E 02
2,5081352_-0_ 2.4856981E 02 2,4856981[ 02 3,5151213£-06 6,5282651E-02 L,5917601E-05 3*1605979E 02
2,4269023E-03 2,4783793E 02 2,4783793_ 02 3,6085073E-04 4.6567926E-02 1,5879529E-05 3,15594L5E 02
2,3t_42082E-03 2,4710222E 02 2.4710222E 02 3,3048920E-04 6,7933206_-02 L,5841607E-05 3,1512535E 02
Z,26598QR_-0__ _,j, 4_6___j?,6636295E 02 3,2041923E-04 6,931991tE-02 L,S8_O_BE-_.5_LJ_t_
2,1901511E-03 2,4562030E 02 2,4562030E 02 3,1063299E-04 5,0749677k-02 |,5764462E-05 3,1617902E 02
2,1166509E-03 2,468r455_ 02 2,4487655E 02 ),0112260E-04 5,2223668E-02 1o572566|E-05 3,1370tTOE 02
2,0_5_141E-03 2,4_1259_)E 02 2,_,12598E n2 2,9188045_-04 5,3763637E-02 1,5686659E-05 3,1322185E 02
L,9763771E-03 2,4337476E 02 2._337676_ 02 2,8289940E-04 5,5311054E-02 1,5667664E-05 3,1273955E 02
1,844653|E-03 2,_1865_3E 02 2,;166543E 02 2,6569211E-04 5,8596209E-02 1,5568551E-05 3,1176829E OZ
L,78LSt,66E-03 2.4110778E 02 2.4110778E 02 2,57452331-06 6.03LT397L:-02 1°5528854E-05 3, L127960E 02
L,7209993E-03 2,4034843E 02 2,4034843E 02 Z.4946636E-06 6,2093563E-U2 L,568qOI2E-OS 3, L078906E 92
1.6620553E-03 2.395875_E 02 2, J958754E 02 2,4166791E-06 6,3926700E-02 1,5449032E-05 3,1029671E 02
1,60496L2_-_.___t_, 00___,3882540E 02 Z,3411097E-_ 6,58189L2E-02 1,5608929E-05 3,0980278E 02
L.St_q6626E-03 2.3806Z12_ 02 2,_806212E 02 2.2676969E-06 6,7772386E-02 1,5368109E-05 3,0930732E 02
1,696|08_E-03 2,3729799E 02 2,3729799E 02 2,iqb_Tb3E-06 6.9789635E-02 L,5528386E-05 3o088|052E 02
1,6462682E-0_ 2,365_317_ 02 2,3653317E 02 2,1270982E-06 7,18724145-02 1,5287968E-05 3,0831246E 02




















1,345_170E-03 2,3500217E 02 2.3500217E 02 1,9944683E-04 7,6246075E-02 [,5206885E-05 3,0731304E 02
1,2983516E-03 2,3623636E 02 2.3_23638E 02 1.9309709E-04 7,8562064_-02 L,5166260E-05 3o068|192E 02
1.2527926k-03 2,35_7J6_ 02 2,33_7066E 02 1,_693243E-04 6,0916668E-02 1,5125538E-05 3,063100|E 02
1o2086961E-03 2.3270509E 02 2.]27050qE (J2 I,RO94601E-O_ 8,3366234E-02 L,5086787E-05 3,0580740E 02
1-1660196£-_01_j319_981_ 0_2___,_,02 1,7513312E-O4J,59003L6E-02 1,50639qlE-O_ 3,0530415E 02
l.t?4720_k-03 2.311r5|]_ 02 2,_117513E 02 1,694889_E-0_ 8,8520038E-02 1,5003167_-05 3,0680046E 02
1o08_7607t-0} _o30_1l|1E 02 2._041111E 02 1o6400922E-04 9o1228521E-02 1o6962319E-05 3o0629636E 02
1,0_6_989k-03 2,296475_E 02 2.2964788E 02 I.SR68965E-06 9o4029269E-02 |o4q2L653k-05 3o0379196E 02
1.0086976£~03 2,2U8_563E 02 2,_888563E 02 1o53525_9k-04 9o6_25850E-02 1o488057qE-05 3,0328736E 02
9.72518_0_-0_ 2,2_12_6_ 02 2,ZSt24_6E 02 1,48_1282E-04 9,9q22040_-02 _-__3__7_&:___J_278Z__E 02
9,3752730E-0_ _.2736_7E OZ 2,27364_7E 02 1,4364753E-04 1,0302162E-01 1.47q8833E-05 3,0227757E 02
9.0368733E-04 2.2660580E 02 2.7660580E 02 1o3892664E-0_ 1o0622867E-01 1o4757972E-05 3o0|77313E 02
8o7096_31E-04 2,2584_65E 02 2.2584_65E 02 1,3_3_672E-06 1o0954754E-01 1,4717133E-05 3,0126856E 02
8o3952542E-0_ 2.250930_E 02 2,_50q3021 02 1,2989908E-04 1,12982_5E-01 L,4676317E-05 3,0076415E 02
0.0_7377HE-04 2,2_905E 02 2.2_33905E 02 L,7558582Eo0_ 1.1653aO_E-Ol L,4635_55_OE-p_5 3_0026000_
7,505q128E-O_ 2.228365_E 02 2,2283655E 02 1*173_236k-04 1.2603084k-Ol 1.4556073E-05 2,9925283E 02
7,2297136E-0_ 2,220_819E 02 2.Z20881_E 02 1,13_0531E-06 1,2797823E-0| 1.4513611E-0S 2,9874991E 02
6,9628181E-04 2.213418_E 02 2,2134183k 02 1,0958706k-0_ 1,3206667E-01 1,6672799E-05 2.982674qE 02













6.4558011)E-0# 2,19055_5E 02 2,L985545E 02 1,0229#L[E-04 1,4068984_-0l I°43q1743E-05 2°97244]9E 02
bo2151386E-0_ 2,1911562F 02 2.1911562E 02 9,8813258E-05 1,6523667E-01 1,6_51309E-05 2,g674385E 02
5,982690_E-0_ Z,183780_E 02 2.1837805_ 02 q.5438879E-05 1o6994875E-01 1,631094|E-05 2,962639qE 02
5,7582031E-04 2.176_27_E 02 2.1764278E 02 9,216806_E-05 1.5483280E-01 1,4270640E-05 2,9574485E 02
5.541_29tk-04 2,169099_E 02 2,1690992E 02 8,8997983E-05 L,Sq89589E-OI 1,4230412E-05 2, q524650E 02
5o_32|321_-0_ Z.16L793')E 02 2,L617939E 02 8,5925955E-05 1,6516514E-01 L,4190254E-05 2o9676890fLOj__
-5.1 30076_t-05 2.154515_E 02 2,t545L38E 02 _,2_69228E-05 1,7058841E-01 1,4150177E-05 2,9425218E 02
6,9350383t-04 2.1_72581E 02 2,1472581E 02 H.PO65258E-05 1,7623349E-0| [,6110177E-05 2,937562qE 02
_.?_67952E-0_ 2o1_00271E 02 2,1_00271E 02 7,72716_5[-05 1.8208870E-0l 1,6070255E-05 2.9326126E 02
_o5651352E-0_ 2.1328214E 02 2.132821_E 02 7.4565325E-05 1,8816272E-01 1o6030615E-05 2oq276712E 02
_.38_500_-0__2.125_01_ 02 2-125_40tE 02. 7.1_4_517E-05 1.94466_8__01 .I.j399Q_5_-____o_9227_./L_ L
_.2207370E-0_ 2.118_835F 02 2.L184835E 02 6.9406629E-05 2,0100346E-0_ Io3950971E-O5 2,9178139E 02
GEOMETRIC
ALTITt.N)E
CAPE KENNEDY REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE ITI_LE: I-]
VERSUS GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE (ANNUAL) I (cO"fi"ul4)
TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE I DENSITY V_COSlTY OF VISCOSITY
4.0576003_-04 Z.llllSlSE OZ 2.111_515E 02 6.694935_E-O_ 2.0778947t-Ol 1.3glI371E-OS Z. gI21IISE Ol
_,?002471E-04 2.10_1441E 02 2.1042411E 02 6,4570475E-0_ Z.I_832bbE-OI 1.387|847E-05 2._07991_E Ol
3.7484991E-04 2.09fi61_i 02 2.097|612E 02 6.2267774b-05 2.2211368(-01 I.]B32*OSE-05 2.QO3OIIIE 02
3.461084h_-04 2,0830656E OZ 2.0830656E 02 5.7882463E-OS Z.)TblSO4t-O| 1.3753744E-05 2.R933204E 02
3.3250751E-04 2,0760531E 02 2.0760531t 02 5,5795702E-05 2.4579899E-Ol 1,3714527E-05 2.8884462E 02
3.!939768E-04 2.0690623E 02 2.0690623E 02 5.3776921E-0_ Z.5429823E-01 1.3675)76_-0S 2.8835789E 02
3.0676280E-04 2,0620942E 02 2.062094ZE 02 5,1BZ4119E-O_ Z.631Z645E-01 1.36_bZ9?E-OS 2.8787192E 02
74250. 2.8285647E-O_ Z,O48ZLqIE 02 2,048ZIgJE 02 4.8109125E-OS 2.8|8Z420E-O| [.}550_lbEm05 Z*UbgolTgt OZ
74500° Z./I5551_E-04 Z*Ok|JI_IE 02 Z*Okl]l13E OZ 4,&3432S&E-O_ 2.911Z336[-01 1.3519410E-05 2*86417)RE 02
74?50. Z.bO669Z6E-04 Z*O344ZZOE 02 Z*O34622QE 02 4*46361ZgE-05 3.0200992£-0[ L*3480554E-O_ 2*RS9338_E OZ
2.4008915E-0_ 2.0206_47E O_ 2.0206947E OZ 4._39134_e-05 _*2381085E-O| I,J402%bBE-OS 2*R496755E O_
Z,3_3683_E'O_ Z*O138_45E 02 Z,_I3_545E OZ _*q6_O378E-O_ 3.3536D07£-01 i.3364_26E-0_ 2.8_84_2E 02
Z*21010_E-06 Z,OOTO_E_E 02 Z,OOTO28Zk 02 5.E36_5_OE-O_ 3.4T36598E-Ot _,33Z_OBk-05 2.6400225E 02
2*I200Z39E-O_ 2,000Z|4?E 02 2,0002147E 02 3.6923403E-05 3.5984789E-01 |.328680qE-0S 2.83_lqTTE 02
1._499040k-04 1.9866205_ 02 1.q866205[ 02 ].41q2_lOE-05 3.8632084E-OL 1.3209636E-0_ 2.8255668E 02
_._bgb37|E-06 1,979_64E O2 l,_798_b4E 02 _,28977tTE*05 4.00354_9E-0_ _.3170739E-0_ 2,_207183E 02
1.7924187_-04 /.9730_9ZE 02 1.')730592E OZ 3.1647331_-05 4.1494902E-01 1.3132029E-05 2.8158863E OZ
1.71RL453E-O_ i,9662865t Og l.q66ZB65k 02 3.0_40435E-05 4.3012822E-O! L*30932qoE-o_ 2,SLLO492E 02
1.5780237E-0_ [.95274B*E OZ 1,9527487E 02 2,8151717E-05 4.6236101E-01 l*3015694E-05 2*BO139_SE 02
1.511qB31E-O_ 1.94_9198E 02 1._459198_ 02 2.1067389L-05 6.794260qE-OI L.ZqT6813E-05 2.1964961E 02
1.448496RE*04 1,9_2081E 02 1.939208tE 02 Z.6021614E-05 4.97Z0054£-01 I.Z937861E-05 2*7916Z6tE 02
1.387475_E-04 1.9324316E 02 1.0324316[ OZ 2.50126L3E-05 5.1569290E-01 L.2898827E-05 2.7867463E 02
[.2724843E-04 1.9188547E 02 1.O|BRS_7E 02 Z,tIOi?ZZE-05 5.569§180E-01 1.2820_53E-0_ 2.//6937_ 02
1.2183471E-04 I._IZO_eZE OZ l.')lZO49ZE 02 Z.ZI_/789E-05 5.757Rte6k-Oi 1,2781084E-05 2.77Z0081_ 02
1.166)428E-04 I,_05ZZggE 02 1._052299E 02 2.13Z6351E-05 5.97_9705£-01 1,2741579E-0_ Z. 1670611_ OZ
1.1163954E-04 l*898193?E 02 l._qB3q)_k 02 Z=O_@_587Em05 _,Z_!13Ob-O1 I.Z7019_5_-05 2.7_20920E OZ
1.0684305E-04 1.891_372E 02 I*8915_72_ 02 1.967746bE-05 6.6348133£-01 1.2662082E-05 2.7570998E 02
9*7R_627[E-05 [*_77155_E 02 [.STTT55_E OZ _.R_672[%_-05 6*q_32055E-01 1.25816_5£-05 _.7_70_7_E OZ
9.3572375£-05 1.8708Z3_E 02 1.870823_E OZ l*7_Z4[glE-05 7.1976859£-01 l*Z541385k-05 2.7619621E 02
8.9499401_-05 L.86DSbObE OZ L._b38606E OZ [.67ZSO_TE-05 7.4729094k-Ol L*ZSOO695k-05 2.7168549E 02
8.559l_[IE-05 I._56864_E 02 1.856864Z_ 02 1,6057790E-05 7.1593164E-01 1.2459747E-05 2.73_7133E 02
81750. 7.82440Lbk-05 1,842154ZF 02 l.b427542E OZ [.4791B15t-05 8.3674_24E-0l L*Z37698|E-05 2.7213166E 02
82000* 7.4793S59b--05 L.8356_SH£ OZ l*f1356358E _2 _*4Lg440Zk-O_ 8.6901}76t-01 L*Z335131E-05 2,7160_35E 02
82ZSu. 7*L485156E-05 1.82846g_E 02 1.928469_E 02 L,3619650E-05 9*O2588LSE-OL I*ZZgZ935t-05 2,7LO7464E 02
BEbOO, 6.8_12650E-05 [,BZi2515b 02 l._2LZSiSE _2 1._0667_1£-05 9.37blg32e-01 I.ZZSO_TOE-05 2.7053908E 02
_300U* 6*2_55RIDE-05 I.@_/,_O_,E 02 1.80_8_E n_ ]._O2_779_-_5 l.Ol!_62L O0 I.Zt64052L'05 2._9_5_ZgE O_
R_250. 5.955ZSO_E-05 ]._065r_OOv 02 I,_065000E 02 I,i_25iE-05 i.05_li76E O0 I.Z163172/-05 2. b944122_ 02
5_500. 5.bB75955E-05 L._O_500I;E _? I.C06_O00[ OZ i. CCb_OET£=05 [.|06_66]L O0 I.Zib3L72_-05 2._944_2E 02
83F$0. 5,4319543E-05 ]*BO_6OOOE 02 1._0_5080£ 02 I._75044£-05 l.[bi/57]L O0 I.Z163172£-05 2,6q_4|Z2E 02
84250* 4*95467R9E-05 [*80b_OOOE 02 I*_065000E OZ 9.55466|4E-06 I*ZT]OO92L O0 1.2|63172E-05 Z. 69441Z2E O_
R450_. 4./_20]0/t-05 1.8065000k 02 1.8065000E 02 9,[25JO40E-06 ].3_ZgObO£ O0 I*ZI6_|TZE-05 2o6946_22E OZ
_SU* 4.519_0J_-0_ l*_Oh5000E 02 I*RO65003E 02 8*fl_27|7E-06 I*39_bI6DE _0 t*_[63|TZE-05 2.6944|Z2E DZ
85_50. _.[2_W_--0% 1.8065000£ 02 ].8065000£ 02 7.9_97374hm0_ |.5_0009_£ O0 [.2163172Em05 _.6944|22E O_
85500. 3.937_342E-05 [*8065000[ O_ l.hObSOOOE O_ T._q26090_-Ob |.601975)_ O0 |,2_63_7_E-05 2*69W4|_2E O_
85750. ).7603741E-05 1.806500UE 02 I*PO65000E OZ 7*2_15500L-Ob' |.677320_C O0 |oZ163172£-05 2.6@46|22E O_
86000. _.59|47_&_--05 _.8065000_ 02 [*H065000[ OZ 6.9Z58_0£-06 _.75_20Z8[ O0 1.2_63_72_-05 2.6944|_[ O_
86500. ).276|[98E-05 [*8065000£ 02 |*8065003£ O? 6*_I770R3E-06 |.9252507£ O0 l*Z163_72E-05 2.6946|_2E 02
86750. 3.129091bE-05 [.8065000E 02 I*_ubSOOOE 02 b*O3400_7E-06 2.019/714£ O0 I*ZI6_I72E-05 2.b944|2ZE 02
87000. 2.gR85006km05 1,806500UE 02 1.8065000E 02 5,7630599E-06 2.1105407L O0 |*ZI63172E-05 _*6944_Z2E O_
87Z50o Z.8563_TZ-05 i*_ObSOOOF 02 i*_hSOOOE 02 5*50_3019E-G6 2,_09TSTW£ O0 i.21b_i72E-05 2,6944t_E 02
87500. 2.726171_E-05 1.806500UE 02 1.80#5000E 02 5,257!SQSEZ96 2.}/)6302_ O0 I,ZJ6}ITZK-95 Z,_96_J_Zk#[
8T750o Z.603_06]_-05 1.8065000£ 02 [.H065000£ O_ 5.0_|I/24E-06 _.4_23769E O0 [*_16317_£-05 _.69W6_2E O_
BSO00. Z*4R69345E-05 |.8065005E 02 |*_065000[ O_ 4o795/760£-06 2*5]b_Z6[L O0 _._|6)|7_E-05 2.6944|2ZE 02
_825U* 2*_75Z77_E-05 [.806503_£ 02 1.8065009E 02 4.5BU51_0_-_6 2*bS_4165L O0 1.21b)17_£-05 2.69441_2E 02
88500. _*Z68669R£-05 [.806500J£ 02 1.50bSOOOt 02 4._749296£-0_ _.7801984L O0 1.2_6317Z_-05 _o6944_2E O_
___9_[50_ .... Z.166S54ZE-05 _8065000£ 02 1.£:065000_ 024.1785873;CQ6 2_9|U8335_ O0 I.ZI6)ITZE-05 Z.b944_22_ OZ.
8900Qo z'O696[_%£m05 |.806500uE 02 1.80_5000£ 02 3.9gi07|06--06 ).04_5960[ O0 _*_16)[7_--0_ _*69_4|Z_E O_
8gZ_'. L.9767475£--0_ L*8065000E OZ I._065000£ OZ ),_119H_Zb-06 )*LgU772HL O0 I.ZI63L72L-05 2.6944L2ZE 02
B9500o l*SB80533k-05 |.80bSOOdE OZ 1.8065C00E OZ 3.640944)t-Oh )*340664ZE _0 LoZI63L72t-05 _.6944_22E O_

































CAPE KENNEDY REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE




































KINETIC MOLECULAR COEFFICIENT SPEED OF
PRESSURE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE DENSITY OF VISCOSITY SOL;NO
rmwton$ cm "2 _#gr_$ K 4egrols K _g m-3 nlmton-te¢ m-z m see "t
1.7224435k-05 l,_ObSOOOE 02 I.SObSOOOE 02 _.3ZlSS05£-06 [.2163172E-05 2.694_tZ2E 02
1.43575_4E-0_5 1_83596_ 48E 02__ 1_.8365000_ 02 2,7234957_-06 _.234021_E_QS___7_69_7____¢
1.200384[E-05 L.8654122( 02 1.8665000E 02 2.2404228E_06 |.2516[26E-05 2.7387919E 02
l.OOb5ZSZE-05 1.8948_2lE 02 1.8965000E 02 l.R_SB836E-Ob 1.269092[E-05 2.?bOT[43E OZ
8.4_3572[_-06 L.gZ_Z545E 02 lo92650001 02 [.5_04616E-06 [.286_614E'0_ 2.7824640E OZ
7.1362419E-06 1.953_494E 02 1.9565000E 02 1.210654_E-06 [.3037217fi-0_ 2.80404_0E 02
6.0330_23£-0b [.9830268E 02 1.9865000E 02 [._579997E-Ob 1;32087_7£-0S 2.B2546[[_ 02
4.3_49711E-06 2.041r293£ 02 2._)_65000£ 02 ?.3962724E-07 1.35_8638E-0_ 2.86781_6E 02
_.7008921k-06 2.0110543E 02 2.C765000E 02 6.20BS_5_E-07 [.3717028E-0_ 2.B88757[E OZ
5.I597170_-06 2.10038l_E 02 2.1065000E 02 5.2254595E-07 1.3884397E-05 Z.9095497E 02
_.7057645_-0b __o1_7833±_ 02 2.1565000_0_ 4.370974_F_Q_7 1.41_[117t-___778 _
2.3253935_-05 2.19519_E 02 2.2085000E 02 3.6_[3880E-07 I._435101_-05 2.9778102t 02
Z.OO53844E-06 2.2_2_57E 02 2.2565000E 02 3.0959935E-07 1.4706408E-05 3.0113603b 02
1.7351IARE-Ob 2.2895881E 02, 2._065000E 02 2.620671lE-07 1.4975097_-05 3.0645407E O_
I°5060075E-06 2.3166[59E 02 Z.356500OE O_ 2.2Zb3706E-07 1.5241223£-05 3.0773633£ 02
[.3[klO3_E-Ob 2.38_535_E 02 2.4085000E 02 [oRq79684E-07 _.550484Z&-05 3o[098395E 02
1.002255_E-06 2,4770627E 02 2°50650001 02 1.39299[5E-07 1.6024767E-05 3.[737952E 02
B.TgSS634£-OT Z.5236306E OZ 2.5565000E OZ 1.1989573E-OT [.6ZBi[TTE-O5 3.ZO52946E 02
7o7438980E-07 2°570t08[E 02 2obobSoooE OZ 1o0349983E-07 [.6535Z85E-05 3.2164874E 02
b.B40325_-OT Z°66_lt3LE 02 ZoTO65003E OZ B._O4536TE-OB [.7036753E-05 3.2979880E 02
6.0696757E-07 2°757820_0E 02 2,8065000E O_ 7.5_42182E-08 1.75ZQ6_ZE-05 3.35_625E 02
5.4086386E-07 2.8511684E 02 2,9065000E 02 6.4826916E-08 1.8014180E-05 3.4176707E 02
4o8386073E-07 2.9_[78_ 02 3.OObSOOOE 02 5.bObSbS7_-08 l.8_90756E-0_ 3.4759671E 02
4._46125E-07 3.0368503E 02 3°I065000E OZ _.R_2[14[b-O8 1.8959675E-05 3.53_3018E 02
3.9165232E-07 3.1291837E 02 3°2065000E 02 4.Z529020Eo08 1.94212}0E-05 3.5897208E 02
3._384426E-07 3°22[1787E 02 3°3065000E 02 3.72BO470E-08 1.9875702E-05 3.64_2667t 02
3°ZOSZ435t-07 3.3l_8354E O_ 3._065000E 02 3°2BOqZT8E-08 _.03_3355_-0_ _o69997_9_ OZ
_.9172l[RE-07 3,4041538E 02 3.5065000E OZ 2.R982235E-08 2.O76444[E-U_ 3.75_8938E OZ















2.4341101E-07 3.6839_06E 02 3°8065000E 02 2.2276765E-08 2.2050607E-05 3.9111815E OZ
Z.237793_-07 3.872178[E 02 4°0065000E 02 1.9457748E-08 2.Z879253E-05 4.0[_616ZE 02
2.0658100E-07 _.05990_2E Q2 4.2065000£ OZ _.T[OS3_SE-O8 _.36666_9_-05 _._[_5_93_ O_
1.9141913E-07 _.247105lE 02 4°4065000_ 02 1.513]149E-08 2.46741ZSE-05 4.ZOBI570E 02
1.7797572£-07 4.4337744E 02 4°8065000E 02 1.3459454E-08 2.5242944E-05 4.302596ZE 02
[.b599345£-07 _.8199[_6E 02 4.BObSO00_ 02 1.2030946E-08 2.59962_6E-05 4.3950065E 02
L.55Z6Z15E-07 _.8055Z54E 02 5.0065000E 02 [.0_03615E-08 2.6728963E-05 4.48_513_E OZ
1.4560872£-0_ _.9906068E 02 5._065000_ 02 9.7426983E-09 2.744bli7E-O_ 4.5742298_ OZ
[.3688945E-07 5.[751589E 02 5.4065000g 02 8.8204658E-09 _.81525_3_E_258_0_
[.Z89841_E-07 5.3591816E 02 5.6065000E 02 8._14608oE-09 Z.8842997£-05 4.7466910E 02
1.2179175E-07 5.54_6750E 02 5._065000E 02 7.3070369E-09 2.95Z0227_-05 _.8306132E 02
[.[SZZ650E-O? 5.TZ56391E 02 6°0065000E OZ 6.68Zgb68E-09 3.0184890E-05 _.gl_[O2[E 02
1.0921551E-07 5.9080736E 02 6.2065000E 02 6.1302094E-09 3.083760lE-05 4.9942288E 02







9.8615005E-08 6.27[_55_E 02 6.6065000E 02 5.2000T[SE-O9 3.2i69396E-05 5.[526515E 02
9.3925ZO4E-08 6.45_202_E 02 6.RO65000E 02 4._072428E-09 3.2729499E-05 5.Z300637E OZ
_.9586503_-08 6o6325194E OZ 7.C065000E 02 4.454Z9_2E-09 3._339691E-05 5.3063467E OZ
8.5_b3bb[k-OB b.812307_ 02 7.2065000E 02 _.13_2[13E-09 3.3940_00E-05 5.3815_83E 02
8.1825829E-08 6.9915662E 02 7._065000_ 02 3.8487096E-09 3o_532020E-05 5.45_7136E 02
7.834591|E-08 7o[702955E 02 7.6065000E 02 _.58BI386E-09 3.5114925E_05 5o52B88_[E--02
_4[000* 7.5t00009E-08 7*3_8495_E 02 7.8065000E 02 3*35136Z3E-09 3.568946[t-05 5.6010988E OZ
[_2000. 7.206694_-08 7,5261683E 02 8.0065600E 02 3.[356758E-09 3.6255956L-05 5.6723942E 02
[4_000, 8o9227957E-OB 7o703_076E O_ 8.ZO64999E OZ Z.9387408E-09 3.6814717_-05 5.7428046E 02
_44000o 6.6568336E-08 ?.879919_E 02 8._065000E OZ Z.T585267E-09 3o7366033C-05 5o81216_0E 02
145000. b.406717__E-08 8.0560023E 02 8.606_999EO_6_OE-09 3.7910175_05_5_.8810970E O_
186000. 6.1717079E-08 8.2315556E 02 8._065000E 02 2.4414047E-09 3.8_47399E-05 5.9490377E O_
147000. 5.950_086E-08 8.4065795_ OZ 9.0065000E OZ Z._Ot59ZSE-09 3.8977947E-05 b.O_6Z_ZE 02
148000. 5.741739_E_08 8.58107_E D2 9.2064999E 02 _.1726345E-09 3.9502050E-05 6.0826_30t 02











5°3584943E-08 8.928_42_E 02 9.6064999E 02 1.9431903E-09 4.0531768E-05 6.2[3376ZE OZ
5.1813260E-08 9.0590969E 02 9.7565000E 02 _.8_005_9E-09 4.09118iTE-_5_4L___
5.O[26367E-08 9.[898822E 02 9.9065_OOE 02 [-Tb_?216E-09 4.12886bbE-05 b.30964Bb_ 02
4.85[90[7E-08 9.3195_8ZE 02 1.0056500E 03 [.680749LE-09 4,[662388E-05 6.357_8[E O_
4.6986357E-08 9.4494449E 02 1.0206500E 03 |.6037353E-09 4.2033057_-05 6.4044740E 02
_.5523883_-08 9.579022UE 02 1.0356500b 03 1-531_i32E-09 4.Z600743k-05 6.ASI364[E 02
4°4127_Z_t-08 9.708330ZE OZ [.0506500E 03 [°4631480E-09 4°ZTb55L4£-05 6.4979LSQE 02
_o_793123E-08 9.8373690E 02 lob656500E 03 |.3989338E-09 4o_127_4 - 5 6 _4 "
4o1517377E-08 9.96b1385E 02 [.080bSODE 03 [o3383898E-09 4o3486565E-05 6o5900328E O_






GEOMETRIC I PRESSURE I KINETIC
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE
mortal _wtons cm_ ¢lo_rl_l K
160000. 3,9X284968-08 1.02228708 03
161000. 3,80067658-08 1.030485_E 03
_62000. ),69Z7060E-08 [.038665_E 03
163G00, 3,58874478-08 1,066828_E 03
|64000, _,_8860998-08 L,05497308 03
165000. 3.39213058-08 1.0630997E 03
[66000, 3-2_916||E-08 [,0712083E 03
167000, 3,209_8818-08 1.07929918 03
168000, 3,12302348-Q8 1,08737L98 03
[69000, 3,03960908-08 1,09542678 03
170000, Z,95911118-08 1,103663_E 03
[71000, Z,88130698-08 |,L0868778 03
172000. 2,80599938-08 L.I1389858 03
|T3000, 2,73309_E-08 1,1190961E 03
174000, 2-6&7502qE-OB 1.!24280&E 03
_750_0. 2.59413848-08 1,|29_5|_E 03
/76000, 2,5Z7917_E-08 [o134609[E 03
17700U, 2,4637627E-08 1,13V7535E Q3
178000. 2.40159588-08 1.16&8846E 03
179000, Z,3_[3_.69_-08 1,1500024E 03
180000, Z.2829_528-08 |.15510708 03
ISLOOG° 2.2263246E-08 L.E60198ZE 03
182000. Z.17E_210Eo08 L.16_2761E 03
[83000. 2.1181733E-08 E.1703_088 03
18400Q. _Q_52258-08 1.17539228 03
185000. 2.0[&412_E-08 1.180430ZE 03
186000° 1o9_T7876E-08 1.18545508 03
187000° [.92060118-08 1.190_65E 03
l qSO00. I.87479808-08 1.19546478 03












DENSITY J COEFFICIENT SPEED OFOF VISCOSITY SOUNO
I
kQ m-3 J ncwto,"_-_ m "le m oe¢'|
1,22730838-09 4,4|q67068-05 6,b8087988 02 '
1,1814862E-09 4,443L075_-05 6.T1088898 02
I o09606388-09 4,_89639YE-05 6o 770Y0808 02
L.L506500E 03 1,05620188-09 4,51273751-U5 6,800|2158 02
1,16065008 03 [,01816368-09 6.53577S8E-05 6,82960bbe OZ
[.1T085008 03 9.81774128-10 _.5586058_-05 6,8589650E 02
[.18065008 03 9.47005188-I0 4.58[378qL-05 6,88819818 02
1.L9065008 03 9.1375313_-_O.__¢_Q_-U_ 6,9173Q79E _
1.2006_006 03 8*8L96002E-|0 4,6Z661008-05 6*94629558 02
[,21065008 03 8,51_91708-1U _,649U?OqL-05 6,9751629¢ 02
1,2176500E 03 8,2_t3703E-10 6,6667331_-05 6,99529708 02
1,2Z_65008 03 ?,98202758-10 6,6803660_-05 7,015377SE 02
1,2316500E 03 7-T)q_t_TJ,.O----_L_c_9_5_LgZE-O5 -T,_o3_3q85_ OZ
1-_86500E 03 7._8823!2E-I0 6.71[_260E-0_ 7.0553628_ 02














7.03025218-10 6.742t1638-0S ?,OqSl2ZgE 02
6.8137571E-IU 4.75768778-05 7.1149L95_ OZ
6o6051251E-10 6,7130164E-05 7°13666138 OZ
6.2[016028-10 4.8035Z938-05 7.[739818E 02
6.0232L578-L0 • 8L871848-_5 7,19356168 02
5.84Z91298-10 4.8_386258-05 7.2130880_ 02
5.&68981_E-|0 k.84896198-05 ?.23258|9t OZ
5.50t18158-10 __L,_66_QLTQL-O_7_,Z._Lg_3_.O_
5°3392071E-10 4o8790280C-05 7.271353[_ 02
5_1828839E-10 4.893995bE-U5 7,Z9067|38 02
5,0319667E-L0 _,90891998-05 7,309938_E OZ
6,886237IE-10 4,9238014E-0S 7°329L_48_ 02
4.7&549378-10 4.93864048-0S 7.348321[E 01
1.7871566E-08 t.205_212E 03 1.3506500E 03 _.6095390E-10 4.qs_4373E-OS---7_-3b?_375E 02
1.7_519108-08 1,2085380E 03 1,3556500E 03 _,68669T_E-|0 6,9639808E-05 7,3810617E 02
1.?9_37198-08 L.2116_48E 03 1.360650_C G3 _,3&37G8ZE-IO 4.;7_50_2E-05 7.39_6609¢ 02
1.6760338E-08 1.21782878 03 [.37065008 03 4.1_27655E-[0 6o995_8691-05 ?.42178458 02
L.5518716E-08 1.72397298 03 1.3806500E 03 3.q1570688-10 5.016383|[-u5 7°468809ZL _Z
L.518Z7758-08 1.2Z70301E 03 [.385650_E 03 3.81208_qE-L0 5.026801_E-05 ?._622847L 02
1,48L6337E-08 L,2300773E 03" 1°39065008 03 3,711596§E-10 5°0_71991_-05 ?._757363_ OZ






































1.2]6L4ZLE 03 1._006500E 03
t.239L59_E O3_Oj_,__3
1,2_2L67ZE 03 1.4LOb500E 03
1.24516_8E 03 1.6156500E 03
1.26815ZbE 03 I,_206500E 03
1,25LL30_E 03 1._2565008 03
l.Z540q8ZE 03 l,4306500E 03
1.75_0811L____LL_356500E 03
L.26000_28 03 l._06500E 03
1.2629_Z3E 03 1.44§6500E 03
L.265810_E 03 1.4506500E O_
1.2687887E 03 1°_556500E 03
|°_716970E 03 1,46065008 03
1.27457548 03 [°46565008 03
1.27748398 03 l._7065008 03
[.28036Z_E 03 1._756500E 03
[.Z8323108 03 1,880_5008 O3
[.2860897E 03 1._856500E03
1.788938_E 03 [.4906500E 03
1.2917773E 03 1._956500E 03
1,Z9460628 03 1,50065008 03
L.Z974252E 03 1.5056500E 03
L,30023_ZE 03 1.51065008 03
1.3030333E 03 1._1565038 03
1.30582258 03 1.52065008 03
1.3086018E 03 1.5256500E 03
L-3[L3712E 03 1,53065008 03
1-31413068 03 L.5356500E 03
[,31688018 03 [.5_06500E 03
1.3196197E 03 1.5456500E 03
_°_1957708-I0 5.05793351-05 ?.50256668 02
3.4278686£-|0 ___,._6_T05_-o_ 7_9_6_E 02=
3,_3886778-|0 5.0705874k-05 7,$293015_ oa
3.25268388-1G 5,00888_E-05 7o862633_b OZ
3,16866838-1U 5.09916178-05 7,5559_178 02
3o0873|82E-10 5,[094193£-05 7,58qZ267_ 02
2,_lI6BgJ_k.-_LO_ _,L29_LT_ZE-._§ ?,5_7Z_8_08_
7.857Z5848-10 5.14007488-05 7o6089423E 02
2.78498_18-10 5,15025_7_-05 ?,62Z13_98 02
2,7147_708-|0 5.160615_L-35 7.63530_ 02
Z.6466296E-[0 5.1705571_-05 7,668_5178 02
7o5160961E-I0 5,19078378-05 T,87467868 02
2.4536U62E-1U 5.2008688£-05 ?,687758|E 02
2.3928894E-10 5.2L09353E-05 7,70081578 02
2,3338883E-10 5,2Z098338-05 f,71385128 02
Z.2765497E-10 5.23101Z7E-05 ?o72686468 02
_.2208202E-10 5.24[0240_057__7__L_Q_, "
2.[6664988-10 5.Z5101698-05 7._5282b0E 02
2.[[398_78-10 5.260_917E-u5 7o765776ZE 02
2._62/q[/E-lO 5,27094848-05 7,77870078 02
2.0L_OII3E-IU 5.280887I£-05 7.79|b059E 02
1.q1752738-10 5.30011121-05 7.8173523E 02
1oR?[7407E-IU 5,3[059668-05 7,830Lq388 02
[.82720388-1U _.32046_4F-05 7,8430|42_ 02
L,78387878%LU _5o3303l_88-_$ ?,85581378 OZ
L.7_L72858-L0 5.3_014778-05 7.86859Z38 OZ
11
CAPE KENNEDY REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE TABLE 1-II
VERSUS GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE (ANNUAL) (Continued)
GEOMETRIC PRESSURE KINETIC MOLECULAR DENSITY COEFFICIENT SPEED OF
ALTITUDE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE OF VISCOSITY SOUND
mltl, rl newtons ¢m -z degrees K dl_flle_; K k(_ m. _ newton.I K ff[.2 m 114_,1
--2"_0000. 7o3925BISE-09 1*32234'93E 03 1o5506500E 03 |,6608106E-10 5.35976[?E-05 1.89_08771F OZ
231000. 7.242884_,E-09 1.3241963E 03 1.6229931E-10
232000° t.3260353E 03 1.5861403E-IO
2]3000. 1.3278662E 03 1.5502254E- 10
234000. 1.3296890E 03 1.5152218E-10
03 1-5546500E 5-3675881E-05 1.90_262?E 02
7.0966346E-09 03 1-558650DE 5-3754035E-05 7,9[_247E O_
6.qs37457E-09 03 |°5626500E 5.383208LE-05 T.9245737E O2
b.8161302E-Oq 03 t.5666500E 5.39L00|6E-O5 7o936TO b
235000. b.b777033E-09 1.3315039E 03 1.5706500E 03 1.481LO37E-L0 5.3987848E-05 7°9_4832TE 021
236000. 6°5443869E-09 1.3333106E 03 |.5746500E 03 1.44T8470E-10 5.4065570E~05 7.9549429E 02!
237000° bo4160990E-09 L.3351093E 03 L.5786500E 03 L°4154273E-IO 5°41_3183E-05 T.9650603E 02 ¸
238000. 6.ZB67616E-09 1.3369000E 03 |.5826500E 03 L.3838208E-IO 5.4220692E-05 7.975L269E 91
239000° 6.L623034E-09 L.33868Z6E 03 L.5866500E 03 |.3530059E-10 5-4298093E-Q5 T°985196?E 02
240000° b.0606505E-09 1.34045TZE 03 1°5906500E 03 1.3229604E-10 5.6375389E-05 T.995255qE 02
241000. 5.9217323E-09 1.3422237E 03 1.5946500E 03 |.Z93663OE-10 5.4452580E-05 8.0053023E 02
242000. S.8054790E-09 L.3439822E 03 1.5986500E 03 1.2650929E-10 5.6529665E-05 8._153363E 02
243000. 5.6918242E-09 L.3457326E 03 1.6026500E 03 1,2372303E-I0 5.460bb46E-05 8,0253576E 02
246OOO° 5°SB07065E-09 1.3474750E 03 1.6066500E 03 I,2LOO56LE-IO 5.4683S24E-05 B°O3S3bb_E 02
265000. S.47_OS53E-09 1,3_92094E 03 1_6106500E 03 L°I8355|2E-10 5.47b079_ -05 6,06_ 6 0
266000. 5.3658|5BE-09 1.3509356E 03 1°6146500E 03 l,L5769TSE-10 5°6836967E-05 8.05S3468E 02
267000. • .... 5.26L924qE-09 1.35Z6538E 03 1.6186500E 03 I.L32477LE-10 5-49L3533E-O5 8,O6531B6E 02
268000. 5.1603259E-09 1.3543640E 03 L.6226500E 03 L.1078T31E-IO 5.4989998E-O5 B.0752TTgEO2
269000.¸ ............ 5.0609_26_-O91.3560662E 03 1°6266500E 03 L.0838689E~I0 5-5Ob6360E-05 8.O852250E 92
25OQOOo 6o9637800E_09 |.3_E _3 _3_ _3 _°_ _o_ _o_9_9&_ _2
_o 6o_3_9 _o3_9_6_3_ _3 _o_36_5_ _3 _o_37_9_1_ _°_9_ _o_24_2
_o _o?_6_ _o3_1_3_ _3 _o_3_ _3 _9_3_-_ _o_96_3_ _o_6993_ _2
_3_o _o_6_ _o3_6_ _3 _o_ _3 _o9_33_-_ _o_37_79_ _o_6_ _
_o 6o_9_9 _3_6_ _3 _o_ 03 _°_9_1_ _o_6_$3_ _o_36_9_ _
_o 6o$_B?_6_? _o3_ _3 _o_ _3 _o_69_-_ _o_6_ _o_6_ O_
_o 6o_23_9_9 _o3_7_5_ _3 _o_6_$_ _3 _o3_33_9_ $o$_9_7_5 _o_$6_?_ _1
_?_o _°3_3_ _o3_9393_ _3 _o_ _ _ 1_ _o_?3_ _ _o _63_
25_° 6_8_??_ _o3?_3_ _3 _o_$_ _ _,_3_-_ _o_'69_ _o_?_39_ _1
2_0_o 6_78_76?_9 _o3?_6_ _3 _o_ _3 Bo?36?_65_ _o_$3_ _o_6_3_ _2
_o 6o_??_?_9 _.3?_ _3 _o_ _3 _o_$_93_1 _o$_99?_ _o_3_?_ _
261000. 6_02434_6E-09 1.37586;0E 03 1.6746500E 03 8.3716075E-11 5.597688_E-OS B.2036_92E 02
262000° 3.9495377 -09 1.3774 15 0 .b?_6 O - -
263000. 3.8763164E-09 1.3790510E 03 1._BZ6500E 03 B.OZ53351E-11 5.6124928E-0_ 8.2232206_ Oa
266000. 3*8046647E-09 1.3806324E 03 1.6866500E 03 7.B582690E-H _.6199805E-05 8.2329890E 01
265GOO. 3*T3_6853E-09 _.382205_E O_ 1,b906500_ 03 7.6951092E-11 5.6276586E-05 B*2427458E Oi
2G_GGG° _._580i5E-0_ _._it[[_ 03 1.6946500E 03 7,535753|E-11 5*636927_E-05 8*2524910E _
267000. 3.5985599E-09 1*3853283E 03 [.6986500E 03 7,3801059E-11 5.642386[E-05 B*262224TE 02
268000. 3._327263E-09 L.3868¥?bE 03 1,7026500E 03 7.2280703E-1[ 5.6698355E-05 8.2719_69E O?
269000. 3.6682674E-09 1.3886187E 03 1.?066_00E 03 ?.OTqS_34E-11 5.6572756E-0_ 8.28165TTE OZ
ZTO000' 3.60515|9E-09 1.3899518E 03 1.7106500E 03 b.934_668E-lL 5.6647062[-05 8.2913573E 02
_TIO00. 3.3433675E-09 1.3914769E 03 1.7166500E 03 6.7927213E-1; 5.6721274E-0_ 8,30|045_E 01
2T2000. 3.2828238E-09 1.3929939E 03 1.7|BbSOOE 03 6.65_2312E-11 5.6795392E-0_ 8.3107226E 01
_73000. 3.2235_LSE-Q9 L.394$OZgE 03 L.7226500E 03 6.5189LS_-LL 5,6869417E-0S 8.320388OE O?
2T4000. 3.lbSSOOBE-09 1.39bOO38E 03 1.7266500_ 03 b.38bbg04_-|| 5.b943349E-05 8°3300422E 02
IT_0OO_ ...... 3_LO_b4_OE-09 [.3974967E 03 L.T306500E 03 b.2574823E-ll. 5.70[7189E-0_ 8,339685_E OZ
276000, 3.0529552E-09 l*3989815E 03 1.7346500E 03 6, L3IZIIgE-IL 5.70VOq37E-05 8.3_93LTbE 02
_77000. Z_9904053E-09 1.4006583E 03 1.7396500E 03 6.0078065E-H' 5-7166592E-0_ 8,3589386E OZ
278000. 5.7238156E-05 8,3bBS48SE 02
_79000° 5.?311629E-05 B.3T81_72_ O? -
?89QQO. 5.7385010_-0S 8.30773_z_ 02
201000. 5.T458303E-05 8.3973122E O_
283000. 5.?S31503E-O$ O,406O_OLE 0_2
213_00o _.7604614E-05 8.616633_E 02
284)000. 5.7677636E-0_ 8.42%9777E O_




l|O000. 5,7968833E-O_ 8,464 bE
289000° 5.BO614LIE-05 8.4T3 2E
2.3BI9396E-09 L.6189240E 03 1.7906500E 03 4.63601BTE-11 5.8113902_-05 8.683_83E
2.3408808E-09 1°4202881E 03 1.7966500E 03 4.5439891E-[1 _.8186305E-05 8.4924878E 0
2.3006322E-09 1.4216461E 03 1.7986500E 03 _.4559293E-11 5.82_8622E-05 8.5019_67E O_
2.2611749E-07 1.6229921E 03 1.8026500E 03 4.3697893E-11 _.8330851E-0_ 8.5113952E 02
2.2224918E-09 1.6243321E 03 1.8066_00E 03 4.2855237E-11 5.8402995E-05 8.5208331E 02
2.1865663E-09 l._256640E 03 1.8|06500E 03 4.2030BT9E-11 5.8675052E-05 8.5302&07_ a_
2.1673817E-09 L.6269878E 03 1.016bSOOE 03 4.1224380E-11 5.8547023E-05 8.5396TTTE 02
2._|092|6E-09 _.628303bE 03 1.8186500E 03 4.D435306E-IL 5.8610908E-O_ 8.569084_ O]
2.0751696E-09 I.4296LL4E 03 1.8226500E 03 3-gb63230E-lL 5.8690707_-05 8.5586810E 02











Z.9449691E-09 |.4OL9Z70E 03 |,7626500_ 03 5.8871938E~11
2.892621_E-09 L.40338?TE 03 I,?4bbSOOE 03 5,7693040E-11
2,84_3366E-09 1.4048403E 03 1.7506500E 03 5.6560688_-|1
2.79|0914E-09 1.4062849E 03 1.7546500E 03 5.54L4231E-11
2.?418610E-Oq 1.6077214E 03 1°7586500E 03 5.4312999E-ll
2.6936236E-09 |.6091_99E 03 1.7626500E 03 5.3Z36388E-|I
2.6_63566E-09 _.4t05704E 03 1°766650DE 03 5,2LB378BE-11
Z.60003T_E-09 l.61Lg828E 03 L.TTO6500E 03 5.1|5459lE-|1
2.5546459E-09 1.613387LE 03 1.7746500E 03 5.0148246E-11
2.$10|599E-09 1,4147834E 03 1.778b$OOE 03 4.9|b4|62E-11
2.4665603E-09 I,_16L?IbE 03 t°P826500E 03 4.8201817E-11




CAPE KENNEDY REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE ITABLE z-z













flewtoml Cm"! kg m"_ ne_0fl-ee¢l_'
2.005731LE-09 [.43Z1902E 03 1.B3063001033.R1685031-11 3.88360541-05 8.3772430E 02
1.9388602E-09 1.4339029103 1.8372_00E 03 3.676342BE-11 5.89S2060_OSS.S92j_j_r..__..
1.874485[E-09 1.4355q09103 1.B438500E 03 3._4155641-11 5.906983B(-05 8.6081107_ OZ
1.8|250281-09 1.4372341E 03 1.8504500E 03 3.4122362E-11 3.q187388E-03 6.6233031102
1.73281331-09 1.6388925103 1.8570300E 03 3.28814011-11 5.93047121-03 8.6388681102
1.69332861-09 1.6405061E 03 1.6636300103 3°|690368E-11 3.94218131-03 8.6342039102
|.63995401-09 1.4420949103 1.8702300E 03 3.05470841-11 3.95386891-03 B°b695164E 02
| ,_866056E-09_ [ o4436590E 0l_ L_83_8____Q_OF, 03 2, q_9____L_6_5346L-J_L_ J)J(Z8____
1.3352017E-09 1.445|782E03 1,8836300E 03 2.B393673E-11 5,97F1778E-03 8,7000570E 02
1,4856637E-0Q 1,6667126E 03 I,HgoosooE 03 2°7383248E-11 5,98879qZE-03 8,7132670E 02
320000. L.4379L74E-Oq L.4682023E 03 1.8966500E
322000. [.3qI8915E-09 1.4496672E 03 1.9032500E
324000. 1.347516RE-09 1.45_!07210_ 1._098_00E
326000. 1.30472881-07 1.4525223E 03 1.9164500E
3_800U. 1.Zb346421-09 [.4539130E 03 1.92305001
330000. 1.22366371-09 1.4552787E 03 1.92963001
332000. 1.1832bq6_-09 1.6566196103 1.93625001
336000. 1.14822731-07 1.4579357E 03 1.9428500E
33600Q. |.||248_1b-09 1,45922701 03 1.949_500E
338000. 1,077989BE-09 1.460493bE 03 |,95b0500E
340000. 1.04469&OE-09 1.4617353103 |*9626500E
36Z000_ .... |_01255671-09 1.4627522E 03 1.96925001
346000. 9.SISZ786E-|O 1.6661444E 03 1.9758500E
366000. q.$156696E-10 1._653117103 1.9824500E
348000, 9.22633181-[0 1,4664543E 03 1.98qOSOOE
330000_ .. 8_94687971-10 1.4675721E 03 |°99565001
332000° 8.676q385E-10 1o4686650E 03 2.0022300E
354000. - 8.41615121-10 1.4697332103 2.00885001
336000. 8.Lb417_qE-[O 1.470776bE 03 2.01343001
358000. 7,9206777E-10 1.4717932E 03 Z.0220300E
3_0000, ?.68334771-[0 [,47Z?891E 03 2°_28650_E
;;_;;;; i;ill;8;;;-;; 1.4747023E 03 2.0418500E
366000. 7°02338691-10 1°4756217E 03 2o0_843001
368000° 6.81981211-10 1._765164E 03 2.0550500E
370000. 6.62100571-10 1.4773863E 03 2#0616500E
372000. 6.4287257E-10 L.4782313E 03 2.0682500E
37_000° 6*24272941-101.47Q0316E 03 2,0748300E
376000. 6°062792ZE-10 1_6798471103 2.0R14500E
378000. 5.8886935E-10 1.6806177103 2.08803001
03 2q6410980E-11 6.0003988E-03 8.73049061 02!
03 2.$4769431-11 6.0119767_-03 8*7436676E OZ
03 Z.457_OE-_Q___b.OZ35330E,__ 8.7boe18sE O_
03 2.371704ZE-11 6.03506771-03 8,77394301 OZ
03 Z.ZS88120E-I[ 6.04658111-05 8.7910616E 02
03 Z.2091301E-11 6.05B07321-05 8.806|1631 02
03 2.1325217E-11 6.06954431-03 8.8211613102
03 2.0388§791-116.O80qq42L-03 8.B361827E02
03 1.9880142E-1[ 6.0926233E-05 8.851178_f oz
03 1.9196728E-|1 6.1038313E-03 8.8661491E 02
03 i.85432061-11 6-'1_21921-03 8.8810942E 02
03 [.7912503E-11 6.1265862E-03 8.8960143E 02
03 1o730359LE-11 6.1379327L-03 8.9109095102
03 1.67214861-1L 6.1492_881-055.8__.81_._._7798_9_.____
03 1*61592471-11 6.1b05647(-03 8*9406253102
03 1.Sb|FqB4E-LI 6.171830§E-05 8.9534464b OZ
03 1°5096837E-11 b.1831L63E-03 8.q702429102
03 1.639_989E-11 6.1q636211-05 8.963013010_'
03 1.41116381-11 6.2055880E-03 8.9997628102
03 1. 3646089E-| 1 b_..__.2 [ 6796__- 05 _ 9___0.J 6. _ 8 b_._ p_
nl 11107_?k¢--I1 k 7_7o_nm¢--n_ o nTotm_7¢
03 1.19476541-11 6.2614238k-03 qoOT314Z_E OZ
03 _.1_b0797E-]1 b._._-05 9,OBT747_L.Q_
03 1.11878541-11 6.28362271-bS 9.1023Z88102
03 1.0826Z841-11 6.29669331-03 9.11688691 OZ
03 1.0481551E-11 6.3057453_-03 9°13142171 OZJ
03 1.0147159E-11 6.31677871-03 9.1439335102i













03 2.09465001 03 9.5134873E-12 6.3387887E-05 9_iT=4k883E-02"
03 2.1012300E 03 9.21330571-12 6.3_976371-05 9.1893313102
03 2.1078500E 03 8.qZ36539E-12 6,3607243_-03 9,20373|BE 02
03 2.11_4300E 038.64413461-12 6.3716646E-03 9.2181497102
03 2°1210500E 03 8o3743_L01-12 6.3825863V-OS 9.232323ZE 02
03 ._Z__6_O0_ 03 e._139]441-_ _____3__3_2,L_e_a]E 02.-
03 2._3_2300E 03 7.B625296E-12 6.404373RE=03 9.2612091¢ 02
03 2.1_08500E 03 7.b|q7901E-_Z 6.41524341-03 9.2735179102
03 2.1474300103 7.38339301-12 6.42609311-03 9.28q804bE 02
03 2.1§_05001037.15901791-1Z b.4369230L-03 9.30406941 OZ
03 2.1606500E 03 6.94037Z0E-.12 6.4477389E-05 9.3183123_ 02
03 2.1638500E 03 6.73320621-12 6.43624671=QS _-329__..L_..0_
03 2.1710500E 03 6.5328014E-12 6,6647436L-03 9,3607116E 02
03 2.1762300E 03 6._389257E-12 b.67322q3E-OS q.3518910_ 02
03 2.1814500103 6.15134751-12 6.48170431-05 9.3630373E 02
03 2.1866300E 03 5.969843bE-12 6.4901686E-03 9o3742101_ 02
5.7962047E-12 6.49662201-03 9.3833498102
5°6242Z06E- 12 _, 5070.Ob_bE-O_ 9.3qb_7_}_.02 i
5.65969921-12 6.3154967E-OS 9.4075896E 02
_.30044581-12 6.S239180E-O3 9.4186896E 02 i
5.1462808E-1Z 6.5323289E-03 9.429T76/_ 02
4.q_OZ6_E-IZ 6._407_90C-0_ 9.440e_OTe OZ:
4.R525140E-12 6._49LLEZ_q.___,I")LLqL02
4.7|23807E-12 6.55749181-03 9°4629600102
4_1706671-12 6.56586631-03 q.4739933E 02!
4.4458243E-1_ 6.5742248[-03 9.4B$OI7BE OZ
03 2.Z438300E 03 4.3187053E-12 6.$82572RE-03 9.4960274E OZ
03 2.Z490300E 03 4.19537041-12 6.5909103E-05 9o5070243_ 02
































4b_OO00,' I.q2QR021E-IO 1,49887521 03
&b2000, 1,8811034Eo10 Lo4990331E 03
6_b4000,. 1,B337669E-10 1,6991767E 03
466000, 1,7877§16E-10 1,4993058E 03
46000U," L,7430|571o10 1,4994207E 03
470000.' |,699521bE-lO 1,4995212E 03
4?2000. |,65723131-|0 1,4996073E 03
4?4000, 1,6|b|0821-10 1,4996790E 03
_76000, 1,576||71E-10 1,4997363E 03
478000, |,5372238E-|0 1,6997794E 03
CAPE KENNEDY REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE TABLE z-z
VERSUS GEOMETRIC ALTITUDE (ANNUAL) (Comlnued)
I KINETIC MOLECULAR I COEFFICIENT SPEED OFPRESSURE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE DENSITY OF VISCOSITY SOUNO
newtons cm _ degrmm K de_rees K kQ m"$ newton-see m'41 m sec "1
440000. 2o5019664E-[0 L.4965061E 03'Z._b46500E 03'3o8487362E-IZ 6.6158612E-05 q.53993qOe 02
64_OQQj 21_370127E-10 1o4968076E 03 2*26985001 03 3,74023081-|2 6,62415791-05 9*5508853E 02
466000, 2,3739258E-10 1,4970948E 03 2,2750500E 03 3,63507961-12 6o6324444E-05 9,5618i91E 02
666000, 2,3t26473E-10 1,4973676E 03 2,28025001 03 3,33317141-12 6-640720_t_OJ__gL_]_OJL02
668000, Z,2531|99E-10 1,4976261E 03 2.2854500E 03 3°4343957E-12 6,64898691-05 9,_836493_ OZ
__500_. 2,19528901-10 1,4978702E 03 2,2906500E 03 3,3386486E-12 6,6572431E-05 9,59454571 02
45Z000, 2,|391031E-10 1,49809981 03 2,_958500E 03 3°2458315E-12 b,bb548921-O_ 9,60542q81 OZ
_5_000_ Z,OB45093E-IO 1,498315ZE Q3 2.301050QE 03 3,[5584411-12 b,b7372551-05 9,b1630171 02
456000, 2,03145991-10 1,&985162E 03 2,30625001 03 3,06859541-12 6,68195171-05 9,627|610E 02
458000, 1,7799080E-10 1,49870291 03 2,3114500E 03 _98399311-12 61690|68_F0_ _gs_b__800BS_ _2
2,3166500E 03 2,901951Z_-12 6.69837461-05 9,64884351 02
2,_218500E 03 2,82238511-12 6,70657121-05 9,65qbbb41 02
2,3270500E 03 2,74521381-12 6.71475801-05 9,67047721 02
2,33225001 03 2,67036021-[2 6,72293511-05 9,6812760_ OZ
2,_426500E 03 Z,$2730141-12 6.73926031-0_ 9,702837]_ 02
2,3478500E 03 Zo458954BE-L2 6,7474083E-05 9,713bOO2b 02
2.35305001 03 2,3926382E-1Z b,7555466E-0_ 9,7243510_ 02
2,3582_001 03 2,3282864E-12 6,7636753£-05 9,7350900_ 02
2,3634500E 03 2,26583581-12 b,77179471-05 9,7458172_ 02
480000, L,4993956E-10 1,49980801 03 2,3686500E
_.._000. 1_46260061-10 [.4998223E 03 2.3738500E
686000, 1°42680771-[0 1,4998223E 03 2,3790_00E
48&000, ___39198741-10 1,4998078E 03 2,3842500_
488000, 1,3581101E-10 E,49977901 03 2,3894_001
490000- 1,3251486E-10 1,4997359E 03 2,3946500E
692000, 1,29307551-10 _°49967841 03 2,39985001
49.._000_ ..... 1,261B6451-10 1.4996065E 03 2,40505001
496000, 1,23149021-10 1,49_5202E 03 2,4102500E
698000, L,2_0192831-10 1,4994196E 03 2,4154500E
50000o. ........ L.i731545E-_O t.499304?E 03 Z.4206500E
502000, [,145112l_-10 _,4995694E 03 2.4240500E
506000, 1,117793BE-10 1,4998289E 03 2,42745001
_0_ _ 1,0q11792E-10 1,50008331 03 2.4308500E
508000* 1*06524971-10 1*5003325E 03 2.43425001
___QO00, 1,039985_E-10 1,50051651 03 Z,4376500E
512000, 1,01536851-10 1,5008154E 03 2,4410_001
$1400U, 9,91381491-11 [,501049|E 03 2_444_500E
5[bO00, 9,6g00_66E-11 1,501277bE 03 2,4478500E
5l_Qo0, q.4522758E-11 1.50150101 03 2,4512500E
5_OOQO_ 9.Z302168E-11 1.50171931 03 2.4546500_
522000° 9.0139|47b-11 1,5019323E 03 2.45805001
_24000, 8,$030359b-11 1,50214021 03 2,_6145001
_26000, 8,59749211-11 1,50234291 03 2.4648500E
528000, B,3971362E-1[ 1,5025405E 03 2.4682500E
530000, 8,20182861-1L t,502732_E 03 2,47164991
532000, 8,01143241-11 i,50292011 03 2._750500£
_34000. 7.825817flE-11 1.503|02[E 03 2.4784500E
556000, 7,6448556E-11 _.503279UE Q3 2,481850QE
538000, 7.468418LE-11 1,5034507E 03 2.48525001
560000, 7.29638641-11 L.50361731 03 2.48865001
562000, 7,12864041-11 L,5037787E 03 2._9205001
544000. 6.9650681E-11 1.5039350E 03 2.4954500E
54b000, b.80555731-11 1,50408601 03 2.49885001
03 2,20522601-12 6,77Qq044[-05 9,7565325£ O_
03 2,|4639781-12 _.7880046E-05 9,16723611 02
03 2,0892944E-IZ b°7960953£-05 9,77792801 02
03 2,03386101-12 6,80417671-05 9,78R608[E 02
03 1,q8004381-12 6,81224851-05 9.79qZTbTE 02
03 1,g277925E-IZ 6.8203._LL!__ 5_L8099 _ 3__. 02
03 1°8770573E-12 6,e283644(-05 9,82057911 02
03 1,B277902E-12 6.83640631-05 9,8312130_ 02
03 1,7799451E-12 6,84444281-U5 9,84183531 02
03 1,7334778E-12 6,85246831-05 9,8524462_ 02
03 1,68834411-1Z 6.8604845[-05 9.8630458E OZ
03 1,64567541-12 6,8657209___.__L_99_01__02
03 1,60416541-12 6,87095_4E-05 9,87688951 02
03 1°56378011-12 6,87b1820E-05 9,8838041L 02
03 1,52_48801-12 6,B814067(-05 9,89071381 02
03 1o48625611-12 b,8866274£-05 9,89761881 02
03 1,449054bE-12 6,89184641-05 9,9045190E OZ
03 1,37762591-12 6.9022667E-05 9,918304RE 02
03 1,34334181-|2 6.90747191-05 9,92519041 02
O_ 1,30q97501-12 6,9126735E-05 9,93207|4_ 02
03 1,27749881-12 6.91787||£-05 9.qSB9477E 02
03 1,24588861-12 6.9230649_:_L___&_uLg_
03 1,21511971-12 6.9262550£-05 9,9526858L 02
03 1,18516771-12 6,93344101-05 9.9595479_ OZ
03 1,15600g7E-12 b_Q386234E-05 9.9664_50_ 02
03 1,|2762311-1Z 6,9438021L-05 q.9732577_ OZ
03 1,0999864E-|2 b.948qTbqE-05 9,q8010551 02
03 1,07_07_51-1_ 6.9541470_-05 9_90bQ4R6 _ O_
03 1,0468785E-1Z 6oq5931511-05 9o993787_E OZ
03 1,0213668E-12 6,q6447871-05 E,O000621E 03
03 q,9652387E-13 6,9_963841-05 1,00074501 03
03 9,72331251-13 6.97479441-0_ 1,00142741 03
03 q.4877069E-13 6o979946bE-0_ 1.0002J096_
568000. h.6500008E-I1 1.5042319E 03 2.5022500E
55Q000, 6,4982911E-11 1.5043727E 03 Z.5056500E
552000, 6,3503272E-|1 1,50450831 03 2.5090500E
554000o . _6_20601051-11 1.50463871 03 2.51245001
556000. 6.06524551-11 1,_047639E 03 2,51585001
558000. 5,q27936|E-11 1,5048840E 03 2.5|92500E
03 q,2582468E-13 6.98_0951E-05 1,00279091 03
03 9.0347577E_13 6.9902399E-0S [°00347_0E 03
03 8.R1701501-|3 6,99538101-05 1,0041526_ 03
03 8,60503881-13 7.000_184E-05 1°G048327_ 03
03 8,3984_3bE-13 7,00565201-U_ 1,00551241 03
03 8,1972843E-13 7,01078211_05 _6Jql_6E 0!
560000, 5,79399341-11 1.5049989E 03 2,5226499E 03 6,0012667E-13
562000, 5°6633257£-11 1.5051087E 03 2,52605001 03 7°_1029341-13
564000, _ 5.5358504E-11 1.5052_33E 03 2._294500E 03 7,6242301E-13
566000. 5.61148441-11 1.5053_21E 03 2.53285001 03 7.44294301-13






570000. 5.[717495E-1[ L.5054960E 03 2.5396500E
572000. 5o05bZ24QE-11 1.5055800E 03 2,5430500E
57400Uo 4o943497BE-11 1.50565B7E 03 2o5464500E
57b000o 4o83349251-1_ 1o5057323E 03 2o5498500E
5?6000, _.7261423E-11 1,50580081 03 2,5532500E
03 7.0941664E-_3 7.041484R[-05 1o0102573E 03
03 6.q264266E-13 7.04h58q21-05 1,010_333_ 03
03 6.76Z9619E-13 7.051689q_-05 1.01|6089_ 03
03 bo60365181-|3 ?o0567870E-05 1.0122840_ 03
03 6,44838881-13 7.0618805E-05 1,01295861 03
14
CAPE KENNEDY REFERENCE ATMOSPHERE










meters newtons ¢m -= de_lrees K degrees K kql m "3








5820Q_ .... 4,5191225E-LI 1,5059221E 03 2._600500E 03 6,1495511E-13 7,0720567E-03 1,014306TE 03
584000, 4,4193244E-11 L.5059751E 03 2,5634500E 03 6.0057713E-13 7.0771394E-05 1o0147800E 03
50600Q_._ .... 4_3219147E-11 1,5060228E 03 2,5668500E 03 5.8656136E-13 7.0B22185E-05 1.015652qE 03
SSSO00, 4,2268324E-111.5060654E 03 2.5702500E 03 5,7289814E-13 7,0872940E-05 1.0163253E 03
590000, 4.|340_84_-11 _.506_0_9E 03 _,5736500E 03 5°S95T80bE-|3 7_Qq_bb0E-05 1,0169973E _
592000. 4,0_34149E-11 1.5061352E 03 2.57T0500E 03 5,4659|93E-13 7.0974344E-05 |,0176688E 03
394000. 3,q549641E-11 1,5061623E 03 2,5804500E 03 5,3393065E-13 7,1024992E-03 1,0183399E 03
396000. 3,8686114E-11 2°5062842E 03 2o5838500E 03 5°2|§8557E-13 ?*1075606E-05 1°0190106E 03
598000. 3.7843038E-11 Z.SO6ZOIOE 03 2°s87jsooe 03 _5_0954831E-13 7°1126183b-05 |o0196808E 03
600000--* :- 3'70Zge89e--ll---l.5062za6E 03 2_5906500E 03 4,9781038E-13 7,1176726E-03 1,0203506E 03
bOZO00. ].6ZL_7_E-Li L-506Zg_E 03 Z.S928500E 03 4*8658_69E-23 7.1209410E-05 1.0207837E Q_
604000. 3.5429846E-1| 1.5063697E 03 2.5950500E 03 4.7562129E-13 7°|242081E-05 1.0212167E 03
6o6oo0.... 3.,66zz*se-ll l._0644SlE03 Z.S97ZSOOE3 *.6*qZZ64E-137°1274736E-05 [*0216495E 03
608000. 3*3qla334E-ll 1*5065186E 03 2*5994500E 03 4*5447915E-13 T.1307377E-05 |*0220821E 03
610000 ....... 3°3|7_6B3E-II 1.5065899E 03 z.60=_300eo3 *.**za,,3e-=3 7._340003_-03_.OZa3Z_SE03
'61ZOO0. 3.2463839E-11 1._06639]E 03 2.6033300E 03 4.3433210E-_3 7.137Z61SE-03 1.02ag_6eE 03
61_000. 3.1764_33E-1_ 1._067267E 03 Z.606OSOOE 03 4.Z_6T606E-13 7.1*03ZlZE-03 I.OZ3378SE O_
616000. 3.ZOSIOqSE-II Z.50679Z9E 03 Z.6082500E 03 4.13Z3073E-13 ?.I437795E-05 1°023810¥E 03
6_000..... 3_.o*=336_E-=Z._O6e33ZE03 Z.6ZO_300_O3 4.03_6_3_-=3 _._47036Z_-03_.OZ4Z4Z4e.03
620000. 2.9760908E-11 1.5069164E 03 Z*6126499E 03 3*9682836E-13 ¥.1502913E-03 1.0246739E 03
622000. 2.9123341E-|1 1,5069756E 03 2.6148500E 03 3,8800040E-13 7.1535434E-03 I.023E032E 03
624000, 2.8300294E-11 |,5070327E 03 2,6170500E 03 3,7938036E-13 ?.1367978E-05 1.0233363E Q_
626000, 2,TB91442E-11 1.50?08?BE 03 2,6192300E 03 3.7096400E-13 7*1600487E-05 l°0259673E 03
6280D___ ___2_296429E__ _.30[1409E 03 2,6214300E 03 3*6274348E-|3 T*Ib3ZqSZE-05 1*0263981E 03
630000, 2,6714923E-11 1.5071919E 03 2.6236500E 03 3.5472012E-|3 7*1663463E-05 1,0268287E 03
632000,__ Z*b;466QZ_!I 1,3072610E 03 2,6238300E 03 3,4688313E-13 7,1697928E-03 1,0272391E 03
634000, 2,3391|34E-1| 1,3072879E 03 2,6280500E 03 3,39Z2980E-13 7,1730380E-03 1,027689_E 03
6_6000, 2,50_8263E-11 1,30733ZBE 03 2.630_00E 03 3.317_56BE-13 7.1762BIBE-O_ 1.0_811q_60_
640000. 2.399896?E-11 1_3074166E 03 2,6346500E 03 3,1732726E-13 7.1827648E-051.0289790E 03
642000. 2_349|783E-11 1.3074353E 03 2.6368_00E 03 3,103644BE-13 T, IBb0043E-03 1,0294085E 03
644000° _,2996_0OE-11 1.3074923E 03 2,6390500E 03 3.0356381E-13 7,1892422E-03 1,0298379E 03
646000, .2,23LI953E-II 1.5075270E 03 2.6412500E 03 2,qb92135E-13 7.1924787E-03 1.0302670E0_
648000. 2,2038369E-11 1,3075397E 03 2.6434500E 03 2,9043309E-13 7.1957139E-05 1,0306760E 03
650000, Z,|STS395E_073904E 03 2.64_6500E 03__2_8409533E-13 7-1989_T_E-051,0311248E 05
652000, 2.||2ZTTTE-11 1.3076|91E 03 2,6478500E 03 2*7790439E-13 7,2021797E-03 1,0315334E 03
634000, 2,0680276E-11 1,3076457E 03 2.650050OE O_ 2,7!83668_-137_20_4106_-05 |,03|98|9E 03
656000. Z.024764?E-11 1.3076703E 03 2.6322300E 03 2.6594870E-13 7,2086399E-05 1,0324102E 03
638000. 1.9824656_-|1 _,5076928E 03 2.6_44500E 03 2.601?698E-13 7,21186¥9E-03 1,0328383E 0_
66_00_ ..... I,9411084E-111,5077133E 03 2.6566499E 03 2.3433834E_13 7.2150944E-_5 1,033266ZE 03
662000, 1,9006698E-11 1.3077318E 03 2.6388500E 03 2,4902938E-13 7.2183195E-05 1o0336939E 03
_649DQ_ ....... !.8611281E-11 1.5077482E 0) 2.6610500E 03 2,4364696E-13 T,221_433E-05 1,0341215E 03
666000. 1,8ZZ4638E-11 1.5077626E 03 2,6632500E 03 2,38388|9E-13 7.2247636E-03 |,0343489E 03
6680Q0, 1,7846347E-11 |,5077750E 03 2.6634500E 03 2.3324987E-13 7.2279864E-O3 1.0349761E O_
670000, 1,7476821E-11 |.3077853E 03 2.6676500E 03 2,282292TE-13 7,2312039E-05 1,0334031E 03
672OO0,_ |,71|3232E-1| 1,3077936E 03 2,6698300E03Z_3)Z338F_13 T_Z34_Z39_gS 1,_358300E 03
674000. 1.6761651E-|1 1.5077979E 03 2,6720500E 03 2,1852944E-|3 7,237640TE-05 |,0362S61E 03
6?6000, 1_6415844E-111,3078041E 03 2.6742500E0__ 2,1384493E-13 7,2408338E-0_ 1,0366832E 03
678000, I.6077632E-11 1,5078063E 03 Z.bTb4500E 03 Z.O9266qTE-13 ?.24406gTE-03 1.0371093E 03
680000, 1.3746857E-11 1.3078064E 03 2.6786500E 03 2.0479326E-13 ¥.2472821E-03 1.0373337E 03
682000, 1._423325E_!1 I.5078043E 03 2.6808500E 03 2,004ZIOIE-13 7.2304731E-03 1,03T?616E 03
684000. 1,5106879E-11 1.5078006E 03 2.6830500E 03 1,9614794E-13 7*2337029E-05 1,0383874E 03
686000, 1.4797364E-111_5077946E 03 2.6852500E 03 1,9197178E-13 7,23691t1E-03 1*0388131E 03
688000. 1.4494605E-1| 1,3077867E 03 2.6874500E 03 1.8789003E-13 ?*2601|77E-03 1,0392383E 03
69000Q, 1,4|98453E-11 1.5077766E 03 2,6896500E 03 1.8390034E-13 7.2633234E-03 1.0396638E _
692000, 1.39087_0E-11 |.5077646E 03 2,6918500E 03 1.8000104E-13 7.2663273E-05 1,0400889E 03
694000. I,_625348E_ _.3Q77_0_ _3 2.6960500E 03_ J,TbIBq37E-13 7.2697302E-031,0403|39E 03
696000, 1,3348109E-11 1,3077343E 03 2.6962500E 03 |.7246356E-13 ?.2729314E-03 1,0409386E 03
678000. :,3076888_L___ I_5077_b_3Z,bgB4500E 03 1,6882143E-13 T.2761313E-03 1,0413632E 03
T00000. 1,2811333E-11 1.30¥6960E 03 2.7006300E 03 I.&S_&IQ&E-13 7.27933QO_...O5 |.0_17877E at
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TABLE I-2 COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION AND DISCRETE
ALTITUDE LEVEL CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN
PRESSURE - DENSITY r(Pp) ; PRESSURE - TEMPERATURE r( PT);
AND DENSITY - TEMPERATURE r(pT), EASTERN TEST RANGE



































































5. i300 3. 0000
5.3200 3.1800









6. 8000 4. 0700
6. 9200 4.1400
7._3C_ / q. 21OO
7.1500 4.2800
7. 2700 4. 3600
7. 3700 4. 4200
7.4700 4.4800
,H '1')/'|' ! riP/J)
1.5000 ! .6250
1. 6000 . 33M2
|, 5!)O0 . 150)_
1. 5700 -0. 0485
I. 4000 -0. 1799
I. 3400 -0. 2864
I. 2600 -0. 2690
1. 420o -0. 1633
I. 4700 -0. 0364
1. 6200 .2678
1. 7200 .4 _ 40
1. 7800 .5328
1. 8500 . 5841
I. 8500 .6470
I. 7700 . 7373
I. 6700 . 8107
I. 7100 .8262
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4. 4200 .8043 [14. 4700 .80814. 5100 .81274. 5400 . 81724. 5900 .8188
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-0. 3096 -0. 8232
-0.3199 -0.8168
-0.3442 -0.9176
-0. 3046 -0. 8192
-0.2706 -0.8215





-0. 2090 -0. 8223





-0. 3164 -0. 83_
-0.3220 .a. A24!
-0.3287 -0.8244 I
-0. 3351 -0. 8258
-0. 3434 -0. 8263
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-0. ::629 -0. _293
Ii. 2a05 -0, ;1076
-0. 1538 -0. 7602
-0.07_1 -0. 7342
-O. 0503 -0. 7170
-O. 0408 -0:7099
-O. 0429 -0. 6998
-0. 0215 -0. 6957
-0. 0206 -0. 6911
-0. 0205 -0. 6885
-0. 0426 -0..6973
•-0. 1008 -0. 7216
-0. 1432 -0. 7383
-0. 0901 -0. 7452










• 7694 -0. 7983
• 7874 -0. 7838
! . 7986 -0. 7665






















During its stay on the launch pad, and while being moved from the
pad, the Space Station/launch vehicle shall be capable of withstanding
(structural capabilities plus all vehicle protective measures*) peak
ground winds up to and including 64.4 knots.** There is a 5 percent
risk that these peak ground winds will be exceeded in the windiest
30-day exposure period. This peak wind profile shall be used to calculate
vehicle on-pad base overturning moments.
TABLE 1-4. DESIGN PEAK WIND SPEED PROFILES FOR A 5-PERCENT RISK
OF EXCEEDING THE 18.3-METER REFERENCE LEVEL PEAK WIND SPEED
FOR THE WINDIEST 30-DAY EXPOSURE PERIOD
Height Wind Speed
Meters Feet m sec -I Knots
18.3 60 33.1 64.4
30.5 i00 35.1 68.3
61.0 200 38.1 74.0
91.4 300 40.0 77.6
121.9 400 41.3 80.2
152.4 500 42.3 82.3
To calculate peak wind profile values associated with 18.3-meter
level wind speeds, up to and including 64.4 knots as given in the above
table, for vehicle response studies, the following formula should be used:
_ -3/4
U(h) - Uls.3(h/18.3) l'6Uls.3 (3)
where U(h) is peak wind speed at height h in meters above natural grade
and Uls.3 is the peak wind speed at the 18.3-meter reference level.
Protective measures are considered to include _ pn_ih]e qtr,ler,lra!
tie-off or damper.
**Current Saturn V launch vehicle free-standing capability for empty
vehicle with damper attached.
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For use and application of spectral representation of the turbu-
lent wind environment in elastic body calculations, the lO-minute
mean-wind profile given in Table I-5 shall be used.
TABLE I-5. TEN-MINUTE MEAN DESIGN WIND PROFILE ASSOCIATED
WITH THE FIVE-PERCENT RISK PEAK WIND PROFILE
FOR THE WINDIEST THIRTY-DAY EXPOSURE PERIOD
Height Wind Speed
_ Knots=_s Feet m sec -i
18.3 60 22.0 42.8
30.5 i00 24.4 47.5
61.0 200 28.0 54.5
91.4 300 30.2 58.7
121.9 400 31.8 61.9
152.4 500 33.1 64.4
To calculate 10-minute mean-wind profile values associated with
18.3-meter level peak winds, up to and including 64.4 knots, for vehicle
response studies, the following formula should be used:
0. 283-0.435e -0" 2U18" 3
-I
U(h) -- U(h) _ 1 q- (18"3/h)1.98 - 1.887e -0"2UlB.3
(4)
where U(h) is the mean wind speed at height h, U(h) is the peak wind
speed at height h, and Uls. 3 is the peak wind speed at the 18.3-meter
reference level.
Spectral methods are a particularly useful way of representing
the turbulent portion of the ground wind environment for elastic vehicle
design purposes. At a fixed point in the atmosphere, the instantaneous
wind vector fluctuates in time about the horizontal steady (mean) wind
vector. The vector departure of the horizontal component of the instan-
taneous wind vector from the steady (mean) wind vector is the horizontal
vector component of turbulence. This vector departure can be represented
by two components, the longitudinal and lateral components of turbulence
21
that are parallel and perpendicular to the steady (mean) wind vector in
the horizontal plane. The longitudinal and lateral spectra of turbulence




* il + 1.5(f/fm)Ce] 5/3c2
(5)
where
f _ _h (6)
u(h)
and
f = cz(h/hr )c4, (7)
m
= (h/hr)c5, (8)
u. = 0.98 U(hr) (9)
(h r = 18.3 m or 60 ft, depending upon units desired and u(h) = 10-minute
mean wind speed at height h). The following values were used for Cl, ce,
c3, c4, and c5:
Component c i c 2 c 3 c 4 c 5
Longitudinal 6.198 0.845 0.03 1.00 -0.63
Lateral 3. 954 0. 781 0.1 0.58 -0.35
The power-spectral ground-wind turbulence model will be used to
calculate elastic vehicle ground wind gust loads. The 10-minute mean-
wind profiles will be used to calculate steady-state loads. The
resultant elastic vehicle loads due togusts and steady-state winds will
be obtained by addition. Application of this model will yield the power
spectra of the pertinent ioad parameters. Integration of these load
spectra over the frequency domain 0 < _ < _ will yield the variance of
the loads. The associated design loads shall be obtained by multiplying
the load standard deviations by a factor of three. The 10-minute design
loads due to turbulence and steady-state winds will be obtained by
addition of the steady-state and turbulence loads.
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The cospectrum and quadrature spectrum associated with either
the longitudinal or lateral componentsof turbulence at levels hI and
he are represented by:
C(w,hl,H2) = S_IS2 exp[- (0. 3465 f_f)_fo._ cos(2_yf_f)] (i0)
and





_h e _h z
Af = -
u (h2) _ (h l)
The terms S I and S 2 are the longitudinal or lateral spectra at levels
h z and h2, respecEively; and u(h_) and -_ _ +_ In_m_n,,_ .... n _,_n__ uu,_7 arc _.._ _ .......................




7 for (h z + h2)/2 _<-i00 m
7 for (h z + h2)/2 > i00 m
Afo. 5








The units for the parameters used are:
Parameter
w cps
s(_), Q(w), C(w) m2s-2/cps
h, hr, h 0 m







In the event trade-off studies are necessary for the free-stand-
ing pre-launch phase, the following 18.3-meter reference level peak wind
speeds for the indicated windiest exposure period and risk shall be used.











The associated peak and ten-minute mean wind speed profiles shall be
calculated with equations (3) and (4).
I. 2.2 Launch Winds
At launch release, the Space Station/Launch Vehicle shall be
capable of withstanding peak ground winds up to and including 34.4
knots, from any azimuth, referenced to the 60-foot (18.3 meter) level
with the associated three-sigma profile shape as given in Table 1-7.
There is a 5 percent risk that these peak ground winds will be exceeded
during the windiest hour exposure period.
TABLE 1-7. DESIGN PEAK WIND SPEED PROFILE FOR A 5-PERCENT VALUE
OF RISK OF EXCEEDING THE 18.3-METER REFERENCE LEVEL PEAK WIND SPEED
FOR THE WINDIEST HOURLY EXPOSURE PERIOD
Height
















To calculate vehicle drift after launch, the design peak wind
speed profile should be used.
For vehicle overturning moment calculations immediately after
launch release, a wind shear shall be used. This wind shear shall be
computed by first subtracting the ten-minute mean wind at the height
corresponding to the base of the vehicle (Table 1-8) from the peak wind
speed at the height corresponding to the top of the vehicle (Table 1-7)
and then dividing by the difference between the two heights•
TABLE 1-8. TEN-MINUTE MEAN DESIGN WIND PROFILE ASSOCIATED
WITH THE 5-PERCENT RISK PEAK WIND PROFILE
_^ w_N_S_ HOURLY EXP_S_R_ D_DTnncuR THE ....._T_ _ = n ,T _ .......
Wind Speed
Meters Feet m sec -i Knots
18.5 60 11.8 22.9
30.5 i00 13•6 26.3
61 0 200 i _ _ _I a
91.4 300 18.1 35.2
121.9 400 19.5 37.8
152.4 500 19.7 39.9
1.2.3 Inflight Winds
The Space Station/launch vehicle dynamic8 loads and control
system design studies shall employ the inflight wind given below. There
is a 5-percent risk that this inflight wind profile envelope will be
exceeded and possibly cause a launch delay. If the vehicle is launched
in this wind environment, there is a 1-percent risk that the inflight
wind environment will be exceeded and may possibly cause the vehicle to
be compromised.
1.2.3•1 Rigid Vehicle Studies
The design wind profile given in Table 1-9 should be used as
criteria for launch delay decisions. There is a 5-percent risk that the
profile speed will be exceeded for the windiest monthly reference period•
The tabulated wind speed values represent idealized steady-state horizontal
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scalar wind speeds. The design wind speed profile envelopes are given as
linear segmentsbetween altitude levels. These speeds are applied without
regard to vehicle launch azimuth to establish the initial design require-
ments.
TABLE1-9. DESIGNSTEADY-STATEWINDSPEEDPROFILEENVELOPE








The design wind shear values to be associated with the above
steady-state design wind speeds are given in Table I-i0. In previously
published versions of this document, the values given in Table I-i0
were applicable to any location. In this version, however, the values
have been revised to make them applicable to Cape Kennedy only.
A design discrete gust value shall be associated with the above
steady-state design wind speed and wind shears. Discrete gusts are speci-
fied in an attempt to represent, in a physically reasonable manner for
engineering studies, characteristics of small-scale motions associated
with vertical profiles of wind velocity. Gust structure is quite complex.
For use in rigid-body vehicle design studies, discrete gusts are usually
idealized because of their complexity and to enhance their use. Gusts
are also referred to as embedded jets or singularities in the vertical
profile of the wind. By definition, a gust is a wind speed in excess of
a defined steady-state value. Therefore, gusts are employed in vehicle
design studies by superimposing them on the steady-state wind profiles.
The discrete gust to be used in the rigid-body design studies shall con-
sist of a one-minus-cosine shape with a nine m/sec amplitude and a thick-
ness (depth) of 60 to 300 meters. The gust thickness must be determined
by a trade-off analysis in which various gust thicknesses will be used in
particular engineering studies, such as load computations. The gust
thickness that most severely impacts a particular engineering study will
+_ ^_ _ ..... _ .... dy_,,_, = u==u as u_zgu cLiLeria for that stu .
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A 1-percent risk shear/gust combination for rigid body design
studies requires consideration of the relationship between steady-state
wind speed, wind shear, and gusts. Studies have shown that gusts and
shears (wind speed change) calculated over small altitude intervals are
poorly correlated with steady-state wind speeds, while shears over large
altitude intervals (> i km) and steady-state wind speeds have a high
positive correlation. Although functional relationships between wind
speeds, shears, and gusts have not been explicitly defined, reasonable
approximations can be used to construct synthetic profile relationships.
In the construction of a synthetic wind speed profile, the
degree of correlation between the wind parameters must be taken into
account. This can be accomplished by multiplying the shears (wind speed
changes) _--_ the one-minus-cosine discrete gust by a factor of 0.85 before
constructing the synthetic wind profile. This is equivalent, as an engi-
neering approximation, to taking the combined1-percent risk gust and
shear combination rather than the separate addition of the 1-percent risk
values for the gusts and shears in a perfectly correlated manner.
The specific details concerning the construction of design
synthetic wind profiles for use in the Space Station/launch vehicle
design are given in reference 1-2.
TABLEI-i0. IDEALIZEDDESIGNENVELOPESOFWINDSHEAR(WINDSPEEDCHANGE)
FORVARIOUS CALESOFDISTANCEANDCORRESPONDINGWITHSPEEDS














Scale of Distance (meters)
3000 2000 I000 800 600 400 200 i00
52.3 43.5 34.0 29.1 23.5 17.2 10.2 6.0
49.7 42.0 32.7 27.5 22.0 16.4 9,8 5.8
47.0 40.4 31.2 26.3 21.2 15.6 9.4 5.5
44.5 38.6 30.0 25.5 20.4 15.1 9.1 5.3
41.2 36.5 28.5 24.3 19.7 14.4 8.6 5:1
36.8 34.9 26.5 22.4 18,0 13.3 8.0 4.7
26.5 24.5 20.8 17.6 14.2 10.4 6.3 3.7
16.6 15.8 14.6 12.4 i0.0 7.4 4.4 2.6
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1.2.3.2 Elastic Vehicle Studies
These studies shall employ the same criteria as given for the
rigid vehicle studies (section 1.2.3.1) with the exception of the dis-
crete one-minus-cosine shape gust. This gust shall be replaced with
the design turbulence power spectrum as defined by the following
expr ession:
777.2 (400Ok) i. 62 (13)E(k) = 4.05 '
i + 0.0067(4000k)
where the spectrum E(k) is defined so that integration over the domain
0 =<k < oo yields the variance of the turbulence. In this equation E(k)
is the power spectral density (mesec'e/(cycles per meter)) at wave
number k(meter-i). The loads obtained from application of this turbu-
lence power spectrum should be added to the loads resulting from the
use of the synthetic wind profile (less discrete gust) as specified in
section 1.2.3.1. There is a 1-percent risk that this wind shear/
spectrum combination will be exceeded when employed with the design
steady-state wind speed envelope value.
1.2.3.3 Vehicle Design Verification
The wind criteria given above shall be employed in the Phase B
design studies. The most recent wind environment representations avail-
able will be provided for use in final design verification studies
during the Phase C effort.
1.3 Additional Information
Environment criteria guideline data on those aspects of the
atmosphere (surface to 90 km altitude) not specified in this section
may be obtained from reference 1-2. If additional criteria are needed
for a particular Space Station study, then a request should be made to
the appropriate NASA Contracting Officer's Representative. Procedures
to be used for such requests are given on page ii of this document.
SECTION I. REFERENCES
I-i Smith, O. E. and Don K. Weidner, "A Reference Atmosphere
for Patrick AFB, Florida, Annual (1963 Revision)," NASA
1-2 Daniels, G. E. (editor), "Terrestrial Environment (Climatic)
Criteria Guidelines for Use in Space Vehicle Development,"




This section provides criteria that should be used in studies
related to the design and operation of the SpaceStation and launch
vehicle during the earth orbital phase.
2.1 Atmospheric Gas Properties
2.1.1 Lower .........Inermospnere _0 to 1_u km_t_u_e)^1=_ _
The nominal gas properties given below should be used for all
orbital Space Station studies. For other phases of an earth orbital
mission, the criteria given in section I should be used.
GASPROPERTIESOFTHELOWERTHERMOSPHERE






















3.16 x i0 "i
7.74 x 10 -2
2.70 x 10 -2
2.1.2 Upper Thermosphere (120 to I000 km Altitude)
2.1.2.1 Atmospheric Model for Orbital Altitudes
The MSFC Modified Jacchia Model Atmosphere (1967) [II-I and
11-2], which is basically a computerized version of Jacchia's Static
Diffusion Model [11-3], will be used to predict the gas properties of
the atmosphere between 120 and I000 km altitude. This model should be
used for all orbital design and performance studies relative to the
Space Station unless an atmospheric model, such as the Cape Kennedy
Reference Atmosphere [11-4] or the U. S. Standard Atmosphere 1962 [11-5],
is already programmed by the using organization. In this case, concur-
rence for its continued use should be obtained from the appropriate
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NASA Contracting Officer's Representative. Procedures to be used in
obtaining such concurrences are given on page i of this document.
All statements containing predicted values of orbital alti-
tude atmospheric parameters, however, shall be based on computations
using the MSFC Modified Jacchia Model Atmosphere, 1967.
2.1.2.2 Predicted Atmospheric Gas Properties (1975-1997)
Predictions of the atmospheric gas properties given in
Tables I through IV of appendix A are of sufficient detail for many of
the Space Station studies. These quantities were calculated using the
MSFC Modified Jacchia Model Atmosphere (1967) [II-i] for each January I
for the years 1975 through 1997. For design purposes, the Space Station
should be capable of performing under the orbital environment (gas p_op-
erties) associated with the nominal +2 sigma variations predicted for
the operational time frame.
Predictions of the solar flux and geomagnetic index used in
establishing the data given in Tables I through IV of appendix A were
obtained by use of the MSFC Solar Predictions Program (see section 2.6),
with April 1970 as the initial point.
2.1.2.2.1 Nominal Conditions
The atmospheric quantities given in Table I of appendix A
were calculated using the predicted nominal solar flux and geomagnetic
activity index. The local time of day was taken as 0900 hours to obtain
the mean orbital conditions. (Daily maximum values occur at 1400 hours
and minimum values at 0400 hours.)
2.1.2.2.2 Plus-Two-Sigma Conditions
The atmospheric quantities given in Table II of appendix A
were calculated using the predicted plus-two-sigma solar flux and geo-
magnetic activity index. The local time of day was taken to be
1400 hours to obtain the maximum orbital values.
2.1.2.2.3 Plus-Two-Sigma Conditions with Short-Term
Fluctuations in Geomagnetic Index
For Space Station design studies that are sensitive to short-
aerm fluctuations in the geomagnetic index (usually lasting for six to
eight hours and occasionally lasting 48 hours), the atmospheric quanti-
ties given in Tables III and IV of appendix A should be used. These
quantities were calculated using the predicted plus-two-sigma solar
flux values, a local time of 1400 hours, and a geomagnetic index of
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200 and 400 for Tables III and IV, respectively. The data in Table IV
represent an estimate of the atmospheric gas properties that would occur
for a short time during a very large geomagnetic storm.
2.1.3 Geosynchronous Orbital Altitudes (37,000 kin)
2.1.3.1 Gas Pressure
The predicted 540 NM (i,000 kin) pressure values given in
Tables I through IV of appendix A decrease exponentially to i0 -I° dynes/
cm e at geosynchronous orbital altitudes.
2.1.3.2 Gas Density
Predicted 540 NM (i,000 km) density values given in Tables I
through IV of appendix A decrease exponentially to i0 -e3 gm/cm s at geo-
synchronous orbital altitudes.
2.1.3.3 Kinetic Gas Temperature
The predicted 540 NM (i,000 km) _emperature values given
in Tables I through IV of appendix A increase linearly to about
2 x i0 s °K at geosynchronous altitudes.
2.1.3.4 Chemical Composition
The chemical composition at geosynchronous altitudes is
primarily H and H+ with a trace of He. Mean free path of gas particles
is about I0 v km.
2.1.4 Additional Information
Additional information relative to the structure and vari-
ability of the atmosphere is given in references 11-2 and 11-6.
2.2 lonosphere
Space Station studies in the areas of communications,
telemetry, etc., must consider ionospheric properties. These properties
are described in this section.
"lonosphere" may be defined as that region of the atmosphere
which is partially ionized by ultraviolet illumination from the sun. In
general, during the day, electron density is a minimum in the polar
regions, increases to a maximum about 15 degrees from the geomagnetic
equator, and decreases to a secondary minimum at the geomagnetic equator.
Various electron density layers observed with typical electron concen-
trations within these layers and typical altitudes at which these layers




























Attenuation of radio waves is a function of the refractive
index, _, which in turn is a function of electron density, Ne, where
_2 = i -
4_ N eee e
60 me w2
and
e = electron charge (coulombs)
e
m e electron, mass (kg)
00= angular frequency of the wave (radians/sec)
6o = permittivity of free space (assuming the effects
of ions are negligible).
At the F2 peak (point of maximum electron density) of the
ionosphere, the frequency of the radio wave which will just penetrate
is called the critical frequency, fc. For satellite communications a
frequency higher than fc must be selected, and for the best signal
strength possible, frequencies considerably higher than fc(max) should
be chosen. However, some investigations have indicated that the
ionosphere may have resonance modes which could interfere significantly
with even much higher frequency telemetry signals.
2.3 Radiation
The natural radiation environment consists of galactic cosmic
radiation, geomagnetically trapped radiation, and solar flare particles.
This environment may be defined by establishing a description of the
particle flux as a function of energy, species and location (time and
space).
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The radiation doses that might result from man-made sources,
such as nuclear reactors, are not considered to be part of the natural
environment and, therefore, are not presented in this document.
2.3.1 Galactic Cosmic Radiation
Galactic cosmic radiation consists of low intensity,
extremely high-energy charged particles. These particles, about
85 percent protons, 13 percent alphas, and the remainder heavier
nuclei, bombard the solar system from all directions. They have
energies from 108 to I0 i9 electron volts (ev) per particle and are
encountered essentially everywhere in space. The intensity of this
environment in "free-space," e.g., outside the influence of the earth's
magnetic field, is relatively constant (.2 to .4 particles per square
centimeter per steradian per second) except during periods of enhanced
solar activity when the fluxes of cosmic rays have been observed to
decrease. This decrease is due to an increase in the strength of the
interplanetary magnetic field which acts as a shield to incoming
particles. Near the earth, cosmic rays are similarly influenced by
the earth's magnetic field resulting in a spatial variation in their
intensity (Figure II-i).
Estimates of the daily cosmic ray dose for the various
orbits are shown in the following table. These should be considered
in the Space Station design studies.
Solar Maximum
Solar Minimum
Galactic Cosmic Ray Dose Rates (rem/day)
Geo-
255 n.mi. 2 55 ° incl. 200 n.mi., polar Synchronous
0.005 0.008 0.024
0.008 0.013 0.036
The dose estimates for the low altitude orbits were obtained
by merging the trajectory information with the data shown in Figure II-I.
The synchronous orbit, cosmic ray dose rates were assumed to be the same
as the interplanetary cosmic ray dose rates estimated from data obtained
on Apollo lunar missions. The variation of the galactic cosmic ray dose
with thickness of material was neglected in this study because of the
extreme penetrating power of the particles. This will result in a slight
uncertainty for the dose estimates in the thick-walled cylinders. In
converting the values of absorbed dose (rad) to the "dose equivalent"
(rem) values given in the previous table, a quality factor (QF) of 1.0
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was used (see Supplemental Information - paragraph 2.3.5.1). There is
somecontroversy as to what biological significance should be associ-
ated with the high-energy, heavy-nuclear constituent of the cosmic
radiation and what effect it may have on manexposed to such radia-
tion during extended stays in space [11-8]. This is a question which
may have to be decided by experiments conducted during the space
station and space base missions.
2.3.2 Trapped Radiation
The earth's magnetic field provides the mechanismwhich
traps charged particles in belts about the earth. Electrons and
protons are trapped in a region about the equator extending in geo-
magnetic latitude to about _+50degrees and in altitude from the top
of the atmosphere to the outer limits of the magnetosphere. Fig-
ures 11-2 and 11-3 show the spatial distribution of electrons and
protons, respectively.
2.3.2.1 Near-Earth Environment
The radiation belts trapped near the earth are approxi-
mately azimuthally symmetric, with the exception of the South Atlantic
anomaly. The earth's magnetic field can be approximated by a magnetic
dipole whoseaxis is displaced 450 kilometers from the center of the
earth and tilted i0 degrees with respect to the spin axis of the earth.
In addition, the magnetic field is anomalously low in the region over
the South Atlantic, which allows the radiation belts to reach their
lowest altitude (Figure 11-4). Figure 11-5 reflects the presence of
the anomaly in the area where proton fluxes are encountered at an
altitude of 160 nautical miles. The natural occurring trapped radia-
tion environment in the anomaly region remains fairly constant with
time although it does fluctuate with solar activity. In addition to
the electrons in the anomaly region at low altitudes, electrons will
also be encountered in the auroral zones.
The trapped radiation to be encountered in a 200 nautical
mile polar orbit and in a 255 nautical mile, 55-degree inclination
orbit has been determined. The electron and proton energy spectra
design values are shownin Figures 11-6 and 11-7, respectively. The
radiation dose produced by these environments at the center of a
cylinder was determined. Cylinder wall thicknesses of 1.0 to 15 gm/cme
and 3 dose points, point tissue (no phantom), phantomskin (tissue
depth .07 mm), and phantomdepth (tissue depth - 5 cm), were con-
sidered. The resulting proton and electron-point, skin, and depth
dose versus cylinder wall thickness are shown in Figure 11-8 for the
......... _.) _ll_ ._v_J LL(_LWJ. t.. .L %.. (_L .L lll J...L r,_
orbit. A discussion of the calculations for the trapped radiation
environment is given in Supplemental Information, paragraph 2.3.5.2.
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2.3.2.2 Synchronous Orbit Altitude Environment
The trapped proton environment at synchronous orbit altitude is
of no direct biological significance, but may cause deterioration of
material surfaces over long exposure times. The proton flux at this
altitude is composed of only low energy protons (less than 4 Mev) and
is on the order of 105 protons/cme-sec. A detailed description of this
environment is given in reference 11-9.
The trapped electron environment at synchronous altitude is
characterized by variations in particle intensity of several orders of
magnitude over periods as short as a few hours. However, for extended
synchronous altitude missions, a local time averaged environment can be
used. The local time averaged electron energy spectrum for an equatorial
synchronous orbit is shown in Figure II-i0. The environment encountered
by synchronous orbit missions having different inclinations will be less
than the equatorial environment [II-i0]. The electron-point, skin, and
depth dose versus cylinder wall thickness are shown in Figure II-Ii for
one day in an equatorial earth-synchronous orbit.
2.3.3 Solar Particle Events
_aSolar particle events are the emission of .......L_=u_ particles =_^_vm
disturbed regions on the sun during solar flares. They are composed of
energetic protons and alpha particles that occur sporadically and last
for several days.
2.3.3.1 Particle Event Model
The free-space particle event model to be used for Space Station




Np(> T) 54 x
2.64 x
i0 II T-l. e;
10±i e-P(T)/67.
1011 e'P(T)/73.
i Mev _ T _ i0 Mev
i0 Mev _ T N 30 Mev
T _ 30 Mev.
Alphas Np(> T);N_(> T) =
_7.07 x i0 le T -e'i4"
T < 30 Mev.
T ->30 Mev.
The terms Np(> T) and N_(> T) are the integral fluxes in units of protons/
cm e and alphas/cm e, respectively. T is the particle's kinetic energy in
units Mev and P(T) is the particle's magnetic rigidity in units mv given
by
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i ST(T + 2mo Ce)
P(T) = _e
where the quantity Ze is the magnitude of the particle's charge in units
of electron charge, i.e., Ze = I for protons and Ze = 2 alphas. The rest
mass energy for the particle is given by mo Ce, i.e., mo Ce = 938 Mev for
protons and 3728 Mev for alpha particles.
For synchronous orbit altitudes, the free-space solar particle
event model described above should be used. For near-earth orbital alti-
tudes, however, the free-space event model must be modified to account
for the fact that the earth's magnetic field deflects some of the low-
energy particles that would enter the atmosphere at low latitudes to the
poles.
Solar particle events are more likely to occur at times of the
solar maximum than at solar minimum. Current predictions indicated that
the next two solar maximums will occur in 1980 and 1991. The solar
particle event environment for the years 1983 through 1987, therefore,
shall be considered to be one-tenth the magnitude of the model defined
above. For the years 1977 through 1982 and 1988 through 1995, the
particle environment shall be used as defined above.
2.3.3.2 Frequency of Occurrence
If a Poisson distribution is assumed, the probability of seeing
"x" particle events (equivalent to the one defined in paragraph 2.3.4.1)
in "T" weeks is given by the following expression.
P(x) = (e)-'01T('01T)X
x:
This expression may also be used to determine the number of particle
events (nominal and plus-three-sigma) to be expected during a specific
exposure period. These calculations have been made and are plotted
versus exposure time in the figure given below. Exposure time may be
a crew member's stay-time, an experiment's operational period, etc.
The 95.0 percent probability values given in the following
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2.3.3.3 Solar Particle Event Dose Calculations
The free space particle event defined in paragraph 2.3.4.1 was
used with appropriate proton and alpha quality factors (see Supplemental
Information, paragraph 2.3.5.1) to calculate the free-space dose to be
expected from one particle event. The radiation dose to be expected
during one particle event while in various near-earth orbits has also
been calculated giving proper consideration to the interaction between
the particle event and the earth's magnetic field• These free-space and
near-earth (point, skin and depth) doses are graphically plotted versus
cylinder wall thickness in Figure 11-12.
2.3.4 Radiation Environment Criteria for Design and Operation Studies
Much discretion should be used in any applications of the radia-
tion dose data given in this document. The data are given to permit the
establishment of an estimate of the total radiation effects (that is, the
summation of the effects of solar proton events, galactic radiation, and
trapped radiation) for any given mission. All of the dose values given
in this report should be considered as estimates and should not be used
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as final design criteria. The dose calculations used in Space Station
design and operation studies must be calculated using the most current
Space Station design concept. It is also necessary that the expected
dose for a particular crew member or radiation sensitive subsystem
(such as photographic film) be calculated in a time-line fashion so that
the variations in the solar particle event environmemt and variations in
the amount of protective shielding can be taken into account. In making
these calculations, it should be assumed that all obvious protective
measures will be taken. For example, the crew will be in the radiation
shelter area and all radiation sensitive film will be stored in the film
vault during a large particle event.
The average warning time for a large particle event is expected
to be about thirty minutes.
2.3.5 Supplemental Information
2.3.5.1 Dose Equivalent (DE) - Definition
The absorbed dose of any ionizing radiation is the energy
imparted through ionization per unit mass of irradiated material. The
unit of absorbed dose is the rad, which is equal to an energy deposition
of I00 ergs/g. Radiations of different type and quality (mass, charge,
energy) produce different spatial distributions of energy deposition in
tissue and thereby produce different biological responses per unit of
absorbed dose. The concept of "dose equivalent" (DE) is used to take
into account the difference in effect of radiations having different
quality. The "dose equivalent" (in rems) is obtained from the product
of the absorbed dose (in rads) and the appropriate quality factor (QF)
and other modifying factors. QF is equal to 0.8 + 0.162L, where L is
the mean LET in Kev of ionization energy per micron of material [II-ii].
The other modifying factors for this application are equal to 1.0. A
more complete description of this concept can be found in reference
[II-8].
2.3.5.2 Dose Rate Calculation Technique
The radiation dose contributed by electrons and protons
trapped in the earth's magnetic field is determined for a given shield-
ing configuration and trajectory by the MSC Orbital Dose Code which uses
the MSC Radiation and Fields Branch dose-calculation programs. The
trajectory data were obtained using a computer program [11-12] from
which spacecraft positions were determined at 15-second intervals, an
adequate sample rate for determining the encountered environment. The
geomagnetic coordinates (B,L) which correspond to each spacecraft posi-
tion were obtained from the Mcllwain field-fit code [11-13] and Jensen
obtained from the Vette 1968 projected electron environment [II-15].
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The proton energy spectra were determined from the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory proton flux data [11-16] by fitting the flux data to a power
spectrum for proton energies less than 30 Mev and an exponential spectrum
for proton energies greater than 30 Mev. The spacecraft and phantom
shielding were determined with a North American Aviation shielding code[11-17]. A sketch of the phantomused in the calculations is shown in
Figure 11-13. The skin and depth dose points were placed at depths of
.07 mmand 5 cm of tissue, respectively, at the locations indicated. The
phantomwas placed at the center of an aluminum cylinder, and oriented as
if it were standing on a floor parallel to the end of the cylinder. The
location of the phantomis the position of highest exposure. The dimen-
sions of the cylinder were 30 feet in height and 33 feet in diameter.
Onehundred g/cm2's of aluminumwere used as the thickness of the ends to
makeallowance for other modules connected to the cylinder. _LL--_,_S_
of i to 15 g/cme of aluminumwere used for the walls (i g/cme of aluminum
= 2.048 ib/ft e = 0.15 inch of aluminum). MSCdose-calculation techniques
[11-18, 11-19 and 11-20] were used to attenuate the proton and electron
energy spectra through the spacecraft and phantomshielding to the desired
dose point. The energy deposited by the attenuated environment was then
determined. The doses deposited by primary protons, primary electrons and
bremsstrahlung were determined in units of rem. A QF of 1.0 was used in
the calculation of electron and bremsstrahlung dose. The QF for protons
used in the calculations varied from 1.0 to 20 (Supplemental Information -
paragraph 2.3.5.1), depending on the eL_ergyof the proton at thc dosc
point. Becauseof the possible uncertainty in the model radiation environ-
ment and calculational techniques, a two-sigma deviation of a factor of
2 is anticipated in the numberspresented.
2.3.6 Thermal and Albedo Radiation (Earth)
The earth's radiation consists of the sum of the earth's thermal
and albedo radiation, and decreases with the distance from the earth and
the cosine of the position angle, measuredfrom the earth-sun line.
2.3.6.1 Earth Thermal Radiation (6) [11-22, 11-23]
Approximated by that from a black body at 288°K between 8 and 12B,
and a 218QKblack body at all longer wavelengths. The globally emitted
long-wave radiant flux is 238 watts/me, with a ±7 watts/m2 uncertainty in
the absolute value.
2.3.6.2 Earth Albedo Radiation (Visible Spectrum [11-22])
Approximated as to spectral distribution by a 6000°Kblack body.
2.3.6.3 Average Total Albedo (a) [11-24, 11-25]
0.30.
2.3.6.4 Average Visual Albedo
Approximately 0.40.
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_ + 1.7o E
= 0.30 o = 0.06
a
_. = 238 watts/m 2 oE = 21 watts/m 2
2.3.6.6 Mean Illumination of Earth by Sun (Day Outside Atmosphere)
1.37 x l0 s lumens/m e .
2.3.6.7 Mean Brightness of Full Earth at Subsolar Point
1.7 x 104 candles/m e .
2.3.7 Radiation Properties of the Sun (Thermal)
2.3.7.1 Solar Radiation [11-22]
The solar constant refers to the rate at which energy is
received upon a unit surface, oriented perpendicular to the sun's
direction, in free space at the earth's mean distance from the sun.
The magnitude of the solar constant is determined by integrating the
measured spectral irradiance over all wavelengths.
Solar Constant at 1.0 A.U.: 1353 _+ 13.5 watts/m e
1.93 +_ 0.02 cal/cm2/min.
"r, ___ - 1 1 •
r=LZ_L_LUU LO aphelion variation of the solar constant is +3.43 per-
cent to -3.26 percent.
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2.3.7.2
Mean brightness of solar disk outside the atmosphere:
6.33 x 105 Lamberts or 2.015 x i0 $ candles/m e .
Solar illumination: (1.37 x 10 5) R-2 lumens/m e where
R = distance from sun (A.U.).
Visible and Infrared Radiation [11-22, 11-26]
Radiant energy distribution:
Fraction of solar radiation:
Approximated by that from a
5800 °K black body.
Above 7000A = 52 percent.
Above 4000A = 91 percent.
3000A - 30,000A = 97 percent.
2 3.7.3 Ultraviolet and X-Ray Radiation [11-22]
Fraction of solar radiation: Below 4000A _ 9.08 percent.
Below 3000A = 1.30 percent.
Below 2000A = 0.02 percent
(variable).
Below 1000A = 10-4 percent
(variable).
Principal Line Emission Fluxes at 1.0 A.U.:




51.0 X 10 -4 watt/m e
2.5 X 10 -4 watt/m e
0.60 X 10 -4 watt/m e
0.50 X 10 -4 watt/m e
X-Ray Flux:
2-8 A 8-20 _ 20-200
Sunspot Min. 3 X 10 -9 w/m e 4 X 10-Tw/m e 1.3 X 10 -4 w/m e
(quiet sun)
Sunspot Max. 2 X 10 -6 w/m e 2.3 X 10 -5 w/m e 1.0 X 10 -3 w/m 2
(quiet sun)
Upper limit
during flare 2.2 X 10-4 w/m e 4.5 X 10 -4 w/m e 92 x 10 -4 w/m e
activity
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Strength of line emission flux varies as R-e. For example,
Flux in space = Flux at 1.0 A.U./Ra
where R = solar distance (A.U.).
2.3.7.4 Solar Radiation Pressure
Pressure on a flat plate at 1.0 A.U.:
For i00 percent reflecting body = 9.33 X i0 -G N/m2
For black body = 4.67 X 10-6 N/m2.
Radiation pressure on a flat plate variation with solar distance
follows the relation:
P = S/c for black body
P = 2S/c for i00 percent reflecting body
where
P = radiation pressure,
S = solar constant at specified solar distance,
and
c = speed of light.
2.3.7.5 Solar Wind
2.3.8
MeanDensity: 0.5 A.U. = _20 hydrogen atoms/cc
1.0 A.U. = _ 5 hydrogen atoms/cc
1.75 A.U. = _ 2 hydrogen atoms/cc.
MeanFlux: 0.5 A.U. = _ 8 × 108 hydrogen atoms/cme/sec
1.0 A.U. = _ 2 × l0 s hydrogen atoms/cm2/sec
1.75 A.U. = _i0 8 hydrogen atoms/cmm/sec.
Meanvelocity of solar wind from 0.5 A.U. to 1.75 A.U. =
450-500 km/sec.
Additional Information
More detailed information relative to the radiation environ-
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FIGURE 11-13. SKETCH OF THE MSC PHANTOM
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2.4 Meteoroid Environment [11-27]
The meteoroid environment model encompasses particles of only
cometary origin and is composed of sporadic meteoroids in the mass range
between i and i0 -le grams and stream meteoroids in the mass range from
i to 10 -6 grams.
2.4.1 Average Total Meteoroid Environment
The average total meteoroid (average sporadic plus a derived
average stream) environment is to be used for preliminary design and
for mission periods that cannot be rigidly specified. When the mis-
sion launch date and duration are specified later in the design, the
probability of stream damage should be evaluated.
2.4.1.1 Particle Density
The mass density is 0.5 gm/cm 3 for all meteoroid particle sizes.
2.4.1.2 Particle Velocity
The average meteoroid particle velocity is 20 km/sec with the
distribution as given in figure 11-16.
2.4.1.3 Flux-Mass Model
The average annual cumulative meteoroid flux-mass model in
logarithmic plot is described mathematically as follows:
10 -6 __ m __ i0 ° log N t = -14.37 - 1.213 log m
i0 -le __ m __ 10 -6 log N t = -14.339 - 1.584 log m
- 0.063 (log m)e
where
N t = number of particles/me/sec of mass m or greater
m = mass in grams.
The gravitationally focused, unshielded flux, Nt, must be
multiplied by an appropriate defocusing factor for earth, Ge, and, if
applicable, by the shielding factor. The G e factor applies to all mis-
sions and is to be obtained from the equation given below. The body
shielding factor for randomly oriented spacecraft, _, is calculated
by the method given in Figure 11-15 and applies to all missions. For
oriented spacecraft, the effects of body shielding on the number of
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impacts as seen by parts of the spacecraft must be determined on a
unique basis. The defocusing factor (Ge) may be calculated by
432
G e = .568 + "r
where
r = the distance from the center of the earth in
units of the earth's radius.
2.4.2 Sporadic Meteoroids
The average sporadic meteoroid environment is to be used in
conjunction with the specific stream meteoroid environment for the
design of a vehicle with a specified mission period (launch date and
duration).
2.4.2.1 Particle Density
The mass density is 0.5 gm/cm g for all sporadic particle sizes.
2.4.2,2 Particle Velocity
The average sporadic particle velocity is 20 km/sec with the
distribution as given in Figure 11-14.
2.4.2.3 Flux-Mass Model
The average annual cumulative sporadic flux-mass model in
logarithmic plot form is described mathematically as follows:
10 -6 -<m _<-i0 ° log Nsp = -14.41 - 1.22 log m
i0 -12 -<m _<-10 -6 log Nsp = -14.339- 1.584 log m
- 0.063(iog m) e
where
Nsp = number of particles/mS/sec of mass m or greater
m = mass in grams.
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The gravitationally focused unshielded flux, Nsp , must be
multiplied by an appropriate defocusing factor for the earth, Ge, and,
if applicable, by the shielding factor. The G e factor applies to all
missions and is calculated by the equation given in paragraph 2.4.1.3.
The body shielding factor for randomly oriented spacecraft, _, is
calculated by the method given in Figure 11-15 and applies to all mis-
sions. For oriented spacecraft, the effects of body shielding on the
number of impacts as seen by parts of a spacecraft must be determined
on a unique basis.
2.4.3 Stream Meteoroids
The specific stream environment is to be used in the design of
a vehicle with a specified mission period (launch date and duration)
and as a means of determining the probability of stream damage to a
spacecraft that has been designed to an average annual total meteoroid
envir onmen t.
2.4.3.1 Particle Density
The mass density is 0.5 gm/cm _ for all stream particle sizes.
2.4.3.2 Particle Velocity
The particle velocity of each stream is that given in Table II-i.
2.4.3.3 Flux-Mass Model
The cumulative flux-mass model applicable to each individual
stream is described mathematically as follows: For 10 -6 _ m N i0 °,
log Nst = -14.41 - log m - 4.0 log(Vst/20 ) + log F
where
Nst = number of particles/me/sec of mass m or greater
m = mass in grams
Vst = geocentric velocity of each stream in km/sec
F = ratio of cumulative flux of stream to the average
cumulative sporadic flux as calculated from Fig-
ure 11-16 for the portion of the str_m'_ d,1_ion
within the mission period.
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No gravitational factor is to be applied to the flux of a
specific stream. Similarly, there is no shielding effect unless a
shielding body eclipses the spacecraft relative to the radiant of a
stream. When an eclipse occurs, the flux of that specific stream is
zero.
2.4.4 Additional Information
Additional information relative to the meteoroid environment
is given in reference 11-27.
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Fma x = ratio of average maximum cumulative stream to average
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FIGURE 11-15. METHOD FOR DETERMINING BODY SHIELDING FACTOR
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FIGURE ll-16a. ACTIVITY RATIO FACTOR VERSUS PERIOD OF ACTIVITY (JAN.-
AUG.) FOR MAJOR STREAMS BASED ON PHOTOGRAPHIC METEORS
(Mass = i gm, velocity = 20 km/sec)
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FIGURE ll-16b. ACTIVITY RATIO FACTOR VERSUS PERIOD OF ACTIVITY (SEPT.-
DEC.) FOR MAJOR STREAMS BASED ON PHOTOGRAPHIC METEORS




The earth is surrounded by a magnetic field, often called the
geomagnetic or terrestrial magnetic field, originating in its interior.
The axis of the hypothetical magnet does not coincide with the north-
south poles, and is displaced from the center by a distance of about
400 kilometers. Consequently, the geomagnetic field is not exactly
symmetrical to the earth's surface. The magnetic dipoles on the surface
are the locations that, for all practical purposes, have the lines of
force perpendicular to the surface.
At the magnetic equator the lines of force are parallel everywhere to
the earth's surface; i.e., horizontal. From about 170°W eastward to"
about 30°E, the geomagnetic equator is south, but at other longitudes
it is north of the geographic equator.
The total strength of the earth's magnetic field varies over the
surface of the earth from 0.65 to 0.70 gauss near the magnetic poles;
it is weakest toward the equatorial region where its value is 0.30 to
0.35 gauss. Its variation with latitude is by no means uniform -- an
exceptionally low value of 0.25 gauss has been recorded in southeast
Brazil.
At some distance from the earth, the intensity variation may be
taken to be inversely proportional to the cube of the distance from the
center of the dipole. The average total magnetic field is given in the
following tabulation.
AVERAGE TOTAL MAGNETIC FIELD IN GAUSS
Altitude Geodetic Colatitude in Degrees





































From measurements of the strength of the geomagnetic field, it is
clear that the field is not steady, but has secular and transient varia-
tions. It takes many years for the effect of the secular variations to
become significant. The transient variations, however, occur within
days or less and are due to external factors, some of which are of solar
or ig in.
2.5.2 Temporal Variations
Temporal variations are short-duration disturbances in the geo-
magnetic field resulting from solar activity and changing relative posi-
tions of the sun and earth. These variations typically have durations
ranging from a few seconds to several days and amplitudes from a few
hundredths to several hundred gammas.
The sun's emission of a solar plasma (i.e., the solar wind) influ-
ences the earth's magnetic field. When the solar plasma enters the
earth's magnetic field, the interaction produces a sheath of current in
the plasma which opposes, by Lenz's law, the earth's field. The earth's
field is compressed until its magnetic pressure (i.e., its magnetic
energy density) just balances the kinetic pressure of the solar plasma.
This balance is reached at about I0 earth radii, and therefore the
earth's magnetic field is to be limited to such a finite distance in a
direction toward the sun. In directions that make an appreciable angle
with the sun, the influence of the earth's magnetic field will be
extended considerably farther.
2.5.3 Magnetic Field at Geosynchronous Altitudes
At synchronous altitude, an average magnetic field of about 138 7
(138 nT) is to be expected. Approximations to the magnetic field in
this region may be obtained from the spherical harmonic expansion model
[11-33], but expansion beyond the first 8 terms in this model is not
warranted because contributions from external sources are not included.
2.5.4 Models of the Earth's Magnetic Environment
For Space Station studies requiring a detailed description of the
earth's magnetic field, the "Internationa] Geomagnetic Reference Field
1965.0" [11-33] should be used.
2.5.5 Additional Information
More detailed information relative to the geomagnetic environment
is given in the two design criteria monographs [11-28, 11-29].
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2.6 Solar Cycle Predictions
Current analyses have shownthat properties of the natural atmos-
pheric environment are dependent upon solar activity. A mathematical
description of the sunspot prediction program currently in use at
Marshall Space Flight Center is given in reference II-i.
An updated prediction of future solar activity parameters is
issued eachmonth by MSFC. Table 11-2 contains an example of such a
prediction based on the data available in April 1970. To insure that
the most current data are used in the space station studies, copies
of the most recent update will be provided upon request to MSFC,Aero-
Astrodynamics Laboratory, Aerospace Environment Division (S&E-AERO-YS).
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TABLE 11-2
PREDICTION OF SUNSPOT NI_BERS, SOLAR FLUX AND GEOMAGNETIC INDEX
(Using Data Available in April 1970)
• • • •SUNSPOT NUNB(R• • • • • • _ 10 .? CN SOI.AR FLUX • • • • _ GCONAGNETIC II_(X KP • •
TINK NOHINAL PLUS T_O MINUS T_O _MINAL PLUS TWO HINUS TWO NOMINAL PLUS TWO MINUS TWO
SI GNA SI GNA SI 5t4A SI GId.A SI GNA dil rAM
1579 .gOD 101.43 tog .SO 53.37 148.08 155.89 140.29 2.80 5.70 Z.O0
lg?O .ISO gS.S2 108.36 84.69 143.54 154.78 151 .gO 2.80 5.1PO Z .00
ssm.500 So.st 102.59 75.06 l$s.sg 149.11 121.58 z.so 3,70 t .40
15_0.750 sz.s9 ss.oe Ss.ss 130.25 145.79 115.z0 2.80 5.?0 t .GO
1971.000 75.38 94.17 56.58 122.89 141.0e 106.68 2.=.0 5.?0 S .gO
1971.250 QT.to 87.25 47.14 115.44 134.37 98.89 2.ZO 3.70 l .GO
Ig?1 .SOS S0.58 02 .ZZ 40.75 110.51 l_S .54 g3.SZ Z .tO 3.tO S .OO
lgTt .75Q 54.88 76.81 3t.95 105.E8 1Z4 .Z7 87.18 t.tS) 3.am 1.10
1971 .gO0 50.Sg 75.80 25.48 101 .St 1Z5.40 85._J t.ZO $.80 t .go
191_ .=.SO 47.86 73.57 tt.15 99.48 1Z1.14 851 .L_ Z.ZO 3.tO at .so
at91_.SOO 43.$$ @7.69 19.01 95.76 115.84 79.40 t.ZO $.wt at ,=.0
atg?_ .?SO _.at at @5.85 1t.38 gt.P? 114.35 75.43 t.20 $._0 at ._n
1975.0oo 35.39 50.08 0.69 89.19 111 .=.S ?3.St t.tO $.20 at .1_0
atJ?3 .=.50 Sat .$s 59.40 $ .30 85.87 tog .DO H .m) =. .am 3.t0 at .am
1j78.500 28.4$ 5e.sat .DO 85 .us los.s5 SO .Do t .am $.am t .to
t573.750 =.5.78 51.38 .00 83.4Y 103.a18 s@.oo t.am $.am t .am
|j74.000 =.t) .68 48.88 .00 Oat .58 ti1.4J _ .00 t._O 3. _t | .am
*.S74 .f_o _0 ,am 41.89 .DO 80 .at=. 54.56 ee .DO 2 .am 3 .am at .am
a1974.500 18.1,1 35) .04 .DO 78.23 Jt .s? (M .DO 1 .am $ .am at .15}
at5p74.750 16.§8 3e.eat .DO 77.55 90.am so.DO at .am 3.am at .am
1975.000 15 .$5 34.7_ .DO 7?.tat N .G4 _B.DO at .am $.am at .am
1975 .ZSO ate .00 39 .am .DO 7? .SS tit .$4 4HJ .DO at .IN) S .80 1 .am
tiTS .500 17.04 40.18 .DO 70 .=.t 100.34 E@.O0 1 .am $.am at .am
a1875 .?SO am.05 84.87 .00 80.03 115.35 ale.Do t.am 3.80 at .am
ats?l.ooo 24.58 85.78 .00 St.7=. 131.01 S0.DO =..to $.vo at .am
t 576.=.50 Z9.38 |N|. 75 .DO 8S.EO |45.47 SO.DO ='.am 3.1_ at .MB
lsyl.5oo 30.53 1111.50 .00 80.98 1R.66 SO.DO =..tO 3.T9 at ,am
1976.750 44.13 13=. .$5 .DO 95,41 17?,88 SO .DO =..to $._ ! .am
1977.000 51.91 143. ?0 .DO 10=. .85 188.8=.* SO .DO =. .1|0 S.70 t ,am
1|)77.=.50 @0.48 153.$1 .00 105.90 ZOO .48 SO.DO t.to $.?0 | .am
1077.5OO 04.15 1so.am .00 114.57 _S.85 SO.DO =..t0 $.TO at,am
1877.750 71 .=.8 100.98 .00 119.51 |11.40 M.DO t.t0 $.T0 |,EO
1070 .DOS 78.13 1YS.Z5 .DO 126.52 ttt.SS SO.DO t,tO I,T9 S ,to
1870 .=.50 84,8=. tos.I 5 .00 131 .st t$1.84 SO.00 t.s0 S.v0 S,to
1870.500 08.78 184.19 .00 155.|t tlJT.YS SO.DO t,S0 S,70 t,am
1878.750 8t.$? 185.10 .00 180.01 t$S .Sis 0e.00 t.S0 S, TSi3 t,am
1070.000 0•.=.8 185.t9 .00 141.85 t$S.?0 SO.O0 t.OO 1.TO at .Sire
t 078,=.50 15.05 1it.St .Oil 141.11 t$t .isis SO.IS t.OO $,?0 t,N
1878.900 85,94 11.4.20 1.41 t4t.t0 t18.11 ?t.SS t.80 S,15 S,at0
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TABLE 11-2 (Continued)
* * * *SUNSPOT NUI4BER* * * *
Tlt4( N_41NAL PLUS T_C) MINUS TVdC)
SIGI4A $1GMA
1979.750 94.65 181.10 8.20
1960.000 91.29 168.77 13.81
lg80.230 87.84 157.01 18.67
1980.500 84.57 150.09 19.06
1980.750 81 .33 138.15 24 .50
1981.000 78.03 130.01 26.06
1981.250 75.24 122.79 27.70
1981.500 70.58 112.30 28.87
1981.750 65.32 103.95 26.69
1982.000 60.83 95.75 25.91
1982.250 55.57 86.93 24.21
1982.500 52.41 83.94 20.88
1982.750 48.27 78.50 18.03
1983.000 43.96 73.27 14.68
1983.250 40.80 69.21 12.39
1983.500 37.32 65.21 9.43
1983.750 34.84 61.06 8.62
1984.000 32.80 81.14 4.46
1984.250 30.03 59.26 .81
1984.500 27.28 59.06 .00
1984.750 25.48 64.76 .00
1985.000 24.00 70,58 .00
1985.250 23.31 75.38 .00
1985.500 22.91 76.82 .00
1985.750 23.38 79.58 .00
1986.000 23.67 81.90 .00
1986.250 24.72 83.41 .00
1986.900 27.34 88.65 .00
1988.750 30.42 93.59 .00
1987.000 34.99 104.41 .00
1987.250 40.31 122.40 .00
1987.900 45.49 141,25 .00
1987.750 49.82 155.26 .00
1988.000 53.57 186.09 .00
1968.250 58.09 175.70 ,00
1988.500 81.96 181.58 .00
1968,750 85.58 183.50 .00
1989.000 68.35 183.01 .00
t681.250 70.79 181.75 .00
* * * 10.7 CM SO4..AR FLUX * • •
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121 .55 190.32 69.10




















* * G,((_4AGN(TIC INOrX KP * *
N_|NAL PLUS T_ MINUS TWO
Sl G44A SIGMA
2.20 $. 70 I .ZO
2.20 3.70 t .ZO
2.20 3.70 1.20
2.20 3.70 1 .ZO
2.20 3.70 1 .ZO
Z .20 3.70 1 .ZO
2.20 3.70 I .ZO
Z.L>O 3.70 1 .ZO
2.20 3.70 1 .ZO
2.20 3.70 1 .ZO
2.20 3.70 1 .ZO
2.20 3.71) 1.20
2.20 3.7T) I .ZO
2 .ZO 3.70 I .ZO
2.20 3.70 1 .ZO
2.20 3.79 1 ._
2.20 3.70 1.20
2.20 3.1_) 1 .ZO
2 .ZO 3.113 1 .Z'O
2.20 3 .L>O 1.20
2.20 3.20 I .zo
2.29 3.20 1.20
2.20 3 .L>O 1 .L('O
2.20 3.20 I .L_
2.20 3.20 1 .LbO
2.20 3.20 1 .LD9
2.20 3.29 1.29
2.20 3.20 1 .Lq)
2.20 $ .20 I .Im
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2.7 Astrodynamic Constants*
2.7.1 General Constants [11-32]
Speed of light in a vacuum:
c = 299792.5 (+0.3) km/sec.
Astronomical unit:
AU = 1.495978930 x 108 km.
Heliocentric gravitational constant of the sun:
GM s = 1.32712499 x 1011 km3/sec 2.
Ephemeris-Universal time reduction: The relationship between
Ephemeris time and Universal time is given in "The American Ephemeris
and Nautical Almanac," U. S. Government Printing Office. For 1970 the
difference is
f_T = ET - UT = 40.3 s ec.
Earth-moon mass ratio:
_-i = 81.3010 (_+0.001).
2.7.2 Earth Constants [11-32]
Equatorial radius of earth's reference ellipsoid:
a e = (6378.160 _+ 0.005) km.
Flattening of the earth's reference ellipsoid:
f = 1/298. 250.
The astrodynamic constants defined herein are in agreement with the




GE = 398601.2 (± 0.4) km3/sec 2.
Equatorial surface gravity acceleration:
ge = 978.0264 (±0.002) cm/sec e.
2.7.3 Gravitational Potential Function for the Earth [.11-34]
oo
U _ G_E El_r (ae/r)n Jnen (sin _|)
n=2
CO n
+Z _, (ae/r)n Pnm(Sin _) {Cnm c°s m%+ Snm sin m%]]
n=2 m=l
where
r = radius from center of the earth
= geocentric latitude
% = geographic longitude
Pnm= associated Legendre functions
GE = geocentric gravitational constant
ae = equatorial radius of the earth.
Values for the zonal harmonics (Jn) are as follows:
Je = (1082..7 +_ 0.I) x 10-6
J3 = (-2.56 + 0_I) x i0"_
J4 = (-1.58 +- 0.2) x I0 -_
Js = (-0.15 +_ 0.2) x I0 "s
J6 = ( 0.59 +_ 0.2) x I0"s
Jv = (-0.44 __ 0.2) x I0"s.
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Values for the tesseral harmonics (Cnm+ Snm)are given in the
following table.
n m
2 i 0 x 10-6
2 2 1.57 x 10-6
3 i 2.10 x 10-6
3 2 0.25 x 10-6
3 3 0.077 x 1 0 -6
4 i -0.58 x 10-6
4 2 0.074 x 10 -6
4 3 0.053 x 10 -6
4 4 -0.0065 x i0-6
Cnm Snm
0 x i0 -6






0.004 x i0 -6
0.0023 x 10 -6
The zonal harmonics (J2, J3, J4, .-.) have a greater effect on the
orbit of a satellite than the tesseral harmonics. The tesseral harmonics
cause oscillatory disturbances that Change sign rapidly, but the zonal
harmonic effect is cumulative. The even coefficients, J2, J4, .... can
well be determined from the regression of the node, and the rotation of
perigee. Reliable gravitational coefficients have been obtained from
low altitude artificial satellites, perhaps the most significant
result obtained from artificial satellites is the reliable determination
of J2, and hence the flattening f. Presently accepted values of i/f
range from 298.2 to 298.3. This flattening of the earth's surface
causes the largest but not the only deviation of the gravitational
field of the earth from that of a homogeneous sphere. Numerous higher-
order spherical harmonic expansions derived from analysis of artificial
satellite motions present different sets of coefficients with each
analysis. Since the data still yield divergent results, only the first
few terms have been used for these approximation calculations since they
make the largest contribution with additional terms giving diminishing
returns.
For most applications, the gravitational function may be approxi-
mated using thp first three zonal ha_,oni_ _u_ffi_ients (J2, J3, J4)
and the main tesseral harmonic coefficients (Cee, S22). The following
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expression for the gravitational potential function of the earth
[11-32] is therefore recommendedfor space station studies:
U GEri J2=--r i - _- (ae/r)2(3 sin2_ ' - i) - (ae/r)3(5 sin3_ ' - 3 sin _')
J_
- _- (ae/r)4 (35 sin4_ ' - 30 sin2_' + 3)
+ 3(C22 cos 2h + $22 sin 2h)(ae/r)2 cos2_']
where
r = radial distance from center of the earth
_' = geocentric latitude
J2 = 1082.7 (-+0.i) x 10-6
J3 = -2.56 (+-0.i) x 10-6
J4 = -1.58 (+ 0.2) x 10-6
C22 = 1.57 (+-0.01) x 10-6
$22 = -0.897 (-+0.01) x i0 -e
ae = equatorial radius of the earth
k = geographic longitude.
2.7.4 Geodetic Models
If accurate geodetic positions are required, the geodetic model
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This section provides the natural environment criteria needed for
preliminary SpaceStation studies relative to the Earth to Mars mission
and other SpaceStation operations that may be conducted in interplanetary
space.
3.1 Atmospheric Gas Properties
3.1.i Kinetic Gas Temperature
The kinetic gas temperature should be considered to be approxi-
mately 2 x 105 °K for design purposes.
3.1.2 Gas Pressure
Gas pressure should be considered to be approximately
i0-19 dynes/ca e for design purposes.
3. i. 3 Density
Density should be considered to be approximately 10 -23 gm/cm g
for design purposes.
3.1.4 Composition
The composition is primarily hydrogen, protons, helium, and
alpha particles.
3.2 Radiation
3.2:1 Galactic Cosmic Radiation




3.2.3 Solar Particle Events
Use criteria given in section 2.3.4 for synchronous orbit
altitudes.
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Radiation Properties of the Sun (Thermal)
Solar Radiation [III-l]
The solar constant refers to the rate at which energy is received
upon a unit surface, oriented perpendicular to the sun's direc-
tion, in free space at some mean distance from the sun. The
magnitude of the solar constant is determined by integrating
the measured spectral irradiance over all wavelengths.*
Solar constant at 1.0 A.U.: 1353 + 13.5 watts/m e*
1.93 + 0.2 cal/cm2/min.
variation with distance from sun
follows R -2 relation.
For example, solar constant in space equals solar constant at
1 A.U./R 2, where
R = distance from sun in A.U.'s.
SOLAR CONSTANT VALUES FOR THE NINE PLANETS
Planet Solar Constant (± 1%)









Mean brightness of solar disk outside the atmosphere:
6.33 X 105 Lamberts or 2.015 X 109 candles/m e
Solar illumination: (1.37 X 1057 R -e lumens/m e where
R = distance from sun (A.U.).
Perihelion to aphelion variation of solar constant is +3.43 percent to
-3.26 percent.
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3.2.4.1.1 Visible and Infrared Radiation [III-i, 111-2]
3.2.4.1.2
Radiant energy distribution:
Fraction of solar radiation:
Approximated by that from a
5800 °K black body.
Above 7000A= 52 percent.
Above 4000A_ 91 percent.
3000A- 30,000A = 97 percent.
Ultraviolet and X-Ray Radiation [III-I]
Fraction of solar radiation: Below 4000A_ 9.08 percent.
Below 3000A= 1.30 percent.
Below 2000A= 0.02 percent
(variable).
Below 1000A= 10-4 percent
(variable).





51.0 × 10-4 watt/me
2.5 X 10-4 watt/me
0.60 X 10-4 watt/me
0.50 x 10-4 watt/me
X-Ray Flux:
2-8 A 8-20 _ 20-200
Sunspot Min. 3 X 10-9 w/me 4 X 10-Tw/me 1.3 X i0 "_ w/me
(quiet sun)
Sunspot Max. 2 x i0 -e w/me 2.3 X i0 -s w/me 1.0 × 10-7 w/me
(quiet sun)
Upper limit
during flarei2.2 X 10-4 w/m2 4.5 X 10-4 w/m2 92 x 10-4 w/me
activity
Strength of line emission flux varies as R-e.
Flux in space = Flux at 1.0 A.U./Re
where R = solar distance (A.U.).
For example,
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3.2.4.1.3 Solar Radiation Pressure
3.2.4.1.4
3.2.5
Pressure on a flat plate at 1.0 A.U.:
For I00 percent reflecting body = 9.33 X 10-6 N/m2
For black body = 4.67 X 10-6 N/me.
Radiation pressure on a flat plate variation with solar distance
follows the relation:
P = S/c for black body
P = 2S/c for i00 percent reflecting body
where
P = radiation pressure,
S = solar constant at specified solar distance,
and




0.5 A.U. = _20 hydrogen atoms/cc
1.0 A.U. = _ 5 hydrogen atoms/cc
1.75 A.U. = _ 2 hydrogen atoms/cc.
0.5 A.U. = _ 8 x 108 hydrogen atoms/cme/sec
1.0 A.U. = _ 2 x i0 s hy'drogenatoms/cme/sec
1.75 A.U. = _i08 hydrogen atoms/cme/sec.
Meanvelocity of solar wind from 0.5 A.U. to 1.75 A.U. =
450-500 km/sec.
Solar Radio Noise
Noise PowerFlux = (4.5 X 10-_l)(f) I'I
Re watts/me/cps, where
f = freo,lpnrv,_w -J .... ,_ k_M o}
R = astronomical units distance from sun.
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Approximate noise power at 1.0 A.U., quiet sun:
10 -19 watt/m2/cps at 1.0 cm wavelength to
I0 -ee watt/m2/cps at 400 cm wavelength.
During solar storms, noise power may increase from 1 to 8 orders
of magnitude. The variation with sunspots is greatest between
wavelengths of 6 to 200 cm, with the spectral power showing a
range of variation of 4 orders of magnitude.
3.2.5.1 Characteristics of Solar Radio Noise [111-3]
Identifying Source Frequency



















30 MHz/s ec e
lasting singly
3 - i0 sec or
in groups of
i - 5 minutes.























The source has an
outward velocity
of _ 105 km/sec.
Less than _ 250 MHz
with bandwidth 1 to i0 MHz/
sec for bursts and i0 to
i00 MHz/sec for continuum.
The intensity at i00 MHz/
sec
I0 -el to i0 -19 wa tts
m2(Hz/sec)
Mainly less than 150 MHz/
sec with the bandwidth of
about 2 x I0 -i of the
observed frequency.
Intensity at i00 MHz/sec
usually
I0 -e° to i0 -19 watts
m_0_z/s ec)
Ranges from < 4000 MHz/sec
to >i0 MHz/sec with a
bandwidth almost equal to
the frequency. The inten-
sity usually is less than
i0_2o watts
























Source is due to syn-
chrotron radiation.
Occurring 70-80%of
the time with flares




i to 5 x 103 km/sec








The velocity of the










Cover the complete radio
band but vary from burst




10-20 to I0-19 watts
m2(Hz/sec) "
Frequencies less than
200MHz/sec with a band-
width of several MHz/secat
50 to I00 MHz/sec.
Intensities
10 -2o to I0 -19 watts
m2(Hz/sec) "
The frequency range is
i000 to 20,000 MHz/sec
with a bandwidth of
several octaves. The
intensity is usually
5 x i0 -ae to




3.3 Meteoroids, Asteroids, and Comets
Major meteor streams, asteroids, and comets are listed in
Tables III-i, 111-2, and 111-3, respectively.
3.3. i CometaryMeteoroids
3.3.1.1 Spatial Density
The spatial density of cometary meteoroids is expressed mathe-
matically as follows:
For in-6 < 2,_ : m < !0
log Sc = -18.173 - 1.213 log m - 1.5 log R - .869 Isin _I"
For i0 -z2 =<m =< 10-6 ,
log Sc = -18.142 - 1.584 log m - 0.063(iog m) 2
- 1.5 log R- .869 Isin 61"
Spatial density is related to flux on a randomly tumbling
i
Fc = _ S ,Vc c
surface by
where
Sc = number of cometary meteoroids of mass m or greater
per cubic meter
m = mass of the meteoroid in grams
F c = number of cometary meteoroids of mass m or greater per
square meter per second
R = distance from the sun in astronomical units (A.U.)





The average velocity (m/s) of cometary meteoroids relative to
the spacecraft, Vc, is expressed as follows:
where
Vc(R,a,9) = R-I/2 Uc(a,e)
R = distance from the sun in astronomical units (A.U.)
Uc = cometary velocity parameter, given in Figure III-i
as a function of a and 8, km (A.U.)i/2/sec
a = ratio of the spacecraft's heliocentric speed at R to the
speed of a circular orbit of radius R
9 = angle between the spacecraft velocity vector and the sur-
face of an imaginary sphere of radius R, degrees.
3.3.2 Asteroidal Meteoroids
Asteroidal meteoroids need not be considered inside the orbit
of mars.
3.3.2.1 Asteroidal Flux-Mass Model
The model given here is an approximation of that given in
reference 111-7.
For 10-9 <-m __ i0 °
1.5 <-R < 2.2,
log Fa = -15.89 - 0.84 log m + 2.92(R-I),
where
F = number of asteroidal impacts/m2/sec of mass m or greater
a
m = mass in grams
_=u_Liu_ flora Lhe sun in astronomical units (A.U.)
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3.3.2.2 Asteroidal Meteoroid Velocity
The average asteroidal velocity in this region of space is
approximately i0 km/sec.
3.3.2.3 Asteroidal MassDensity
The average asteroidal mass density is approximately 3.5 gm/cm3.
3.3.3 Additional Information
Detailed information relative to asteroidal meteoroids and the




The principal magnetic field in space from 1.0 to 1.5 A.U. solar
distance is that of the sun as carried by the solar plasmas. The strength
-= _^ solar interplanetary magnetic field at 1.0 A.U. is about 5 gammas.U J- L. LL_
The strength of the field depends upon solar activity, with maximum field
strength at maximum solar activity. Fluctuations of one or two orders of
m_gnitude may occur depending upon solar activity.
The interplanetary field appears to be directed along the clas-
sical Archimedean spiral from the sun as described by Parker, but the
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The information presented in this section is based upon data
generated before the flight of Apollo Ii and upon data generated in a
preliminary analysis of the lunar samples returned by Apollo ii. As
more detailed information concerning the Apollo Ii samples becomes
available and as data are obtained by future missions, this section
will be revised accordingly.
4.1 Atmospheric Environment
4.1.1 Gas Properties
The moonhas a tenuous atmosphere that will have a negligible
effect on spacecraft except for problems associated with the effects of
vacuumon componentsand materials.
4.1.1.1 Pressure
Pressure should be considered to be i0 -z3 times the earth's
sea level pressure for design purposes.
4. I. i. 2 Density
Based on measurementsinvolving radio star occultations, the
density is estimated to be less than i0 -13 times the mean density of
the atmosphere at the earth's surface. Minimum density at very small
solar flux excluding SO and CO 2 is 5.5 x 10 4 particles/ca 3.
4.1.1.3 Composition [IV-I]
Constituent Particles/cm 3
He 5.30 x 103
He 3.67 x 10 4
H20 1.7 x 103
Ar 5.4 x 10 4
Kr 1.7 x i0"a
Xe 1.87 x 10-3
H+ 3.3 x I0 °
He++ 5.9 x 10 -2
He0 + 3.0 x i0 °
Ar + 3.41 x I0 e
SO 2 and CO 2 should be present, but there are no definite estimates on








4.1.2.3 Solar Proton Events
Use criteria given in section 2.3.4 for synchronous orbit
altitudes.
4.1.2.4 Thermal Radiation [IV-2]
The thermal radiation from the lunar surface varies from
565 watts/m e at 200 kilometers to about 5 watts/m e at 20,000 kilometers.
Q = FAI,
where
Q = the thermal radiation flux incident upon vehicle,
F = view factor (varies with altitude above the planet and
vehicle shape),
A = the cross-sectional area of exposed spherical surface,
I = lunar thermal radiation flux (324.35 watts/m2).
4.1.2.5 Albedo Radiation [IV-2]
This varies from 151 watts/m e at 200 kilometers to i watt/m e at
20,000 kilometers. The albedo radiation is determined from the general
equation for albedo radiation flux:
Q = FASa,
where
Q = the incident radiation flux,
F = the view factor,
A = the cross-sectional area of exposed spherical surface,
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S = solar constant at the moon,
a = lunar albedo.
4.1.3 Meteoroid Environment
4.1.3.1 Averate Total Meteoroid Environment
The average annual cumulative meteoroid model on the lunar
surface is described mathematically as follows:
For 10-6 _ m N i0 °,
log N t = -14.597 - 1.213 log m.
For i0-12 <=m =< 10 -6 ,
log N t = -14.566 - 1.584 log m - 0.063(iog m) e,
where
N t = number of particles/me/sec of mass m or greater
m = mass in grams.
The gravitationally focused unshielded flux, Nt, must be
multiplied by an appropriate defocusing factor for the moon, Gm, and,
if applicable, by the shielding factor (Figure 11-]5). The Gm factor
applies to all missions and may be obtained from the equation given
below. The body-shielding factor for randomly oriented spacecraft may
be calculated by the method given in Figure 11-15 and applied to all
missions. For oriented spacecraft, the effects of body shielding on
the number of impacts as seen by the parts of the spacecraft must be
determined on a unique basis.
The defocusing factor for the moon, Gm, may be calculated by
0.034
Gm = 0.966 +_
where





The massdensity is 0.5 gm/cm_ for all sporadic particle sizes.
4.1.3.2.2 Particle Velocity
The average sporadic particle velocity is 20 km/sec with the
distribution as given in Figure 11-14.
4.1.3.2.3 Flux-Mass Model
The flux model for sporadic meteoroids is described mathe-
matically as follows:
For 10-6<_-m __i0 °,
log Nsp = -14.637 - 1.22 log m
and for l0 -I_ _ m __ 10 -6
log Nsp = -14.565 - 1.584 log m - 0.063(iog m) 2,
where
Nsp = number of particles/me/sec of mass m or greater
encountered by a randomly oriented surface
m = mass in grams.
The gravitationally focused, unshielded flux, Nsp , must be
multiplied by an appropriate defocusing factor for the moon as discussed
in paragraph 4.1.3.1.
4.1.3.3 Stream Meteoroids
Same as given in section 2.4.3.
4.1.3.4 Lunar Ejecta Environment [IV-3]
The lunar ejecta environment encompasses the lunar particles
ejected from impacts of meteoroids on the lunar surface. In addition to
the hazard of meteoroids in extravehicular activities and other operations
on or near the lunar surface, lunar ejecta must be considered. The lunar
ejecta environment given herein is to be used from the lunar surface to
........... uf Ju km. ine effects of the ejecta environment must be con-






The massdensity is 2.5 gm/cm_ for all ejecta particle sizes.
Particle Velocity
The average ejecta velocity is 0.I km/sec for all ejecta
particle sizes.
4.1.3.4.3 Flux-Mass Models
4.1.3.4.3.1 Average Total Ejecta Flux-MassModel
An average annual total cumulative flux-mass model for the
lunar ejecta is to be used in preliminary design and is described as
follows :




= numberof particles/m2/sec of massm or greater
= mass in grams.
The average ejecta velocity, 0.i km/sec, is to be used with this dis-
tribution model.
4.1.3.4.3.2 Individual Ejecta Flux-MassModels
An average annual individual cumulative lunar ejecta flux-
massdistribution for each of three velocity intervals should be used in
detailed consideration of the ejecta hazard. These three distributions
are
0 __Vej __0.i (Vej = 0.i km/sec); loglo Nej = -10.79 - 1.2 loglom
0.i < Vej __0.25 (Vej = 0.25 km/sec); loglo Nej = -11.88 1.2 loglom
0.25 <=Vej < 1.0 (Vej = 1.0 km/sec); lOgloNej = -13.41 - 1.2 loglom
4.1.3.5 Additional Information
Additional information relative to the meteoroid environ-




The lunar total magnetic field strength at the equator is
considered to be approximately 35 gammas(preliminary Apollo 12 data).
4.1.5 Astrodynamic Constants of the Moon [IV-4]
4.1.5.1 Lunar Constants
Meanlunar radius:
Rm = 1738.09 (+0.07) km.
Inertial rotational rate of the moon:
_m= 0.00015250437deg/s.
4.1.5.1.3 Principal Axes
a = 1738.57 (_+0.07)km
b = 1738.21 (_+0.07)km
c = 1737.49 (_+0.07)km
where a is directed toward the meancenter of the lunar disk, c is coinci-
dent with the moon's rotational axis, and b is perpendicular to a and c.
4.1.5.1.4 Gravitational Parameter
_n = GMm = 4902.78 (_+0.06)km3/se.
4.1.5.1.5 Earth-MoonMassRatio
Me/Mm -- 81.3010 (_+0.001).
4.1.5.2 Gravitational Potential Function of Moon*
_mI JeU(r,_,_) = -_ i - _- (Rm/r)2(3 sine_ - i)
3Cee(Rm/r)e cose_ cos 28],+
Lunar orbiter tracking data are currently being analyzed by NASAscien-




r = magnitude of selenocentric radius vector, km
9 = selenocentric latitude
e = selenocentric longitude (positive eastward)
Rm = meanlunar radius = 1738.09 (±0.07) km
J2 = 2.07108 (±0.05) x 10-4
C2e = 0.20716 (±0.05) x 10-4 .
4.1.5.3 Gravitational Acceleration
The meanequatorial gravitational acceleration on the sur-
face of the moonhas been estimated to be 162.3 cm/sec2.
4.2 Lunar Surface
4.2.1 Optical Properties
4.2.1.1 Average (Peak Value) Albedo
Mare 0.095
Upland 0.150
Entire Face 0. ii0.
The albedo for various lunar features is given in reference IV-10.
4.2.1.2 Photometric Model
The luminance; B, of the lunar surface is related to the
photometric function, 9, the solar constant, E, and the normal albedo, P,
by the following equation:
The photometric function, 9, depends upon the phase angle, g, and the sur-
face orientation, T, as shown in Figures IV-2 and IV-3. Figures IV-4
and IV-5 display the variation of the photometric function with anglesg and T.
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The photometric model described above, which was developed
by Willingham [IV-5], should be used also for Space Station studies.
Another model that may be of interest to someusers is the
HapkeModel [IV-6]. This model, however, does not agree with observed
reflected light at large angles of incidence and large phase angles.
Saari and Shorthill [IV-7] have prepared an atlas of isophote
charts containing a complete set of experimental data for the sunlit
portion of the lunar disk through a lunation. Figure IV-6 is an
exampleof the complete atlas which should be used for more detailed
analyses.
4.2.1.3 Polarization of Moonlight [IV-8]
The sunlight reflected from the moontoward the earth has been
found to be partially polarized. The polarization is almost independent
of latitude and longitude, depending chiefly on lunar phase. This
dependenceon phase for a waxing and waning moonis shown in Figure IV-7.
4.2.2 Additional Information
More detailed information relative to the lunar surface may be
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SECTIONV
MARTIANENVIRONMENT
The Martian environment criteria contained herein are based upon
all available measurementsof the Martian atmosphere and surface proper-
ties. The data obtained from the Mariner VI and VII observations, how-
ever, have not been completely incorporated. After the JPL analysis of
these data has been finalized, revisions may be necessary.
5.1 Atmospheric Environment
5.1.1 Gas Properties [V-l]
5. I.i. 1 Temperature
The temperature-versus-height profiles illustrated in Figure V-I
have been idealized to represent the minimum(profile D), mean (profile E),
and maximum(profile F) temperature profiles expected to exist in the Mars
atmosphere.
The lower portion of these profiles (0 - 300 km) is based on a
very detailed analysis of the Mariner IV data as interpreted by various
investigators and theoretical heat-budget computations of other investi-
gators. In developing the 300 - 1,000 km exEensions to these profiles,
consideration was given to the escapevelocities of the various consti-
tuents that are thought to exist in the Martian upper anmosphere.
5.1.1.2 Composition and Molecular Weight
The Mars atmosphere is thought to be primarily carbon dioxide
with the possibility of trace amountsof nitrogen, argon, and water vapor.
It is also suspected that the upper atmosphere is under constant bombard-
ment by interplanenary space plasma causing the constituents of the upper
atmosphere to becomemixed with hydrogen and helium from outer space.
This mixing of the Martian atmospheric constituents with interplanetary
plasma could possibly occur as low as 300 km altitude. A very extensive
review of related literature and a detailed analysis of the average and
escape velocities of the constituents in the Mars atmosphere led to the
molecular weight profile illustrated in Figure V-2, in which the lower
atmospheric composition was taken to be i00 percent COe.
5.1.1.3 Surface Pressure
A detailed review of literature concerning Martian surface pres-
sure values that have been derived from observations of the photographic
spectrum of Mars indicates that the surface pressure mayvary from 4 to
i0 mb. This range in pressure is further supported by interpretations of
Mariner IV, VI, and VII data.
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5.1.1.4 Model Atmospheres
Under the assumptions of hydrostatic equilibrium and a perfect
gas law relationship amongthe thermodynamicquantities, a model atmos-
phere maybe generated from a given temperature profile, molecular weight
profile, and surface pressure. Three such models that define the mean
atmosphereand the 99 percent confidence envelope for Mars have been
developed by this technique. Thesemodels were generated from the
following criteria:
Mean Mod el
i. Temperature - Profile E (Figure V-l)
2. Molecular Weight - (Figure V-2)
3. Surface Pressure - 8.0 mb.
Minimum Mod el
I. Temperature - Profile D (Figure V-l)
2. Molecular Weight - (Figure V-2)
3. Surface Pressure - 4.0 mb.
Maximum Model
i. Temperature - Profile F (Figure V-l)
2. Molecular Weight - (Figure V-2)
3. Surface Pressure - i0.0 mb.
5.1.1.5 Computed Quantities
The various computed quantities of the three model atmospheres
are tabulated in Tables V-l, V-2, and V-3. Atmospheric density and pres-
sure profiles are illustrated graphically in Figures V-3 and V-4,
respectively.
5.1.1.6 Martian Winds [V-l]
Little is known concerning the instantaneous wind speed on Mars,
but estimates of the continuous surface and peak surface winds are listed
in Table V-4. Tt _ _,,_p_r_ _h_ _ .... I......=--............. V_=_ o_=_ wi_d _p_d on Mars
may be as great as 145 m/sec.
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5.1.1.7 Clouds in the Martian Atmosphere
Even though they were not found to exist during the Mariner VI
and VII observations, the possibility of clouds on Mars should not be
eliminated. Martian clouds that have been observed from the earth are
summarizedin TabLeV-5.
5.1.I.8 Blue Haze
Surface details on Mars, generally, are clearly seen in any
light on wavelength greater than 4500 - 4550A; i.e., red or yellow
light. The so-called "blue haze" is a diffuse, variable phenomenon
which occasionally clears and allows surface features to be observed
in blue light (blue clearing). The haze itself, which is probably a
high-altitude layer, is not blue, but causes extinction of solar blue
light reflected from the Martian surface while being transparent to
longer wavelengths of light. Whenthe effects of observational selec-
tion are removed, there is somecorrelation of blue clearing with favor-
able oppositions; however, blue clearings have been observed also at
unfavorable oppositions, several months from opposition, and on small
topographical scales of Mars down to the limit of telescopic resolution.
Someauthorities discount the hypothcsis that the blue haze i_
produced by scattering of light by condensedparticles, but suggest that
the blue haze and its occasional clearing maybe accounted for by
selective absorption of light by solid particles in the Martian atmos-
phere. Others have suggested that solar wind protons interacting with
the CO2 of the Martian atmosphere cause the blue haze by producing
molecular ions (CO+ and CO+) which have strong absorption bands in the
required energies. Newerand lower Martian density estimates, particu-
larly those obtained from Mariner IV, would allow a sufficient solar
proton flux to account for the phenomenon.Also, a reduction in proton
flux caused by Mars being in the earth-induced wake of a solar wind
magnetohydrodynamicshock might account for the blue clearings observed
on Mars. Someauthorities point out that the only acceptable explanation
of the blue haze phenomenonis that obscuration is largely due to absorp-
tion in blue and violet rather than scattering. A haze of solid COe or
ice is unlikely since neither absorbs in the blue or violet region of
the spectrum.
5.1.2 lonosphere
TheMartian ionosphere is produced by ultraviolet photoioniza-
tion of its atmospheric constituents. The height and extent of the
ionosphere are complex functions of the composition and variation of
density with altitude. At the uppermostaltitudes, the numberdensity
of molecules is too low to produce an appreciable electron density.
At lower altitudes, attenuation of the ultraviolet radiation by the
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atmosphereabove and larger electron recombination rates due to the
increased density limit the electron density. These two factors can
be expected to cause the Martian ionosphere to occupy a well-defined
region. However, the possible atmospheric penetration of the solar
wind does not preclude the existence of detectable electron concentra-
tions at the Martian surface.
Measurementsof the Martian ionosphere madeby the Mariner IV
probe have three possible interpretations:
(i) The ions are mostly O+ (F2 Model), and the peak electron
density of 105/cm3 occurs at a neutral concentration of 10S/cm3.
(2) The ions are mostly O_ (E Model), and the peak electron
density of 105/cm3 occurs at a neutral concentration of 5 x 10Z°/cma.
(3) CO+ is the predominant ion (FI model).
An estimation of the height of the ionosphere based on this data is
strongly dependent on the model of the atmosphere used. The spread in
altitudes for a neutral concentration of 109/cm3 varies from 120 to
190 kmfor the models of atmospheres used in this report.
5.1.3 Radiation
5.1.3.1 Galactic Cosmic Radiation
Use criteria given in section 2.3.1 for synchronous orbit
altitudes.
5.1.3.2 Magnetically Trapped Radiation
Mariner IV measurementsdid not detect any trapped radiation
belts beyond4 Martian radii, its limit of detection.
5.1.3.3 Solar Proton Events
Use criteria given in section 2.3.4 for synchronous orbit
altitudes.
5.1.3.4 Planetary Radiation
The total radiation from Mars consists of the sumof thermal
and albedo radiation from Mars and decreases with the distance from the
surface of Mars and position angle measured from the Sun-Marsline.
ii0
5.1.3.4.1 Solar Thermal Radiation
In the vicinity of Mars beyond the Martian atmosphere, the
solar radiation will be assumedto have the samespectrum as that of
interplanetary space. The integrated intensity will be varying from
500 to 735 watts/me, depending on the Sun-Marsdistance at encounter.
The significant difference between the Mars spectrum and that of the
Earth's atmosphere is that it does not have the absorption band in the
ultraviolet region due to 03 and Oe. Therefore, the solar ultraviolet
from 2000 to 3000 A can penetrate the Martian atmosphere and arrive at
the Martian surface.
The average annual radiation from the surface of Mars is
106 watts/me which corresponds to an average surface temperature of
208.1°K. Objects on or near the surface will receive radiation accord-
ing to their shape, orientation, and distance from the surface. For a
spherically shaped object, the following equation may be used to
compute the incident flux:
Q = FAI,
where
Q = flux incident on sphere,
F = view factor which dependson altitude,
A = cross-sectional area of sphere,
I = Mars thermal radiation flux (106 watts/me).
Similar equations for a cylinder, hemisphere, and a flat plate are given
in reference V-4.
5.1.3.4.2 Albedo Radiation [VII-I]
Albedo radiation varies from 241 watts/me at 200 km to
4 watts/me at 2 x 104 km under maximumconditions (zero phase angle and
normal to flux). Albedo radiation will contribute about 70 percent of
the total radiation from the planet upon the spacecraft if a planetary
integrated albedo of 0.295 is taken. No reliable determinations of the
integrated albedo of Mars are available at present; however, when separ-





Q = the incident albedo radiation flux,
F = the view factor, which varies with altitude,
A = cross-sectional area of exposedspherical surface,
S = solar constant at Mars orbital position,








Mars is described mathematically as follows:
log N t = -14.89 1.213 log m
and for i0 -le N m _ 10 -6 ,
where
Meteoroid Environment Near Mars
Flux-Mass Model
The average annual cumulative meteoroid flux-mass model for
For 10-6 _ m _ i0o,
log N t = -14.859 - 1.584 log m - 0.063 (log m) e,
N t = number of particles/ma/sec of mass m or greater
m = mass in grams.
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The gravitationally focused, unshielded flux, Nt, must be
multiplied by an appropriate defocusing factor for Mars, GMars, and, if
applicable, by the shielding factor (Figure 11-15). The GMarsfactor
applies to all missions and maybe obtained from the equation given
below. Thebody-shielding factor for randomly oriented spacecraft may
be calculated by the method given in Figure 11-15 and applies to all
missions. For oriented spacecraft, the effects of body shielding on the
numberof impacts as seen by the parts of the spacecraft must be deter-
mined on a unique basis.
The defocusing factor (GMars)maybe calculated by
GMars= 0.811 +--0.189
where
r = the distance from the center of Mars in units of
Mars' radius.
5.1.4.2 Meteoroid Showers
Meteoroid showers are of no significance near Mars. The
average flux-mass model given in paragraph 5.1.4.1 should be considered
as including the showers.
5.1.4.3 Particle Density
The mass density is 0.5 gm/cm3 for all particles.
5.1.4.4 Particle Velocity
The average meteoroid velocity near Mars is 16.2 km/sec. The
velocity distribution given in Figure 11-14 can be used for near Mars by
multiplying each velocity by 0.81.
5.1.4.5 Survival Mass [V-2]
The survival mass for micrometeoroids can be calculated as a
function of height in the atmosphereby using the following approximate
expression:
AA v2 h
ml/3 - ml/3_ = 6_ cos Z f Pa dh,
OO




columnar mass = -J Pa dh
h
z = zenith angle
Om = density of micrometeoroid (3.5 > Dm > 0.5 gm/cm e)
v = velocity of micrometeoroid (Vparaboli c
Vorbital > v > Vescape )
A = shape factor = 1.2 for sphere




The results of Mariner IV, VI, and VII magnetometer measure-
ments indicate the field strength to be less than 0.001 of the Earth's
magnetic field. From this, it is inferred that the magnetic moment of
Mars is less than 0.0001 that of the Earth and that the equatorial sur-
face magnetic field of Mars is less than 200 gammas.
5.1.6 Astrodynamic Constants
5.1.6.1 Mars Constants
Distance, Mars to Sun (average)
Eccentricity of Orbit
Inclination of Orbit to Ecliptic
Orbital Period (sidereal)
Orbital Period (synodic from Earth)
Radius (average)
l,[as s

















24 hr. 37 min. 22.669 sec.
42828.4 ± 1.4 km3/sec2
if Mars is considered to be an oblate spheroid, its gravita-
tional potential function can readily be developed in a spherical
harmonic series. Truncating after the first two terms, the gravitational
potential function can be expressed as
GM
_(R,@) = -_- [i - J2(RE/R)2 PeO]
and the radial acceleration of gravity as
GMz = - = R---_ [i - 3J2(RE/R)2P_]
in which
o = 3 iPe _ sine@ -
@ = latitude
RE = equatorial radius = 3393.4 km
GM= 42828.4 (±1.4) km3/sec2
J2 = .00197 (±0.00002)
R = distance from center of Mars (km).
The constant Je is a measure of the flattening, f = (1/192).
The centrifugal correction to the radial componentof gravita-
tional acceleration can be expressed as
Fc = _2Rcos2@
in which _ is the Martian angular velocity, 0.7088218 x 10-4 radians/sec.
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5.1.7 Additional Information
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Wind Parameters Surface Pressure
Continuous Surface Wind
Speed (one meter above surface)
Peak Surface Wind Speed
Vertical Wind Gradients*
d v = 2m/sec km.
dh
(4 mb) (i0 mb)
50 m/sec 35 m/sec
145 m/sec i00 m/sec
These wind gradients are considered to be the average design wind
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5.2 Martian Surface Properties
Becausevery little data for thc Martian surface are available,
the information contained in this section is based largely on analogy
with lunar surface data. Data generated during the Mariner IV observa-
tions were used, but only preliminary results from the Mariner VI and
VII observations were available.
Undoubtedly, as the NASAMars exploration program progresses,
the information contained in this section will require major revisions.
This information, however, should be sufficient for the preliminary
Space Station studies that are relative to a mannedMars mission.
5.2.1 Mechanical Properties
5.2.1.1 Surface Roughness[V-9]
The surface of Mars is covered by numerousmeteoritic impact
craters, which have a surface roughness with a wavelength of about one
meter at the crater rims. The power spectral density of surface rough-
ness is given in Figure V-5.
5.2.1.2 Elevations [V-5]
Differences in elevation between crater floors and surrounding
terrain maybe as muchas 500 meters and the difference between crater
walls and surrounding terrain as muchas i00 meters. Crevices and fis-
sures maybe as deep as 25 meters, while grabens mayhave depths up to
1.5 km. Mountain peak heights may exceed i0 km.
5.2.1.3 Slopes
Becauseof the lack of Martian data, the lunar slope data
should be taken as an analog for Martian slope data.
5.2.1.4 Craters
The crater distribution should be assumedto be very similar
to that of the moon. The relationship between crater depth and crater
diameter is given for the moonand for Mars in Figure V-6.
5.2.1.5 Particle Size
The particle size distribution is illustrated in Figure V-7.
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5.2.1.6 Composition
The majority of the rocks are basaltic in nature. The oxides
are distributed among compounds by the following percentage ranges:
SiOe, 45 to 60 percent; TiOe, 0.8 to 2 percent; Ale03, 8 to 18 percent;
Fee03, 2 to 4 percent; FeO, 3 to i0 percent; MnO, 0.2 to 2 percent;
MgO, 3 to 22 percent; CaO, 6 to 8 percent; NaeO , 2 to 4 percent; KeO ,
0.4 to 2 percent; and PeOm, 0.2 to 3 percent.
In decreasing order of abundance, the major mineral compounds
present are feldspar (approximately 60 percent of the rock), pyroxenes,
olivines, amphiboles, quartz, magnetite, nephelite, and apatite. The
presence of limonite or goethite (between 2 and i0 percent) is limited
to coatings on surface materials. Some minor amounts o_ clays, hydrox-
ides of aluminum and iron, and minute amounts of siderite are expected.
5.2.1.7 Other Mechanical Properties of the Martian Surface
The applicable values for the density, porosity, cohesion,
Terzaghi soil constants, bearing capacity, Bekker modulus of deforma-
tion, sinkage exponent, angle of internal friction median slopes and
slope stability limit, elevation, crater diameters, dust storms veloc-
ities, and durations are indicated in Table V-6.
5.2.2 Electrical Properties [V-8]
Electrical Properties of Martian Surface
Properties
Dielectric Constant
Dielectric Constant Uppermost Layer











5.2.3 Thermal Properties [V-8]







Bright Areas I Dark Areas
4xlO-__6xlO-s 4x10-4-6xi0 -s
0.17 - 0.19 0.17 - 0.19
0 - 0.8 0 - 0.6
Units
gm cal cm-i sec-I °K-i
gm cal cm-I °K-I at O°C
5.2.4 Optical Thickness [V-5]
The atmosphere of Mars shall be considered to be a plane-parallel,
non-absorbing, "Rayleigh" atmospherewith the optical thickness given
below:








5.2.5 Surface Spectral Albedo [V-5]
The spectral albedo of the surface is expressed as the product
of two factors: the relative spectral reflectance of the Mars surface
which was obtained by combining the values obtained by Tull and Opik;
and the highest value of spectral albedo for three representative
areas.
where
Ph = Nh N,
PI = surface spectral albedo
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R)_= relative spectral reflectance
R)_= R)_/Rhmax
R)_ = surface spectral reflectance
N
= surface spectral reflectance at R_max. Values for N are
as follows:
N L = 0.300 for light areas
N i = 0_225 for intermediate areas
ND = 0.150 for dark areas.
Values for R% are given below:
.20 .010 .70 .950
.30 .130 .80 1.000
,40 .260 .90 .990
.50 .410 1.00 .950
.60 .650 I.I0 .963
5.2.6 Surface Photometric Function
The Martian photometric model should be assumed to be very similar
to that given for the moon in Section IV.
5.2.7 Surface Temperature [V-10]
Seasonal maps of the Martian daytime ground-surface temperatures
are shown in Figures V-8, V-9, and V-10. Seasonal differences noted in
these maps are due primarily to the eccentricity of the Mars orbit.
Since the southern summer solstice occurs near perigee and the northern
summer solstice occurs near apogee, the warm season in the southern
hemisphere is shorter and hotter than in the northern hemisphere. The
length of seasons and the heliocentric longitudes are given below.
The daily temperature variation to be expected on the Martian
surface near the equator is given in Figure V-II.
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Porosity of Combined Top Few cm
Cohesion




Bearing Capacity Minimum (for 10





Angle of Internal Friction
Slope Stability (for cohesionless soil)
Values











0.9 - 2.9 gm cm -3
15-55 %












Average Elevations - 1 - + 1
Elevations in Equatorial Regions 2 - 6
Circular ttellas Type Region Elevation 1 - 2
Average Crater Diameter 3 - 175 3 - 175
Permafrost Elevations 0 - 0.5 0 - 0.5
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FIGURE V-II. DAILY TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF
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The Venus environment criteria are based upon all available measure-
ments of the Venus atmosphere, and must be considered to be speculative
pending more measurements. However, they should be sufficient for the
preliminary Space Station studies that are relative to the Venus Flyby
mission.
6.1 Atmos pheric Environment
6.1.1 Gas Properties [VI-I]
6. i.I. 1 Temperature
The temperature-versus-altitude profiles illustrated in Fig-
ure VI-I have been idealized from data generated by Mariners II and V,
and Venera 4.
6.1.1.2 Composition
The lower Venus atmosphere is thought to be primarily carbon
dioxide with small amounts of water vapor, nitrogen, argon, and oxygen.
It is suspected that the upper atmosphere is composed of COe, Oe, and O
and hydrogen and helium from outer space. The molecular weight profile
illustrated in Figure VI-2 has been generated from a very extensive
review of available literature and a detailed analysis of the average
and escape velocities of the constituents in the Venus atmosphere. In
developing the profile, the lower atmospheric composition was taken to
be i00 percent carbon dioxide.
6.1.1.3 Surface Pressure
A detailed review of the available literature has indicated
the Venus surface pressure to vary from 1.0 x 104 to 4.0 x 104 millibars.
6.1.1.4 Model Atmospheres
Under the assumptions of hydrostatic equilibrium and a perfect
gas law relationship among the thermodynamic quantities, a model atmos-
phere may be generated from a given temperature profile, molecular
weight profile, and surface pressure.
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Temperature- Profile A (Fig. VI-I)
Molecular Weight (Fig. VI-2)
Surface Pressure - 1.0 x 104 mb.
Temperature - Profile A (Fig. VI-I)
Molecular Weight (Fig. Vl-2)
Surface Pressure - 1.5 x 104 mb.
Temperature - Profile A (Fig. VI-I)
Molecular Weight (Fig. VI-2)
Surface Pressure - 2.0 x 104 mb.
Temperature - Profile B (Fig. VI-I)
Molecular Weight (Fig. Vl-2)
Surface Pressure - 4.0 x 104 mb.
6.1.1.5 Computed Quantities
The various quantities of the four model atmospheres are
tabulated in Tables VI-I, Vl-2, Vl-3, and Vl-4. Atmospheric density
and pressure profiles are also given as graphic illustrations in Fig-
ures VI-3 and VI-4, respectively.
6.1.1.6 Circulation [Vl-2]
Slow rotational speed will cause the atmospheric fluid to rise
near the sub-solar point and subside n_r _h_ ........._n_-o_1__ ...._v_,_+ _,.....a _y_-
metrical regime. However, at higher altitudes, a symmetric regime similar
to that of a rotating planet may be predominant (i.e., where ascent
occurs near the equator and descent occurs near the poles).
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6.1.1.7 Clouds in the VenusAtmosphere [VI-2]
The very heavy cloud layer that has been observed is thought
to be composedof water vapor, ice crystals, dust, carbon suboxide
polymers, or suspendedhydrocarbons. The top of the cloud layer has
been estimated to be from 30 to 65 km above the surface of the planet
and is thought to be approximately i0 to 15 km thick.
6.1.2 lonosphere [VI-3]
Although undetected by Mariner II and Mariner V, an ionosphere
may be assu1nedto be present. It will differ from the earth's by having
little or no free oxygen.
6.1.3 Radiation
6.1.3.1 Galactic Radiation
Use criteria given in section 2.3.1 for synchronous orbit
altitudes.
6.1.3.2 Magnetically Trapped Radiation
Based on Mariner V and VeneraIV data, the apparently small
magnetic field of Venus would seemto preclude the existence of any
siEnificant radiation belts about the planet as compared to earth.
6.1.3.3 Solar Proton Events
Use criteria given in section 2.3.4 for synchronous orbit
altitudes.
6.1.3.4 Thermal Radiation
Thermal radiation varies from _ 238 watts/m _ at 200 km to
9 watts/me at _ 2 x 104 km. Dark-side radiation is sameas above,
although flux is subject to question due to uncertainty in planet atmos-
phere and surface temperatures. Thermal radiation will consist predom-
inantly of radiation from _ 2 to i0 microns wavelength.
Q = FAI,
where
Q = the thermal radiation flux incident upon vehicle,
F = view factor (varies with altitude above the planet and
vehicle shape),
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A = the cross-sectional area of exposed spherical surface,
I = Venus thermal radiation flux (160 watts/m_).
6.1.3.5 Albedo Radiation [Vl-4, Vl-2]
Albedo radiation varies from _ 3 x 103 watts/m _ at _ 200 km to
90 watts/m e at _ 2 x 104 under maximum conditions (zero phase angle
and normal to flux). Spectral distribution of albedo radiation is
expected to approximate the solar spectrum. Albedo radiation will con-
tribute _ 90 percent of total radiation from planet upon spacecraft.
where
Q = FASa,
Q = the incident albedo radiation flux,
F = the view factor,
A = the cross-sectional area of exposed spherical surface,
S = solar constant at the Venus
a = Venus albedo.
VENUS THERMAL AND ALBEDO RADIATION
UPON A SPHERICAL SATELLITE
Albedo = 0.76; Solar Constant = 2676 watts/me;





























The thermal and albedo radiation values in the table above
were calculated with an albedo of 0.76 and a solar constant of 2676
watts/m e . More recent data, however, have indicated the solar constant
to be 2586 watts/m e and the albedo to be 0.70.
6.1.4 Meteoroid Environment Near Venus
6.1.4.1 Flux-Mass Model
The average annual cumulative meteoroid flux-mass model for
Venus is described mathematically as follows: For 10 -6 _ m _ i0 °,
log N t = -14.162 - 1.213 log m
and for i0 -le _ m N i0 -6,
log N t = -14.131 - 1.584 log m - 0.063(iog m) e,
where
N t = number of particles/me/sec of mass m or greater
m = mass in grams.
The gravitationally focused, unshielded flux, Nt, must be
multiplied by an appropriate defocusing factor for Venus, GVenus, and,
if applicable, by the shielding factor (Figure 11-15). The GVenu s
factor applied to all missions may be obtained from the equation given
below. The body-shielding factor for randomly oriented spacecraft may
be calculated by the method given in Figure II-15 and applies to all
missions. For oriented spacecraft, the effects of body shielding on
the number of impacts as seen by the parts of the spacecraft must be
determined on a unique basis.
The defocusing factor (GVenus) may be calculated by
Gvenu s = 0.676 +-
0.324
where r is equal to the distance from the center of Venus in units of
Venus radius.
6.1.4.2 Meteoroid Showers
Meteoroid showers are of no significance near Venus. The
average flux-mass model given in paragraph 6.1.4.1 should be considered
as including the showers.
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6.1.4.3 Particle Density
The massdensity is 0.5 gm/cm3 for all particles.
6.1.4.4 Particle Velocity
The average meteoroid velocity near Venus is 23.6 km/sec.
The velocity distribution given in Figure 11-14 may be used for near
Venusby multiplying each velocity by 1.18.
6.1.4.5 Survival Mass [Vl-2]
The survival mass for micrometeoroids can be calculated as a
function of height in the atmosphere by using the following approximate
expression:
mi/3 mI/3 AA pm 2/3 v e /- = dh
6_ cos Z Pa '
OO
(does not hold for dustballs)
where
7
columnar mass (paragraph 5.2.2.11) = -7 Oa dh
h
Z = zenith angle
Om = density of micrometeoroid (3.5 > Pm > 0.5 gm/cm 3)
v = velocity of micrometeoroid
(Vparaboli c or Vorbita 1 > v > Vescape )
A = shape factor = 1.2 for sphere
_ = i0-ii.449
6.1.5 Geomagnetic Environment
6.1.5.1 Magnetic Field [VI-6]
From Mariner V data, the upper limit to the magnetic dipole
moment of Venus is estimated to be within a factor of 2 of 10 -3 times
that of the Earth.
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6.1.6 Astrodynamic Constants [V-I]
Distance, Venus to Sun (average)
Eccentricity of orbit
Inclination of orbit to ecliptic
Inclination of equator to orbital plane
Orbital period (sidereal)








108.2 x 106 km
0.0067921












The Venus atmosphere is discussed in more detail in refer-
ences V-5 and VI-7. Of particular interest is the discussion of the
Venera 4 Data [Vl-7] which leads to a high surface pressure (168
atmospheres) for Venus. This information would be applicable to
studies requiring an extreme Venusatmosphere.
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Table VI-I. Venus Model Atmosphere (Case i)

























































































































• P((O OlrNS I TY
OF _OL. SC AI_( _8
0(NS| TY _OUND WT. HE: IGHT (XNSI TY
(GN/CN3) (M/_C2) (KN) (/CN3)
9.746-0`5 3 r 9.01 44.0 14.90 I .`534 +20
9.108-0`5 315.65 44.0 14.64 I .Z4t+ZO
8.502-03 512.25 44.0 14 .`58 I. le44"1_0
I. 926-03 368.83 44.0 14.12 1.085+20
1.319-03 365.31 44.0 1`5.81 t .010+20
6.861-03 361 .89 44.0 1`5.61 9.39`5+19
6.310-0`5 `558.3/ 44.0 1`5.35 8.121+19
5.906-03 `554.81 44.0 13.09 8. 006+19
5.46¢-03 351.23 44.0 12.8`5 1.4854.19
5.053 -03 34/' .60 44.0 12.5/ 8.9184.19
4.663-0`5 343.9d 44.0 12.11 6.`5EM+19
I. 844 -0`5 310.34 44.0 9.12 2.5244-19
5.149-04 212.16 44.0 1.14 1.8114.18
1 . 163-04 255.51 44.0 5.86 I . :59._÷18
I. 802-05 246.15 44.0 § .01 Z.466 ÷11
2.526-06 241.24 43.8 5.11 3.4584.16
`5.`592-01 ;)41.5`5 43.1 5.14 4.911+15
5.163-08 248.08 43.5 5.18 1.068÷|4
1.533-09 248.`51 4`5.4 5.21 l .031 +tA
I. 111"09 248.68 43.3 5.24 I .521 _13
1.656-10 249.23 43.1 5.28 2.Z61+12
2.506-11 249.51 43.0 5.06 3.430+11
`5.106-|2 281.91 42.0 5.89 5 o(1,'4-10
8.Q_9-1`5 313.28 40.9 ! .26 1.0994-10
2.283-13 341.88 40.0 8.91' 3 • 126'_09
8.043-t4 359.10 38.8 tO.OI I. !01 ÷09
`5.119-14 311.61 31.6 11.01 4.210+08
1.315-14 395.85 36.4 12.11 1.8004.08
5._5-15 414.`52 35.2 t3.21 8.1N4.01
2.8M-15 433.13 34.0 14.51 3.0514-01
1.656-11 519.80 2`5.0 25.69 2.2684.05
8.3,53-19 168.42 14.0 51.12 I. 1444.04
1.316-1g 809.82 12.8 59.10 I. 8M`.03
2.808-20 055.15 11 .3 66.83 3. M44.02
8. 905-Z| 909.44 10.0 16.13 9.453`.01
2.021-21 914.3`5 8.1 81.35 2.1664.01
G. 953-22 1049.24 t .5 100.28 9.5 liP4-O0
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Table VI-2. Venus Model Atmosphere (Case 2)
&i[OM[ T II I C























































































































SPEEC D£N s I T Y
CF X__. S_AL£ NUNe_ R
0(NSI TY _:)UND _. HIE IGHT D_N$I TY
(6N/CN3) (N/_¢2) (KH) (/CN3)
1 .462-rJ2 379.01 44 .0 14.90 Z.00| +20
I . 34_-02 315.65 44.0 14.64 I . 6/0+Z0
! .273-02 576_..25 44.0 14.36 I. 146+20
I . 169-O2 368.63 44.0 14.12 I .6Z8+Z0
I. tOr-OZ 365.31 44.0 13.81 1.515+20
I. 029-02 561.89 44.0 13.61 1.409+Z0
9.555-03 358.3! 44.0 13.35 I. 306+210
6.859-03 354.61 d4.0 13.09 1 . 2113 +210
6.201-03 351.23 44.0 12.63 I. 1213+210
/. 580-03 34/.60 44.0 12.51 I. 038+210
6.995-05 343 .g4 44.0 121.11 9.5/6+19
21./65-03 510.34 44.0 9./2 3./_+t9
8.62:4-04 212./'6 44.0 I .id I .181+19
t ./45 -04 255 .St 44.0 5.86 2.389+18
Z. 702:-03 246. _'5 44.0 5.0_ 5./00+1/
3. / 89-O6 24/.214 43.8 5.11 5.161 +16
5.386-01 241.53 -43.1 5.14 1.3¢6e15
/ . r44-08 248.08 43.5 5.18 1.060+15
1.130-08 248.3/ 43.4 5.21 1.541+14
1.6645 -09 248.68 45,5 5 .24 Z.281 +13
2.484-10 249.2:3 43.1 5 .Z8 3.401+12
3./56-11 249.31 43.0 5.06 3.145+11
5.560-12 281.91 42:.0 5.89 1.61 1+10
1.2_4-121 313 .Z8 40.9 { .216 1.649+!0
3.4215-13 341 .88 40.0 8.97 4.669609
t .206-13 359. tO 36.8 10.0/ I .632+09
4.6/ 9-14 31/ .6/ 31.6 11 .O/ 6.406+08
1.9¢2-14 395.85 56.4 12.11 21./00+O6
8._41-15 414.321 35.21 13.211 i .Z25 +O8
4.329-15 433.13 34.0 14.51 5.9211e0/
Z.4M-tl 519.60 2:3.0 25.69 3.401 +OS
1.2133-18 168.421 14.0 51.121 I .115+04
2.064-19 809.62 12.6 59.10 2.82_+03
4.2112-20 855.15 11 .3 66.93 5.161,_02
1.0'1,6-20 909.44 10.0 ¢6.13 I .418+02
3.031-21 914.33 6.1 8/ .33 4.150401
! .045-21 1049.24 !.5 100.29 I .428÷01











































Table VI-3, Venus Model
G[OI4[ Tit SC KIN[TIC
ALT I TUOI[ _[NiDI[ RA TUm[ Pl_ $SUi_ D[NSI TY
(_m (Oil& K) (NB) (G*4/Ci43 )
• O 543. O0 2. 000*04 I. 949-02
I .0 533.40 | .636+04 I .622-02
Z. 0 523.61 I. 663+O4 I. *'00-02
3.0 514.21 1.540÷04 1. §85-02
4.0 50,(I,.63 1.401+£)4 1.4/6-OZ
5.0 495.04 1. Z84 ÷(_4 1.3tZ-OZ
6.0 465.46 1.169+04 1 .Z/4 -OZ
1.0 4,'5.88 I .06Z*0dl 1.181-02
6.0 466.30 9.635 +03 1 . 093 -02
9.0 456.13 8.123+03 I .Ol 1-02
I 0 • 0 447.16 I. 6804.03 9. 326 -03
;to .O 364.05 2.5 _6 ÷O3 3.681 -03
30.0 261.24 6.111+02 1.13.0-03
40.0 246.89 1.0_+_ Z .326 -04
3.0.0 230.00 1. 567 +01 3.603-03
60.0 230.00 Z.Z06+O0 3. .052-06
I0.0 230.00 3.144-01 1. IM-0r
80.0 230.00 4.3. 3.9-OZ 1. 033-0/
90.0 230.00 6.639-03 1 . 50/' -_8
! 00(1. O 130.00 9 • 814 -64 2 • 222-09
1 tO .O 230.00 1 ,410.-04 3, .312-10
J20.O 230. OO Z.228-'05 5.011 -11
|30.0 ZN .3.8 4. Z06-O8 r .413-12
140.0 345.00 I . 126-(]6 1.606 -lZ
13'0.0 d01 .ll 3. 613-01 4.3.61-13
160 .O 430.86 1.46; -01 ! .609-13
I I0 .O 460.49 6. 336-06 6.258-14
100.0 490.01 Z • 644 -06 Z .630-14
11)0 .O 3'1 9.44 1 .463-06 1 . 193' -14
ItOO. 0 341.ll I. 135-O9 5.11Z-13
300.0 _ .60 1.934-11 3.313-11
4n_.0 110.00 I._46-12 I .611-18
3.00.0 /10.00 1.289-12 2.132-19
600.0 110.00 2. 934-13 3. .616-Z_
tOO.O 110.00 8. J 3.9-14 1.381-Z0
eo0.0 I10.00 Z. 140-14 4.041 -Zt
_00.0 I I0.00 I .093-14 1.391-21
1 rJOr'J .0 110.00 3, . ! 14 -13. 3. .449-22
Atmosphere (Case 3)
SPEED Oi[NS I T 'q
OK _c. $_ A*.£ NUNIE M
S_4JN0 _. HI IGHT DENS I TY
(H/_C2) (KH) (/CNS)
319.01 44.0 14.90 Z ,6.@9+t0
3¢5.63. 44.0 14.64 2.4f*4+20
3r2 .z3. 44.0 14.36 2.326÷20
368.83 44.0 14.12 2.110+20
363. .3[ 44.0 13.81 2.020+R0
361 .89 44.0 13.61 I • 8;r 9+20
53.8.31 44.0 13.33. I .r44+20
33.4.81 44.0 13.09 1.611÷20
351.23 44.0 12.83 1.491÷20
34!.60 44.0 12.5r 1.384÷20
_13.9,4 44.0 12.11 1.211÷20
310.34 44.0 9.12 5.O48÷19
2r2.16 44 .0 i.14 1.314+19
23._ .3.1 44.0 3. .8_ 3.183.+18
246.13' 44.0 3' .01 4.933+11
241.24 43.8 3..11 6.916+16
241.33 43.1 3..14 9.833+13.
248.08 43.3. 3.18 1.414+15
Z4 6.31 43.4 3. .21 2. (_3+14
248.68 43.3 3' .24 3.042+13
:)49.23 43.1 3' .28 4.3.33.+12
249.3.1 43.0 3.06 6. 860+11
291.91 42.0 3..89 1.013+11
313.28 40.9 I .Z6 2.198+10
341.88 40.0 8.91 6.23'2+09
33'9.10 38.8 10.01 2.202+09
3rl .61 31.6 11.01 8.3.41+O8
393.85 36.4 12.11 3.600+06
414.32 33. .2 13.21 1.633.06
433.13 34.0 14.31 I. 902,01
519.60 23.0 23' .69 4. 333 +03.
168.42 14.0 31 .12 2.261 +04
809.62 12.6 59.10 3.166_03
833..13 11.3 66.93 [ .669*O2
909.44 10.0 16.13 1.691+02
914.33 S.¢ St .33 5. 553,01
1(349.24 1.3. 100.28 1.904+01









8 • 364 -09
8 • 993. -09
9.666-O9
1 . O43. -O8






























































































































O(NS[ TY _ WT.
(GM/(143) (M/qlrc2)
Z .646 -02 460.04 44.0
I. 025 -02 542.15 44,0
4.4M-03 Zr3.55 44.0
9.113-04 255.57 44.0
Z. 10r-Q4 Z46./5 44.0
Z. 953-05 Z4r .24 43.8
4.200-06 24/.55 43./
6 . O_-Or 248.08 43.5
8.808-08 248.31 43.4
I . 290-08 Z48.68 43.3
I , t36 -09 249.23 43.1
2.930-10 Z49.St 43.0





I .538-13 395,85 36.4
6 • 9/4-14 414.3;_ 35 .Z
3.3F5-14 433,13 34 .0
1 .g3t -16 5/9.80 Z3.0
9./6/-18 /68.42 14.0




8.130-Zl 1049.24 / .5
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6.2 Venus Surface Environment
6.2.1 Temperature
Measurementsfrom the earth indicate a surface temperature of
about 600°Kto 650°K. Mariner II yielded 700°K. Venera 4 yielded
543°K on the dark-side surface at a point estimated to be several
hundred kilometers from the terminator. Mariner II detected a large
region, slightly cooler than the rest of the disc, that possibly repre-
sents the influence of a surface temperature.
6.2.2 Features
Since no breaks large enough to reveal the surface have ever
been seen in the clouds, no observational data exist. Radar studies
have shownareas of enhancedsurface roughness.
6.2.3 Terrain and Composition
Thoughthe surface has never been seen, it is generally agreed
that it is probably dry, dusty, rocky, and windy. One of the explana-
tions of the high surface temperature on the dark side of Venus is that
the surface has a very high specific heat capacity. This has led to the
conjecture that the surface may consist of a layer of liquid hydro-
carbons or a layer of hydrocarbons floating on an ocean of water. How-
ever, at temperatures near 700°K, the surface is probably dry and dusty.
6.2.4 Dielectric Constant
Radar data indicate a value of 2 to 4 [VI-8]. Recent data by
JPL [VI-9] indicate a value of 2.5 as a meandielectric constant based
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TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC




























































































































































































































































TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
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TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC










































































































































































































TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC






JAN 1,1986 GM TIME 9 0
.... D_NSI Y%........... YE_P........... PR_5 UR_........ MOL; WT....
(GM/3M3) (OK) (DYNE/CM2) (UNITLESS)
g. Ob93E-12 456.9 1.31_2E-02 26.3
2.4235E-12 586.3 4.70_1E-03 25.1
...... ZII_ .... 9.: O_ ._1,E._.3..3_..... 6_:t._,__ ....... 2_,._0___ _Er_ 3 ........... 2_. - _ ............
1QO 3.9945_-13 705.4 1,02786-03 22.8
1_0 $+9395E-13 751,U. 5,4.407E- 04 21,7 -
1:_0 1.0073F-13 746.U 3.0309E-04 20.6
1,_0 + _+5005E-1+4 ...... 75_4+9 1+75_9E-04 19,7
140 3 130_E-14 760.1 1.0516E-04 18._
.....150 ....... $_8__25.E_._4___.__7..__¢__ ..... _.+_4___9E_5 .......... 4_8+i .......
150 _.1153_-14 765.0 4.0544_-05 17+5
170 6 9092E.1_ 766,1 2.5904E.05 17.0
1_0 4+3623E-15 766._ 1.6803E-05 16.6
190 2-7971E-15 767+2 1.10=6E-05 16.2
2_0 $.817_-15 767.4 7.3520E-06 15 8
__2LO ...... 1.._934E:1____7__ ...... 4__9_5_31E_Q6 ............. 1_._ ......







. 2+90 _,8587E-17 __ Z_._
3_0 4.252_E-17 767.7



















......3:$0 ......-_,-_2,-4--.t,-E_-_7 767_..-L.....1.83_4E_.02 ..........6+-4 ........
340 1.4355_-17 767 1 1.5872_-07 5.8
360 9.4781F-1R 767 _ 1.23_8E-07 4+9
370 7.9313E_18 ......762.1 i.10glE=07 .... 4.6_
380 6 7513E-18 767 / 1.00_0E-07 4.3
__J,3_9_O____B321p-18 767./ __0_8.._7_P_._-_.8_...... _._
4q0 B 1018E-18 767 7 8.29_6E-08 3 9
4_0. 4.5098E-J,_ ........ 763_ _ 7_5943E=08__ . 3_B .....
450 4 0208_-18 767 7 6.97@4E-08 3 7
430 3_609_E-.1._ _ 7_7_ 6.4303E-08 3.6 ....
440 _ 2592E-18 767 / 5.93_2_-08 3 5
4___5______=9561E-18 767.7 5,4972E-08 .......... _,4
460 _ 6919F-18 767._ 5.09_6g-08 3 4








767./ 4.40B4E-08 3 3







TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
_ _ _ . ,:. _
_-_A[E JAN t,lg87 OM TIME 9 0
ACT..... D--E-NS-3T--_..... ---T-_M_-........ -P_-__ SU__ ..........M-OC_' WT
(NM) (GM/3M3) (OK) (DYN6/CM2) (UNITLE$S)
70 8.9973E-12 463.1 't.31906-02 26.3
ij:427 E-12 6o8  .82 oE-o3 2 .1236  -1 6 9 2 17, 06-03 024.
100 4 1391.F-13 726.3 1. 09176-03 22.9
1,L0 _ 04246-13 7=55 b_...... 5.86@66-04 21 8 _
120 $ 07596-13 769 4 3.31dlE-04 20 8
_30 B 95436-14 .7_78_ < !.941186-04 19 8
"140 ] 427BE-14 784 3 1.1711E-04 19 0
15o 2 03916-14 7B7 _ 7.3oa31=-o_ ZS 3
160 $ 24676-14 789 _ 4.63_!86--05 17 7
170 7 79756-15 790 b 2.99011=-05 17 1
180 4 97016-15 791 3 1.95941=-05 16 7
190 $ 21776-15 791 / 1.29966-05 16 3
2_0 2 1i0_6-15 792.U 8. 72761;-06 i5.9
_.__2_.L0_.... _._,__.39956" ;L5_ 792.1 5. 921_5_- 06 ,1.5 :__6_.....
2?0 9 3711E-16 792.Z 4.07dlE-06 15.2
_30 6,3291E-16 797_.6 2.83416,06 14_.7_
240 4. 30956-16 792.6 1. 99001_-06 14.2
250 2. 959£Eri_ ........ 792._ _ _42_9_66- Q6_ 13.6 ....
260 2.04936-16 792.3 1.03986-06 13.0
270_____.__43496-16 792.,_ 7. 8548_-07___ 12.0
280 1.01436-16 792.6 5.96766-07 11.2
290 7,25746-17 792._ =4 63,_4_-07 10._3
3n0 B, 26476-17 792.6 3. 67781_-07 9.4
3__J) _. 87916-17 .792,____ _2...98_2J;:- 07 _ 8,6___ .
3p_0 2.90836-17 792.5 2.47011=-,07 7,8
__3_5.6_____._._2_2_%_36-_,1_7_____292, m 2_ OB,_ll=-n7 7.0 ---
340 _.. 73096-17 792._ 1.78801=-07 6.4
__.3_O ]., _76/E-17 . 792.,_ 1 55(_3_E-07 _ 5.8 .....
360 _.. 11636-17 792._ 1.37_.31=- 07 5.4
_ 370_ 9. _3=_5F.-18 792. _ !_ 2_.06__-_07 5 O
380 7.76856-18 792.3 1 09_51=-07 4 7
390 6.64256-_.8 792._ 9 89_81=-08 4 4
400 =.!.75906-18 792 3 8 99d01=-08 4 2
_ 41_0 _0_524_6-].8 792 6 8 21L9_E-__8 __ _ 4_ __.....
420 4.47676-18 792 3 7 52411=-08 3 9
_ 430 - 3.999_E-18 792 3 6 91_31=-08 3 8
440 _.596B1::-18 792 ,_ 6 37_41;;-08 3 7
450 3.25276-18 792 6 5 88_31=-08 3 6
460 2.95456-18 792 ,_ 5 44&11=-08 3 6
4_70__ _. 69376="18 ...... 792 _ _4m41=-08 3
480 _.46316-18 792 ,5 4.68711=-08 3 5
490 _ 257BF-18 79_ ,_ 4 "_==IE-_,8 3 4
soo = 07406-1_ 792._ 4.0_771=-0e 3.4
_10 _,.90e46-18 792.,_ _. 7e;_91=-oe _.3




TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
JAN 1,1988 GM TIME 9 0
DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL, _WT
(NM} (GH/3M3} ............. (OKL ...... (DYNEICM2) (UNITLESS)
70 8.8407E-12 476.b 1.33396-02 26.3
80 2.4335E-12 631,4 5.0698g-03 25.2
.... 9.11_.__._¢_,5_B_.,,3_lE.-_1_,t_721,6 ._2,L.37_SE_.I_L ....... 2.._4_L2____
1nO 4 4505E-13 773.8 1.23996-03 23.1
-1:0 .... _._2713E-13 ....... BO_.__._ __87J2E-.04 ........ 22.._..
i70 $ 2339E-13 822,b 3.9975E-04 21,1
-.130 ....... ?_?-_E_ ....... 8_,_1._ .... 2..4.022E=__ . 20_2___ ....
140 4 1413E-14 839.4 1.49_0_-04 19.4
._XS.E___2.5195E-_4 843,z _____AZ.______ ....... .l._&,-_____
160 I 5730E-14 845,3 6.1345E-05 18 0
180 8 5254E-15 847.4 2 7008E-05 17 0
1_0 4,3085E-15 __ 8_7,__ .1.8278E-05 . 16.._.
200 2 8825E-15 848.z 1 2510E-05 16 3
2_0 1.950_E-15 848,3 8,65_5E-0_ ........... 15,__9... ..
220 $ 331BE-15 848,_ 6 04_7g-06 15 5
240 _ 3672E-16 848,5 3 04_3E-06 14 8












848,b I 60_2B-06 13 8
848.b 1.!916F-n_ ..... 13-_
848,_ 9 0406E-07 12 4
848,b 5 41_2_-07 I0.9
__._ 4.31_5-E--07 _ 10_ __ _
848._ 3 4992_ =^_ 9 xMI -_v
R48.b 2.88Q!¢-07 .......__._5____
848.b 2 4274E-07 7.8




















848,b 1 39_4G-07 5.6
848._ 1._444_-_7 _L._2_____
848,= I 1204E-07 4.9
848.5 .__I_Ol§OF._Z ............_Z___
848,_ 9 24_5G-08 4,5
848_ _.___.4557F_.-08 ..... _3 ..........
848,P 7 75§5E-08 4.2
848,b 7.1375E-08 _ 4.1
848.5 6 5847E-08 4.0
__TJ)_]. 359 _i:-J.8____
480 _1 0603E-18






848,b 5 6377B-08 3,8
848,b 4.8575E-08 3,7
848,_ 4.5177E-08 3,7 ._
848.b 4.20_5E-08 3,6
848,b 3.92_9E-08 ....... _.6 .
848.b 3.65_4g-08 3.6
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TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
_AFE JAN 1,1989 GM TIME 9 0
(NM) (GM/3M3) (UK) (DyNE/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 B.725BE-12 487.1 1.3448E-02 26.3
80 2.4355E-12 655.6 5.25(}6E-03 25.2
..... 9.0 ...... 9_ 8_22_5E .--13 ........ 7_._3_.,__4....... 2__5 _2_E_.-- O 3_............ 2.4_, 3 ........
110 4.6771F-13 810._ 1.35_5E-03 23,3
I;0 2.4445E-13 844._ 7.7015E-04 22.3
1_0 $ 3574E-13 864.5 4.56_6E-04 21.4
130 7.877_E-14 876.0 2.80_7E-04 20.5
140 4. 7328F-14 883.0 I 7678E-04 19.7
.... 3,L5.0....... 2.9.2 7.1E, 1_4__.............8___7_,_1_........ ,1._,_.1._4,0_3.E.-_,_O4 ........ 1_'_-Y .....
160 _., 8554E-14 889._ 7 49_2E-05 18.3
1.70 _,.201__E-14 891. u 5. 0134_-05 17, 8
180 7. 9183E-15 891, 9 3 39_2E- 05 17.3
190 _. 301;JE-15 892.4 2.3330E-05 16.9
2_10 3. 5957E-15 892./ i 61@8_-05 16.5
.__2:_0_ . ;?._46_65_E=_1,,5 ....... _89_2,__9__.... -1.-..1-3-83E-_.05 ............ 1-6-1 .....
2?0 '1 • 708_>E- 15 893.U 8 02_#OE- 06 15.8
230 1 1931E-15 893.1 5.72_8E-06 t5.5
240 8. 3962E-16 893,1 4 1260_-06 15.1
250 5-9497E-16 893.-Z 3. 0019E-06 t4.7
250 4 . 244__F_- 16 893 ;" 2.20_2E-06 14.3





















893 _ 7.38196-07 11.9
893.Z 5.8228E,07 11.1
893 Z 4.66t4E-07 10.4
893.2 3.80_3E-_07 .......... Y.b_ .......
893 Z 3.15§5E-07 8.9
2-922%E_1_ 893_ .... 2,65_6E-07 8.2
2.2964E-17 893 2 2.26_56-07 7.5














530.. _ 2,3.744E-18 893.Z _.6216_-08 ._
540 _.1953E-18 893,Z 4.31_0E-08
893 2 1.72_,1E-07 6.4
893,2 1. 5234F,.-__07 ........ _5.9 __
893.2 1 3604_-07 5.6
89_3. __ 1.22_1E-07 _.2 .
893. ;" i. I0l#5_-07 5,0
893._ 1.00|2E-07 4.7
893.2 9.2211E-08 4.5
8 93 ._ 8 ._4_7_ Z_F=_-g 8 .......... 4_._4 .....
893._ 7.7915;-08 4.3
893.__ 7.19_7E-08 ........ 4,2
893.2 6 _607E-08 4.1
89_,2 _ 6,17,3_E-08 4.0
893.2 5.73_.3E- 08 3.9





TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
DATE JAN 1,1990 GM TIME 9 0
.....ALT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL, WT
LNNJ- .... _ GM/3M3 )
70 8 6479E-12 494.3 1.35_2E-02 26.3
80 2-4354E-12 672.1 5.3849E-03 25.3
90 9.976_F-_3 776.2 2.A4_3_-nx 24.3____
























907.0 __3._t045E, O4__ ...... 20_6 ---
914.b I 9804_-04 19.9
918.9 I 99_4E-04 19.1
921.0 8,5805E-05 18.5
924.Z 3.96WOE-05 17.5
924_ ..... 2._7.479E_0_ ............ 17.0 ........
925.Z 1.92429-05 16.7
_125"3 1.3605E-J15__ !6.X__I
925,4 9.70_2E-06 16 0
925l_b __6.9_33E-06 __ I_7 ......
925.b 5.06_!E-06 15 3
9P5.6 3.7109Er06 1_0 .......
925.6 2.74_7_-06 14 6
925,6 1.55_4_-06 13 6
925.6 1.1883E_6 ......... 13.0 ....
925.6 9.19_0_-07 12 4
925.6 7.2230E-07 _11.._
925.6 5 7604E-07 II 1
925.6 __4..6___E_r._ ......... 1E.=._ ......
925.6 3 83_3E-07 9.6
350 --3_7_7_SE_-t] ..... _25-.-&- 3_20_4E-02 - 8,9
360 _ 9013E-17 925.0 2 71_1E-07 8.2
370 ....... 2.2_gJ_F_=l] .... 925.0 2.3271E-07 7.6
380 I 8481E-17 925.6 2 02_3E-07 7.0
4_)0 1 244_E-17 925.6 1 57_8E-07 6.1
4_0 1.0435E_17 ..... 925,b 1.4111E-07 5_7
4_0 8 864_E-18 925.0 1 27_0E-07 5._
430 7.6259E-iB ......92_,b 1.15_7E-0.7 5.I
440 6.637_E-18 925.6 1 05_9E-07 4.9
_.__4fll ..... _._8_7_.ZE-_i__ .... _2.._,6____. 9.6_22_.0__ ....... _ .....
460 _.1826E-18 925.6 8.85_0E-08 4.5
470 4_6387E-18 925.6 8_16_0ET0_l 4o_
480 4.181_E-18 925.6 7.5445E-08 4.3
490 3_7915E.18 92_,_ II 6,98_OE-O& 4,2
500 3.4559E-18 925.6 6.48_6E-08 4.1
5p0 _.9065E-18 925.6 5.61_3E-08 4.0
530 _6785E_1___ 925_.__ 5.,2318Er88 _ _,?
540 _.474BE-18 925.6 4.88_6E-08 3.9
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TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
oATE JAN 1,1991 OM TIME 9 0
-ALT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL. wT ....
XN_ML (-GHJCN3-) ___ LOYL)--__(_DYNI/CM2) LUIM_ ]'LESS)
__._70 8.66_35 E -12 _4_92._9 __I _._3_5.0_7E -0_2 _ 26__'_3_
80 2 4355E-12 668./ 5.3591E-03 25.3
Qn 9. 946_F-I_3 771.8 2. $2119E-n3 __4.3
100 4 798BE-13 8 1,9 1.42 IG-03 23.3
120 z 4272E-13 8B8, 4.90elS-04 21.5
_ .... 90 o a_l ........ 20_. _
140 g 0800E-14 908,1 1.03dOE-04 Z9.8
15n 3.17n_)_:-14 9_2.4 1 _5©7E-n4 19.1
160 2 0261E-14 915,0 8,3529E-05 18.5
13N ......$,._32_JF___j._4___91__0___5_ 62_5E- 0-5-......1.7_9 -.
180 8 779BE-15 917.b 3.84_7E-05 17,4
_190__ _5.92.1.2-Fr_-15- _. 1 2 _-_5 ..... 1_7 ,O -
2qO 4 046 DE:-15 918._ 1.85001_-05 16.6
2i0 _@__Tq_5E -1_ 91_8.7 1 3!_0_- 05____!6.3
2'20 $ 9507E=15 918,b 9.34_2E-06 16.0
230 $.3725_15 918_Y-- 6_71-19E,-06- - t5.6 --
240 9 7306E-16 918.9 4.86_9E-06 15.3
-250 6. 9455E-_1-6 9.1.8 ._- - . 3 _5541.7E-" 06 - . -t 4_.q --.
260 4 9895E-16 919.0 2 62_9E-06 14.5
-_70 _ 6075__-!6 o!9_ [_ 1_9649_--06 !4.0
280 _ 6245E-16 919.0 1 4857E-06 13.5
_. 4176E-16 919 0 8 79_#21_-07 12.3













_370 2,19.53 E --_17
380 _. 7665E-17
39 __ __ L_4_?_t_E-J.1 .....
4r}O _, 194__F-17




919 0 5 5186E-07 10,9
9!9.[J 4_474_-07 !0_ --
919 0 3 6844E-07 9.5
919_. 3.0BOSE_02. - fi, 8 .......
919 0 2 61_2E-07 8.1
919._ __ 2.2_9E-07 7.,5
919 0 1 95_8B-07 6.9
919 0 1 52_3E-07 6.0
919,_ 1..3701E=07 ..... 5,6
919 U 1 23_3_-07 5,3
919.U 1.1222E-07 _.0























.... 919,Q 5.10_1E_08_ _.9
919.0 4.75E3E-08 3.9
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TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
TIATE JAN 1,1992 GM TIME
ALT DENSITY TEMP P---R-E-_LIR1=
(NM} LGI_t/3H3)- _ (On _ (DYN|/CM2)
__70 __ 8,_7.3.0 DE__-_12.... 486.8 _!. 34441=702
80 2.4355E-12 654,4 5.24_71=-03
grl 9. 814!1=-13 _752.2 2 _q.";461;-_03
100 4.6689E-13 809,4 1.3511E-03
_1. _0--- _2 _43filE,--Z3_ B43 _1].... 7_66_9E_04










_1.30-----2--8443E_1_ _8L_4._4 2_78a2E'O_ --2_._5-- ....
140 4.710tE'14 881.3 1.7569E--04 19 6
150 2.911>_'14 885.4 1.!3_]1='n4 18,9
160 $ 8443E'14 887,9 7 4446B--05 18 3
_1._70_ _.193_E-14 ......... BB_9_._ _ 4_9.742E-05 . ..17÷Z_
180 7 862BE-15 890,2
_190- .... _+2fl12E.15-- BYO.__.
2_0 3 5670E-15 891,0
2tn _.445_-!5 894.2
220 I 6929E-15 891.3
240 8 3124E-16 891.4
250 _.8_32_4E-lfS_ .... ___.!._=_ 2__8_7B-06
260 4 197BE-16 891.b 2 18_51=-06
27n 3.01_QP-16 891.b _1=62Q_.=0_
280 2.1782E-16 891.b i 22_7g-06
3 37081=-05 17 3









300 I 1637E-16 891._
_3_ 8__6_I._.7_2Z 891,5
320 6 4400E-17 891.5
33_ 4.8670P-17 891,_
340 _ 722BE-17 891._
7 29_46-07 11 8
5.75_9E-117_ ...... _1.1




360 E 2682E-17 891.5 2,2487E-07 7 5
370 $_80_BE=1_ __891.b 1.9476E-07 6_9
380 1 4664E-17 891,b 1.70_8E-07 6 4
__.,_Lg.___._._065P-4_7 R91.b.--_.51_,i_.=_O-7- .......... 5.9 .....
400 % 0080E-17 891.b 1.35016-07
4.!___ 8_ 542__r.tE_18_ 891._ l_21B2E-07
420 7 33676-18 891.b 1.1007_-07
430- 6.3787E-18 891_b 1.00=3_-07
440 _ 60636-18 891,b
450 _4u_=974SE-18 891,5
460 4 4505E-18 891,b






























TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDI_TIONS
174
_ATE JAN 1,1993 6M TIME 9 0
'-ALT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL. wT ....
(NM) CGM/3M3)-- ¢OKi (DYN6/CM2) (UNITLESS_












777.1 1 24_3E-03 23 1
826.2 4 0474E-04 21 1
_6,____4_5E-04__ _20_2__
843.2 I 51_6E-04 19 4
847.0 9.63B7E-05 18.7 __
849,.2 6 2497E-05 Z8 0
170_ t, 020_7E"_l____-OSJL 9 _ 4=1226E--05 ....... 17,5 __
180 6 6438E-15 851._ 2 75qt06-05 17 0








852,1 1 2812E-05 16 3
852.3 6 2042E-06 15.6
852.4 3 12_1E-06 14 8
852.b I 6559E-06 13 8
852.b 9 30_5E-07 12 5
300 8 6445E-17 852.b 5 5711B-07 11 0
___t_E ....... 6,_Z .... BSZ. b 4_42)9E_07 ........ ,lrO._Z
320 4 7557E'17 852.b 3 58_3E'07 9 4
_30 3.597)F-17 852.b 2.95¢7_-n7 ____,._6___
340 2.7615E-17 852.b 2 48_5G-07 7 9
___50..2_15_OE_IZ _2.b.__ 2.1170E-07 .... 7__2
360 _.7084E-17 852.b 1 8305E=07 6 6
370 1.378_E_17 852. b Z.6025E,07 . 6,1
380 1.131_E-17 852.b 1 4180E-07 5 7
3__0____9.43__-18 052.___1_2_E2E__Q2 ...... 5._ ....
400 7.9945E-18 852._ Z.13¢2E-07 5 0
_O 6_8683E-18. 852,_ 1.O3i5E_07 _,7_
420 5.9765E-18 852.b 9 3886E-08 4.5
_30 5.2575E_18 852_ 8.58_1E-08 4.3
440 4.6690E-18 852.b 7 8730_-08 4.2
460 3.7671E-18 852._ 6 68_8E-08 4.0
_70 3,4142E-18 852,b 6.17_3_,08 3,9
480 3.1087E-18 852.b 5 71_4E-08 3.9
500 g.6054E-18 852.5 4 9271E-08 3.7
.... 5_.t_O___Z,_._?_5.2___B__.9_____..S.B___ZE_-_B ........... _.Z .....
5_0 2,2069E-18 852.b 4 26_1E-08 3.7
530 _,0371E-18 852,b 3,97_2E-08 3.6
540 1.8833E-18 852.b 3 70_8E-08 3.6
TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
hATE JAN 1,1994 6M TIME 9 0
A LT ....DE-N-_"-IT Y TEMF ......FREtiS U-R-_........MO (-/ wT
(NM) (GM/_,'M3) (OK] (DyNII/CM2) (UNITLESS)
__70 ....8.9159E-12 -......479.1 Z.32d7E-02 26.3
80 2. 431__E-12 616.Z 4.94_0@-03 25.2
___9_0 _ ___9_._41_B-£ET3._3__ _I_0_,I._..1_. ._2,_42Z_I__LE-03___ ......2___1.....
Ir_O 4 3011F-13 750.6 1.16_5E-03 23.0
110 2. 1602E--13 .... 779.b 6-37771;;=04 22.0
120 $ 1564E-13 796 b 3,65diE-04 20.9
...130 6.491ZE_14 .... 806_ a. 2.17#6E.04 _ 20.0
140 ] 7857E-14 812 ,.t 1.33_7_-04 19.2
__:LSfl_____-.2 78 S_- 14 B__J.5,b ___8__3.7-117_E_-I)5..........._ I,_B__5....
150 $ 4084E-14 817 9 5.36701:;-05 17.8
1.7E_ 8.9023E--15_ _819.1 _ 3.5009E.05 17.3
180 _ 7333E-15 819 8 2.3175E-05 16.9
190 3. 7505E- 15 .... 820._ 1. 5538E-05 - 16.5
2nO '_ 485BE-15 820 b
.... _L g ....... 1_. 565 :_F:- 15 82 n ,_/____
220 I 1271E-15 820 B
230 7. 6912F_-16__. 820_8
240 _I 2899E-16 820.9
:2.50..- 3_66_x-3E-_-!6 82.0.9
260 2.5610F-16 820.9
__Zz_0_ _ I_B_0.SJE- _ 6 82 o.v
280 1,2837E-16 820.9
i 05_81;- 05 16.1
Z,22_E-__06_ ........ 15- 7 .....
5 00?4E-06 15 4
3 _50,=-8E- 06 ....... 15_0
_P 4879E-('16 14 5
1. 7871E-06- ...... 14.0
1 30221_-06 13 4
9_2_0_ .1.F__n 7_ ...... Z.1=6.___
7 3807E-07 11 9
_. 290 9.2202E,_1] 82.._9 5__6898E-07 11_1 ___
3nO 6.699flE-17 820,9 4 4735E-07 10 2
.... 3i8_ 4,9319E-17 ....... 820,_9____3_.5809E,_07_ . _ 9.4 __
3P_0 3.684tE-17 820,9 2.93@4E-07 8 6
3_0 ;_.7967E-17 820,9 ?.. 45 a 7E- t1_7_ 7 _____
340 2.1603E-17 820.9 2. 07114E-07 7 1
.... I_&ggSE-!7 820_._9 ..... 1_ 79_7E_07 6_5 ....
360 %. 3627E-17 820,9 1.56=4_-07 5 9
3_]0 _..1122_Z .... 8_.Q, 9 1_ 3856E.-- 07_ 5.5_ ....
380 _I.242BE-18 820.9 1.2319E-07 5 1
• 390 7.8089E-18 820,9 1 • 107]._-_07 _4____
4U0 6.6963F-18 820.9 1.00,141L=- 07 4 6
4_0_ _.8 8_18 8_0,9 9 I066E,08_ ........4.4 ....
420 S. 113__F-18 820.9 8.31781@-08 4 2
430 4,5_71E-18___ 8_ 7.62#8E-08 4.1 ....
440 4 0584E-18 820,9 7.0106E-08 4 0
4"30 _1.6545E-18 820,9 6.46=2E-0.8_ .... 3,_9
4,_0 3 3093E-18 820.9 5.96_5E-08 3,8
47__ 3_0 09_E_.-1 B_ B2__ ,_? 5.52d7Er-OB ...........3_7 __
480 _ 7475E-18 820.9 5.12_41:-08 3.7
__gJ__ _2_5159_-A_8____82__,_9 ...... 4.75d6E-_08__ 3.6_ ......
5nO 2 3095E-18 820,9 4.41_9E-08 3.6
__5!0 _.1245E-18 820,9 4.il&0E-OB 3.5 _
52.0 1 9580E-18 820.9 3,83_7E-08 3.5
530 I. 8071E-18 820,_93 ._5_7_L5E " 0B 3.4
540 1 6701E-18 820,9 3.3402E-08 3.4
175
TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
176
oAFE JAN 1,1995 _M TIME 9 0
AILI" DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE ....-M--OI--.-W T
(Nil}. (GM/3M3_ .........(OK) .... (DYN|/CM2) (UNITLESS)
80 2 426;)E-12 597.6 4,79dzE-03 25 1
___9_0__ 9__._2ILt2E_-_Z.ZL__ 7__6_Z_,_L______,__7__E-__03 __4-..0___
100 4.1089E-13 721.9 1.07elE-03 22 9
l t0 .... 2, 0207E--13 .... 748,7 5_ 77__2E- 04_ 2148
120 1.0613E-13 764.4 3,25_3E-04 20 7
130 ....... §.. 8572E-_ 1_ .... 77._,_7 I. 90d2E-0_ ...... 19.8 ............
140 3. 363_E-14 779.1 1. 1419E-04 19 0
_SL__i_- 9967E- Z 4 782.4 7. 1236E- IIL ......._1_8_,_2......
160 _,, 2183E-14 784.3 4.5072E-05 17 6
170_ .....?_.604SE- 15....... 785 ._4_......2.9024_E_ 05__. 17 ,_l.
180 4 8375E-15 786.1 1.8972E-05 16 7
_1._0__ _._1255E,15 .... 786,__ .......1 2_5E- 0 5 ...... 16.3
200 _ 046lE-15 786.8 8.4226E-06 15 9
__2/_0_____I_3_.5__4.2E-I_5 786.9 S_ ? ]._I.-5.E_-Of_ ......_ 5-....
220 9 0491E-16 787.0 3.9198E-06 15 1
230 ..... 6. 0997E-_6- --28L]-.,J.)-- _226E_06- .... t4.2 --
240 4 1459E-16 787.1 1.9175E-06 14 2
250_ - _a4_E-_16 __ Z8/_I .... ____6 ......
260 1 9648E-16 787.1 9 97_.7E-07 12 9
_70 _-_747E='t6 787,1 7 _d_A_-n_7 4'I :Q
280 9 7047E-17 787.1 5 74'11E-07 11.1
29_0_ ....(k_9.33____-11__ 787.1 4_ .........71.0.2 __ _
3{10 S 0340E-17 787.1 3 55121=-07 9.3




--_L50 __ I__3252_E_I 7
360 ,l 0775E-17







































































TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
')ATE JAN 1,1996 0M TIME 9 0
(NM} (GM/_M3J ...... (oK)- - {DYN|/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 9.0647E-12 457.5 1.3127E-02 26.3
80 2,423_E-12 587.2 4.71_5E-03 25.1
___9_.0__ 9,0791E-I_ _662.] ....___O_JmZLE_-L__P4. o
100 4.003)E-13 706.7 1.03%8E-03 22.8
1_.4+0.... ll-.9_461ET'-_,_k ...... 7 5 2 L4 ..... 9 .4677E-04 _ - 21. 7_ __
lP0 ¢, 0113E-13 747.b 3,04a71+-04 20.6
-130- ....S- 52_9__E--14- ......756+_ I. 7686E, 0-4..... 19-.-7-..........
140 _. 148;)E-14 761.6 1. 05831+-04 18.8
15L____4BE,__,14 764. / __6_,.51_2E-(_ _ .... !8.1
160 _,. 1235E-14 766.6 4 08991+-05 17,5
_I_Z0_ 6_9641E-15 _ _767./__ 2,6148E_-05 17, 0
180 4.3996E-15 768.,_ 1 69721+-05 16 6
1_90_ .2.822_E,15_ ........._7_68 7 ....1.11++4E,05_ 16_2 _
2{}0 1.8349E-15 769 O 7 4349E-06 15 8
_2_tO_____O_5_E_- I5 769. J. 5_+_O.tS_6_Ee__Oj_...... Z-.+-._...
2p0 g.001;_E-16 769 ;_ 3 4204E-06 15 0
_?.+30-- +_, 357tE-lb____3_69_Z__ 2_36_0E-06__ .1_5 --
240 _1,6175E-16 769 _ 1 6611E-06 i3 9
250_ .... 2+_46A_J.6 769. o _ i - 1B_7__ 13_----
1.6952E-16 769 _ 8 6219E-07
.'181x_-'s6 769,,.S _ 6.58.s1_-07
8 3184E-17 769 d 5 03_5E-07















































































































TABLE I. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC
GAS PROPERTIES FOR NOMINAL CONDITIONS
"_ATE JAN 1,1997 6M TIME 9 0
(NM) (GM/3M3) .......¢OK} (DYN_/CM2) (U,NITLESS)
70 9. 0679E-12 457.1 1.31_4E-02 26.3
80 2.4237F-12 586.6 4.70@5E-03 25.1
___9_0....j .__0_7__E-.1___6_6_.I.,9 ....2.__0...8_4_3___-_ 0_3_........2 4___0.......
1nO 3.9975E-13 705.B
i_0 5.,9415E- 13 = 731,b
17_0 _.. 0083E-13 746.b
130 _ _ _5095E-14_ .... 7_5,4









_ .LTO 6.9265E-15 .....................59@IE-05. 17,0
180 4.3735E-15 767.3 1.68_6E-05 16.6
ZgO 2,8053E-15 _ 767,7 1,10e3E-05 16,2
2_0 1 8227E-15 767.9 7.37_2E-06 15.8
___L_ .... I__.197xE-15 __Z_6.__B__U___.__4_.._9_Z_$_6.F..___E.6._... _,5_.4.....
220 7.9415E-16 768.1 3.3921E-06 15.0
230 . 5,3145E-1_- .... 7681_ 2_34_8E-06 _ 14.5
240 3.5874E-16 768.2 1 64_6E-06 13.9
250 _2.443_:_E_--J_b ..... 2BB_Z. 1_1753E-06_ -13_-3
260 1 679@E-16 768.2 8 54_0E-07 12.6
270 _!704E-!6 768.2 6 57_P_-07 !_5 ....
280 8 2405E-17 768._ 4 99_1E-07 10.5
_.ZgO _S&4_TFr-_1._7.__ 768._ 3.9102E_O7 .......... 9.6
3q0 4 2705E-17 768._ 3 13_4E-07 8.7
_0 _=1558E-_7_ 768,_ _Z,57_4E-07 7,8
3_0 _ 3785E-17 768._ 2 15_9E-07 7.1
___]3-0-_ 1,8314F-17 768tlL__.____.._O_E_-07---- ........... _-=_ ........
340 $ 4409E-17 768._ 1 5908E-07 5.8
_50_ _.1585E-17 ..... 768,__ 1.3_9E_07 _.3
360 9 5087E-18 768.2 1 2402_-07 4.9
320_ 7,_54_E-J._B _ 7_8._ Z=1111E-07 .4,6 .....
380 6,7695E-18 768,Z 1 00_8E-07 4,3
390 _.8469E-18 768,2 _=__O_L------l____ ......
400 _ 1139E-18 768.2 8.3043E-08 3.9
_..___.5.Lg_)F__B_ Z_8___ __ _=_QB_E=08 3,8 ._
420 4 0293F-18 768._ 6.98_2E-08 3.7
__30 ...._617.%E-.1.]_ ---7_68,2L__ _4399E-08 3.6
440 3 2655E-18 768._ 5,9469E-08 3,5
460 _ 6960E-18 768._ 5.10_6E-08 3.4
_ ...... 2_4617E,16_ 768,P._ 4.7404E_08 .... 3.3
480 = 2534E-18 768._ 4.4101[-08 3.3
490 _,_0&73Fr-18 .....7bB_._.____._o_O_-08 3.2 __
5_0 $ 8995E-18 768._ 3.83_9E-08 3.2
570 _ 6113E-18 768._ 3.3515E-08 3.1
540 _ 373_E-1B 76B._ 2.94_5_-08 3.0
178
TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS








































































































































































































































































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS


































































































































































































TABLE It. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS

































































































































































































































































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS




































































































































































































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS
DATE J&N 1,1979 GM lIME
ALT DENSITY I_HP rR_SSUNE
















































































































460 1 0092_-16 1559,2
---,_'-0-----8_.989-ff_-I7 I559_Z
480 7 3308p-17 1559.2
....490 6.27_3_-17 1559.2
500 5 388PP-17 1559.2
510 _.841_-17 1559,2
520 4 01tl_-17 1559,2
530- -_47_F=_T " i55_;2






















































































































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS























































































































































































































3.g4_5E-O 7 g.O -
3.5636E'07 8,6
3.2137_E_-07 ..... 8_3- -
2.9546E-07 7.9
TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS










































































































































































































































































































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS



























































































































































































































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS








































































































































































































































































































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS


























































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS
_ATE JAN t,1986 6M TIME
--_LT ....... D-L_-iTY TERI_ PR-E'-_SURE
(NM) (GM/3M3) (DKJ ........(DYNE/CM2)
70 8.3172E-12 526.4 2.3837E-02
_ =.......
80 2.4209E-12 750,1 5,94BIE-03
______.0_ .... _,__.0.534F-lP _____.B.__,_,I.____ 3!5_1E__0_3 ....
lq0 _ 4434E-13 966,8 1.84_0E-03
l_0 3.0845_-13 2026,_ 2.13B3E-03
120 $ 8501E-13 1046.6 7,25Q0_-04
_1.30 _._540E-23_ 2065,L 4,7703E_O4
140 ? 4123E-14 1076.3 3.2047E-04,
___I.S]______4_.B_7_5_E-14 1083.6 2_:L_9_2-F_.__]_ ....














ii0 _,2347E-14 i090.i _ I_o_STE-04___ 18.B
180 I 550tE-14 1091.8 7 6809E-05 18 3
190 $,0902E-14 1092,8 .... 5,54dOE=05 : . 17.9
200 ? 7624E-15 1093 4 4 04_9E-05 17 5
2_n 5.587_F-15 In93.8 2_o._2_ ..... 1_7_=.I._ .....
2_0 4 0605F-15 1094 U 2 2028E-05 16 8
.230 2.9762E-15 1094_ 1.6444E=05 _6.5
240 2 197BE-1_ 1094 _ I 23_9E-05 16 2














1094 4 7 11_9_-06 15 6
In94._ 5.4__ .... i_-_ .....
1094 4 4 20_9E-06 15 0
1094,4 3_26B1E-06_ 14_7 ....
1094 4 2 55_9E-06 14 4
10_b 2,01_2_-06- 14.0 ..-
1094 b 1 5972E-06 13.5
340 _ 4295E-16 1094 b
350 $.1175E-16 1094.b
360 8 784SE-17 1094 b
370 6.9475E-27 1094,_
380 _.5315E-17 1094 b
_.0 .........___4__,_.3_E_I_7 ....... i0_ _____
4_10 3,583BE-17 1094.b
4:!0 2_9195E.27 1094_b















3.0995E-07 ........ B 6
2.71B3E-07 8 0
2.4007E-07 7 5 _
2 1400E-07 7 1
i 921.9__7 ............ 6.7 ........
i 7376_-07 6 3
i 5804E-07 6 0
1 44BIB-07 5 7
i 3_7_E-07 5 4
i 2245E-07 5 2
5_0 B.592_E-18 1094._ I 05_3E-07 4 8
530 .... _.0562E-18 1094._ 9 79_4E-08 4 7
540 4.598_E-18 1094.b 9 1406E-08 4 6
190
TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC (SAS






JAN t,1987 GM TIME 14 0
Dl_kTg] T Y TEMP ........P-R_S URE ........M-OL. W T
GM/3M3) (UK) (DYNE/CM2) (UNITLESS)
8 1703E-12 541.4 1. 3975E-02 26.3
2 4041E-12 789._ 6.20_9E-03 25.5
.... _9_0.... ,t:_J1Z_0__E.__Z_E__ g 44. i _3_,__4.QL4 E-= 0_3_............ 2_4.._.7.......
i_!0 5.6866E-13 1040, ;_ 2,05_4E-03 23,9
1L0 3,3161E-13 111] 0,._ 1.3076E-03 23.2 .
170 2.0475E-13 1137.1 8.6156E-04 22.5
130 _,3140E-13_ 1161.6 5.8247E-04 . 21..8
140 8.6745E-14 1176,Z 4.018gE-04 21.1
__ 150 ...... _5.,. 8_5_65 E- 14 1185_,___ ...... Z..BZO6E _.[( ......... _ .........
160 4.0283E-14 1191.4 2.00@8E-04 19.9
3.70 _.8155E,14 l 1195.Z 1,4493E-04 19,3
180 I 9965E-14 1197.0 1.0576E-04 18.8
190 I, 4343E-14 1199. i 7.7973E-05 18.3
210 i 0415E-14 1200.1 5.80'15E-05 17.9
2"_0 5. 666__E-15 12U1.1 3.28_5E-05 17.2
230 4. 2333E--.15--- :L2[11_ _...... 2-5 D_.3E"D5 3.6.9
240 3. 1864E-15 120i._ 1.91_9E-05 !6.6
2.50 R.41.45E-15 ...... 12_./1.1._ ...3..47_SE--flS__. 16.3 l -
2,50 1.8405Eo15 1201./ 1.14_7_-05 16.1
___2___Z_l_____l_.4! O BI::- 15 1201, I 8, o=O_E.--_ ........ /_5__..__........
280 '1. 0867E-15 1201.8 6.g745E-06 i5.6
2_9_0 8.4085E=16 ...... 12L[__.__ 5.48_9P_[_6_ __15_,3
3nO 6.5345E-16 1201,8 4.34dSE-06 15.0
3_LO . 5.0987E-16 _ 12E1,_ 3.4_1_0E-06 14_7 ....
3?0 3.994qF-16 1201,8 2.76@4E-06 14.4
___vL3..0_____3_.3 4 N 7 F:. ! 6 12Ei_. _ .... _-__ 14 1_
340 _ 4793E-16 12{)i.8 i.80_3_-06 13.7
1350 1.9649E-16 _ 12_1-._ I I_47_:4E-06 13.3
360 i 5635E-16 12ol,8 1.2143E-06 12.9
380 I 0030E-16 12U1,8 8.4078E-07 11.9
390 8. 0895_-17 1201.8 .___7._03_../3F_.z__Z ........ J._.l.____.....
4nO 8 557BE-17 1201.8 8.01_2E-07 10.9
4_0 ..... __. 3 _ 53E__- 1E__ 12r/11 --_ .... _ _15a3E" O7 10.4 ....
42.0 4 381_E-17 1201,8 4.45_4E-07 9.8
430_ 3.6145E_-IZ 1201_., _.860-2E"07 _ _ 9.3
440 _ 00lIE-17 1201.8 3.4083E-07 8.8
490 ;_. 509_E-17 120 J-.o8 3. 11172E-07 8_,3
460 ;_. 1131E-17 1201._ 2.6907E-07 7.8
4_70 1,7029E-17 Z2I_Z,__., 2.41E2E'-07_ _ 7,4
480 __. 5328E-17 1201,8 2.1837E-07 7,0
490 % • 3205E_-17 ..... Z20:L. _ _ 1,98_1E':_07 _ 6.6 =
5,10 $.1466E-17 1201.8 1.8143E-07 6.3
.... _.5.L_O___3E - 17 _1201.8 1.66_3,_-07 6.D .....
520 8,8437E-18 1201.8 1.53(_7_-07 5.8
530 _ 7_8.52.2E-:L8 ..... _2oI.8 .... _,42:18E,_07 ....... 5.5
540 7.0198E-18 1201.8 1.32_8E-07 5.3
191
TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS
192
F_AFE JAN 1,1988 GM TIME 14 0
....A-LT .......DEN-S-ITY TE MP-- ..... I_-R-E][SUR[F.......MT)_ ,-WT
(NM) _ (GH/ZM3_ (OK) _ (DYNE/CM21 (UNITLESS)_
70 7. 983{}E-12 560.9 1.41_9P-02 26.3
80 2,361_E-12 851.6 6.5507fi-03 25.5
__ ___9.0......j __77_ZE-_I2___104_6__,/___3,__7_7_Z9_.E=_0l ......2_4_.,_.__
1c10 9.91856-13 1177,2 2 39761_-03 24.2
i!0 3,5905E-I_ 1265, b i. 6054_B:03 23.5
120 2 31536-15 1325,1 i 11286-03 22 9
....130- 1. 55456.-13 l_5_b 7. 90506--04 22.3
140 1.07456-15 1392.8 5 72246-04 21 8
150 ?. 593 _ 14 _.4__. 4 ___ _4_ _2_0___8_E:__0_4.... 2___
160 _,460-)E-14 1424.1 3 13106-04 20 7
170 3,9845E-14 i_2, 8 2.35_,9E- 0_4_ .... 20_1 .....
180 2 9445E-14 1438 7 1 79176-04 19 7
_ 1.90 2,20046"14 1_4_42,7 . 1.3740E"04 19.2 .....
2n0 i 660_E-14 1445 _ i 06_26-04 18 8
______i_. 265 _ F- 14 r_.b--------------_-8_72.Z.{iIE-______ 18.4
2p0 9 715_)6-15 1448 8 6.48176-05 18 1
....230 7,51Z76-1_ 144_9 _ _ 5. II086=_05_ ...... J,_7__l __
240 S 85746-15 1450 6 4,05_16-05 17 4
....250_ 4,5722E--15 _ 14_0, 8 _.22_36-_5 .........17_2_ ....
260 $ 62166-15 1451 1 2,58986-05 16 9
__..ZZII____2, 871P F - 15 1451._ 2.07_8_-0_ 16.7
280 2 287_)E-15 1451 4 1.67496-05 16,4
__29_Q I_._8,5_3E_I_ _L4__I.__....._%,3_,_F.- 05.... I/_2 ....
3n0 i 47016-15 1451 6 1.1092F-05 16.0
320 9.5933E-16 1451 7 7.43_06-06 15,6
3xO 7.788_P-16 1451.7 6.!?_01_-06 !5.4
340 6 34306116 1451 7 5. 06116-06 15. 1
360 42441E-16 14518 3.49866-06 14,6



































_ 632SE-17 1451,8 5.6445_-07









TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUSTWO SIGMA CONDITIONS
9AFE JAN 1,1989 aM TIME 14 0
" ALT ....TTEIqS'-ITY TEI_rP-......7;REIJSD!RE- ........HOE WT
(NM} (GM/3M31 .... (OKJ _ -(DYNm/OM2) (UNITLESS)
70 ?.9597E-12 563,Z 1.4197E-02 26.3
80 2:3505E-12 861,5 6.5972E-03 25.5
........ 90 ...... 1._.0 Z__,_.__E-_2____Z0__.5___..... _3__,_8. _52E-__0_,1........... 2.¢__B .........
Zq0 B.9279E-13 1205,8 2.45_0E-03 24.2
1_0 3. 618.:_E-13 1302,/= Z_ 66.05E_-O3 23.6
120 2,3498E-13 1368.b 2.16=6E-03 23.0
_13_0._ I_.59QZE-1ZL _ 1-414_3 8.3427E-0-4 ...... 22.4
140 1. 1097E-13 1446.u 6.1002E-04 21.9
7____9094E - 14 1468. u .._ 4_.=5.2,ILILF;_-0_4....... 21__._3_.....
160 5.7404E-14 1483,3 3° 40:_6_-04 20,8
120. 4 227_E-14 ..... 1_493.9 2_58_2E-04_ 20,3
180 3. 1524E-14 1501,3 1.9840E-04 19.8
_ 1.9.0 - 2. 376 5.Fr_14 _. 1506,b 1_53_0E-04 ........... 19.4
290 $, 8092E-14 1510,1 1.19_8E-04 19 • 0
__Z_tO__.__-_ B 9 _F- _4 _512_ ......9__._3_9_S.BE.-.05 . ..........,I,B _6........
2__0 $. 0757E-14 1514.b 7. 42391_- 05 18.2
-- 230- g--3897E-15 ..... 1515_1 ....5-90-g21E_0-5 .... 17. 9-










1518.u 2.4743_-_0.5_ ....... _.l,Z_._fi__
1518 2 2.01|8E-05 16.6
151_8_,__ ._L__6_$]E-_ ...... 16,_ ....
1518 b 1.3413E-05 16.2
1518 6 9 1499E-06 15,8
_ 1518.7 7._7_6E-_6 ___ 1__.,35 ....
1518 7 6.29|6E-06 15,4
360 _.2005E-16 1518 _ 4.3909E-06 14.9
380 3.5653E-16 1518 8 3.1167E-06 14,4
390 _.9634E-16 _5_8,_ 2.63|SE-_L_____. 41_4_=.
4riO 2,4694E-16 1518.8 2.24|7E-06 13,9
420 _.7277E-16 1518,8 1.6408E-06 13.3
440 1.2215E-16 1518._ 1.22_9E-06 12.6
450 1,03136-16 1518,8 1.n619E-06 __lJ?.._
460 8.732tE-17 1518,_ 9.27_7E-07 11.9
_ 4_Q_ ?._41_E,11 _ _151_.8 8.1_E_OZ .... 11,_ _
480 6.3169E-17 1518.8 7.1779_-07 11.1
5q0 4.6292E-17 1518,8 5.6601E-07 10,3
5.!0 _.9835E-17 1518,8 5.0747E-07 9.9
520 3.4407E-17 1518,8 4.56_7E-07 9.5
• 530_ ,2_9_B3_tF__IZ__I_Le.U 4,_2,5_r,__0_7 ...... _.1
540 2.5967E-17 1518.8 3.7407E-07 8.7
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TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS
194
_A[E JAN 1,19q0 6M TIME 14 0
ALT DENSITY .........TIEMP .............PRE_SURE ......HOL; WT
(NM) (GM/3M3) (OK) (DYNG/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 7.9745E-12 561./ Z.41dbE-02 26.3
80 _ 3575E-12 854.8 6.5672E-03 25.5
100 B.9231E-13 1186./ 2.4176E-03 24,2
1!0 3.6011E-13 1277.0 1.6241E-03 23.6
120 2.3277E-13 1339,3 1.12_5E-03 23,0
130 _.5673E-13 1381.4 8.051DE-04 22.4
140 _.0865E-13 1410,1 5.8475E-04 21.8
_._/_5.0___?,Z/1JI__EtlE ..... _.1..42_,____ ...... _=..31_9.E_ .......... 21.2 .....
160 B.5549E-14 1443.3 3.2202E-04 20,7
170 4,065_E-14 1452,b 2.4315E-04 20.2
180 3.0135E-14 1458,9 1.8540E-04 19,7
190 2,2585E-14 i_63,3 1.42_9E-04 19,3
2q0 $ 7095E-14 1466,3 l.lOg4E-04 18,9
220 $.0054E-14 1469,9 6.7819_-05 18.1
. 230 7,8000E-15 1470,9. _5.36_3E,05_ . 17,8
240 6.0927E-15 1471.6 4.2656E-05 17.5
250. 4.789_E-15 __ L472.1 3 4047E_05_. 17,2
• 260 3.7859E-15 1472.4 2 73_9E-05 17,0
270 ____=_085_8.5_5_5_5_E_5 1472.7 2 20_4E-05 __16_,_7 .........





___.__._2_72 ?E - _ 6
340 6 7564E-16






360 4 5411E-16 1473.2
370 .].738_E-16 147_,_
380 ] 0859E-16 1473.2
___2_-_16 1473.3











4:_,0_ $.]637E-.1.b__ 1_4]_ 1.6238E_06 13.3
4P0 % 4717E-I6 1473.3 1.39058-06 13 0
430 $,2315E-1_ Z_]_,3 1,1_6E-06 12.6
440 _ 0335E-16 1473.5 1.0349E-06 12 2








530 _ 492_E-17 ..............
540 _ 1713E-17 1473,3
_.3471E-17 1473.3 7.8613E-07 11.4
6,2252E-17 1473,3 6_.90_2E-07 11.0
§ 2929E-17 1473,3 6.1B_6E-07 10.6
86_0E-17 1473,3 4.8403_-07 9,8
3 3274E-17 1473,3 4.3445E-07 ....... 9__4 ....















GM TIME 14 0
PRESSURE MOL. wT '-








1_0 3.5470E-13__ 1225-,-_ .... 1_530_E_03 ..... 23.5 .....
1_0 2 2667E-13 1278,4 1 05_2E-03 22,8














_Tn ___L.._4475__. - !'5
280 _. 9343E-15
1337,0 5 3001E-04 21.6
_352.6___3_._85AZE=04 ...... 2L--0____
1363,0 2 8408E-04 20,5
1370,_. 2_1167E-04 - - 20.0 .
1374,6 1 59_2E-04 19.5
1377._ 1_2102E-04 19.0
1379.9 9 2690E-05 16.6
138!.3 7.!_4_-05____ .....4J8_2__
1382,3 5 5568E-05 17.8
1382_ .... 4_3440E-05 .... t7.5 ....
1383,4 3 4105E-05 17.2
1383,9 2 1443E-05 16.7
!384.H !,7!_2_-05 ......_b_5.__
1384,1 1 3716E-05 16.2
_290 ..... 1.5355E,15 ..... Z3B_P-_ _1+10_1E=.05 ........ _6_0 .......
3n0 I 2239E-15 1384,2 8 9242E-06 15.8
....3_.0 ....... 9__797...3E__.1.6 .... 138_4___ __Z_24_ZE-06 .... 15,6 ___
3p0 ? 8628E-16 1384,3 5 90_9E-06 15.3
.___3_0____6_347F-!6 1384,__ 4.830_7_E_.0_ ..... 15_i---
340 _ 1199E-16 1384,3 3 9702E-06 14.8
350 4_150_E_16__. L38_4_,_L-__ 3_27Y3E-06_ 14,6. =
360 3 3755E-16 1384,3 2 7177E-06 14.3
370 _75_1E_16__ 1._4,__ __2644E-06 .... 14_0 .....
380 _ 252_E-16 1384,3
..... _.9J3 .... I_E483F-'_6 _384,3











460 S.0845E-17 1384,3 5.60_9E-07 10.4
. 470 4.294_E'17 1384,_ 4.9507E-07 10.0
480 3.6433E-17 1384.3 4.39_6E-07 9.5
490 3.1050E'17 1384,3 3.92_1E-07 .... 9.1 lr
5nO _.6595E-17 1384._ 3.5269E-07 8.7
.... 5__._E_..... _289.iE±_7____._._84._ ...... 3_18_L6=_1 .......... ___ .....
520 1.9814E-17 1384.3 2.89_2E-07 7.9
530 %.7243E-17 1384.3 2,6404E-07 7,5
540 _.5083E-17 1384,3 2.42_0E-07 7.2
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TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWOSIGMA CONDITIONS
DATE JAN 1,1992 GM TIMB 14 0
ALT DENSITY TEMP PREgSURE MOL._
70 8-0585E-12 553,0 1.4076E-02 26.3
196
B0 2.38341-12 824,0 6.40721-03 25.5
9n 1.07851-!2 998,4 3.61711-q3 _4.8
100 S 8_40E-13 1111.0 2.2435E-03 24.1
170 2 20511-13 1231.0 9.92_81-04 22.7
_30_-4_450JLE._3 -126,t-._- 6_88_7-r_ ..... 22,_---
140 9 813_E-14 1281. / 4.8736_-04 21.5
150 6,785RP-!4 1_94.7 3_SO_EF-f14 20.9
160 4 77651-14 1303,3 2.55171-04 20.3
llE .... 3_4135E-_1_ ..... 1308,_ __1.88$2F_-0_ ..... 19.Z ......
1BO 2 47201-14 1312.6 1 4026_-04 19.3
190 $_8115E_14 1315, U 1_0543E-_ ...... _B,& .....
200 $ 3415E-14 1316.6 7 99_1E-05 18.4
2_D $.0D36F-14 1_17./ __6.!_481-05 !8,0
220 ? 5727E-15 1318,4 4 7079g-05 17,6
240 4 4125E-15 1319,_ 2 8455_-05 17.0
__2.SO-__ _L_15__131___ 2.27JbE-_15_ ...... .1._-._ .....
260 _ 63961-15 1319,_ 1 75S51-05 16.5
_ 27_ _.flSB7F-!5 13_9.6 !._817_-_5 !6.3
280 ¢ 6135E-15 1319./ I lOB2E-05 16.0
300 $ 004EE-15 1319,8 7.08_1E-06 15.6
320 6.347fiE-16 1319.U 4.6246E-06 15,1
340 4,06841-16 1319.B 3.07_8B-06 14 5
360 _,642tE-16 1319.u 2.0876E-06 13 9
1 73851-16 1319.8 1.44871-06 13 2
$.4175E-16 1319.b___2,1_,E_L___l_,,____







4_ 0 4.519_E-17 _,1,L3__9,_
460 3.7943E-17 1319.8























_AFE JAN 1.1993 QM TIME 14 0
....ALT DENSITY TEMP PREgSU_- MOL z-wT---
(NMJ .... LGH/3M33 ..... (-0K_ ..... (DYNB/CM2) (UNI TLESS)
70 8.1853E-12 539,6 1.39612-02 26.3
80 2.40622-12 785.6
9n I.n6952-12 _ 937,0_
100 5.66332-13 1032.0
110 _3__.2929E-13_ _ 10_9__._(
170 2-02732"13 1127.5
















1.28__8.5A_-03 . . 23.2 .......
8.46222"04 22.5










230 4- O 765E---15
240 3 0621E-15




!!88.1 4 !7_8F-05 17,5 _
1188.5 3.15012-05 17.2
1_8_._Z .... 2_39_1E_05 ...... i6.-.8- -























2.964RF-16 1189.1 __09 9_L_._0..6_____
33572-16 1189.1 1.69_2E-06
I 4683E-16 1189.1 1.1404E-06
1.171_E-I__ i189_ 9_45_52=07




















___2=_4Z12-17 1189,!____2.8603E-EZ ........... 8_i ....
460 1.9784E-17 1189.1 2 5548E-07 7.7
470 1.6805E.17 1189,1 2-2976E,07 7.2
480 1.439_E-17 1189.1 2.07_52-07 6.8
490 1-24192-12 _1189_i I_89_92-07 6.5
500 1.0803E-17 1189.1 1,73_12-07 6.2
_L_ ..... _._].0_-18 1189.1 __1_5_2_E-__01 ....... _._ ............
520 8 3650E-18 1189.1 1.47012-07 5.6
530 7.442_E-18 1189,1 1,3_3E-07 5,4
540 6.666_E-18 1189.1 1.2665E-07 5.2
197
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TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS




JAN 1,1994 GM TIME 14 0
(GMI3M3) (OK) (DYNe/eMil (UNITLESS)
70 8,4383E-12 514.4 1.3722E-02 26.3











_.n351F-lp _--8-42L________,__3_ .......... 24=5 .........
5 225)E-13 915,Z 1.6841E-03 23.6
2.SV23E-13 958,_ 1.01=8E-03 22.8
i 6954E-13 985.0 6.3297E-04 21.9
$.0345E-13 1000,/ 4.0723E-04 21.i
6 508BE-14 1010,_ 2.6823E-04 20.4
2 7683E-14 1019 4 1.2316E-04 19,1
$_8593E-14 1021 _ 8.5430E-05 18.5
2691E-14 1022 _ 6.0034E-05 18.0
8.790_E-15 1023,b 4.2610E-05 17.5






























1024 b 1.62i3E-05 15.5
1024,0 1.1933E-05 16.2
1024 / 8.8475E-06 15.9
1024.7 0.60_4_-06 15.6
1024 _ 4.96_4E-06 15.3
1024._______._2_6_7__Er_O& ......... _ .....










1024 _ 3.38_3E-07 9.0
400 _ 335DE-17 1024 _ 2,5334E-07
4_0 i,9143E-17 1024 _ 2.2257E-07
4_0 $,5867E-17 1024 _ 1.9735E-07
430 1.3301E-17 1024 _ 1.7044E-07
























1024 8 8.1686E_08 4 4
1024 _ 7.61_3E-08 4 3
1024 _ 7.1112E-08 4 3
TABLEIt. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS






JAN t,1995 _M TIM5 14 0
(GM/_M3) (OK) (DYN_/_M2) (UNITLESS;
8,5247E-12 506,U 1.3640E-02 26.3
_ 433]E-12 699,b 5.5905E-03 25.3
100 5 064;E-13 881./ 1.5793E-03 23.5
ltO 2,7562E-13 921,_ 9.33eBE,O4 22.6.
i_0 i.5895E-15 945./ 5.7437E-04 25.8
1.3D 9.552_E.I_ 969,_ 3.6_=0E-04 .- 20.9
%40 5.9259E-14 968.b 2.36_9E-04 20.2
....._50 ...... _.:_ZT___ZE:_IJ. 973.6 _,57__0_ ........ i_.5 .........
160 2.4575E-14 976.o 1.0607_-04 18.8
170 _631_E-14 978,_ 7.2783E-05 18.3
1_0 $.I02_E-14 979,6 5,0571E-05 17,8
190 7 555_E-15 980,o 3.55_5E-05 i7.3
2nO _.2471E-15 98u./ 2.5271E-05 16.9
.... 2:.0 ....... _..68_4_.R.E_--I.5 ....... 9._..1_,.JJ........ i._. 83.2..,3..I_=_ ........... _.._.. 6 ........
220 _.613]E-15 961.1 1.3108_-05 16,3
230 1.8687E-15 981.Z _..5_=-n__==._. l__.n.
240 %.3465E-15 98!,a 7.0208E-06 15.6
250 9.7673E_ ....... 981._ b.19glE-O6 ..... 15.3
250 _ 1284E-16 981,_ 3 87_2E-06 15,0
280 _ 863_E-16 981,_ 2.2205E-06 14.2
290 _,867.SE-1_ __ 9_1,4. _,_O_tE:06_ _,7 _
3qO _.1410E-16 981,4 1.320UE-06 13.2
310 _ t.60B_E_ ...... 98_,_. z,O_4_E:Oo
3?0 1.2155E-16 981,4 B.20_5_-07
__Z3_O_..... 9.2534F-17 981.4 ...b_59_t._E__ ......
340 7.0981E-17 981._ 5.3715E-07
350 _4907E-17 9_IL4 4._E.D] .
3b0 4.2867E-17 981.4 3.7073E-0 ?
370. 3:3803E_-17 ........ 981._._ 3.14_E:07









98 i. '_ 2. ___3_7_ ........ 7_.,_0__....





















S, 95.83E-_8 . 781,.._ _0548E-02 . 4.8._ _
B.3113E-18 98_.4 9.35_4E-08 4 6
4,7_703E-_8 9_IL_ _8.6572E-08 . . _,5 .....
4.3133E-18 981.4 8.0276E-08 4 4
3.9228E-18 9_1.4 7.4598E-08 4.3 ....





TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS
DATE JAN 1,1996 6M TIME 14 0
A-L:T .....D-EI_S-I-'rY T-EMP_ ......P-RE_FSURB--....._ , WT ....
(_M) (GM/3M3_) .... (OK) {DYNB/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 8.46156-12 512.1 1.3700E-02 26.3
80 2.43046-12 714,b 5.6968E-03 25,3
____ 90 i. 031 ] I::- 1_2 ..... .E,3_4_,..b__b_ .2_._.92/L_E- 03 .._2._4_5____
lq0 ff.1825E-13 905,9 1.6550E-03 23.6
110 2. 855@E-13 ..... 948,_= 9.9072E,04 22.7
120 4 6663E-13 974,0 6.16d8E-04 2i.9
130 .... $. 0125E-13 ...... 989,2 3. 9504E- 0-4......... 21r_,- -
140 6.3457E-14 998.4 2.5924E-04 20.3
____Z_5O____._4_.19____E___i_niL_4_.,._U._....i _7_37_L_E_:_O__..... 91_L_6__._
160 2.6803E-14 1007.6 1.1824E-04
170 _.,7943E-14 10U9, 4. 8.1765E-05
180 %. 2214E-14 1010,6 5. 721_6E- 05
190 Q. 435_9E- 1.5 1011.4 . _4.05_9E-05
200 5.9015E-15 1011._ 2.90_7E-05
",2___._4_ _t_.74 q I::- ! 5 10._.,_.__._.2_.! 000 _;- 05 __
2?.0 2,9822E-15 1012.3 1.5298E-05
23.0 2. 1485E-15 10.1.2.4 1.12_0E- 05








25-8_.....$ 13_SE-&5 ......1012, _ .......1B6BE- 06 15_5_ .....
260 g 3775E-16 1012,_ 4.64_7E-06 15 2
27n 6. 194_1::- 16 lr)12,o 3. _'tal _;- 0A !4.8
280 4 6043E-16 1012,o 2.6794E-06 14 5
29.0___ _3_._4_40.5E_16__ __0.1._, O ..... 2. 0608E- 06_...... 14_I ....
300 25845E-16 1012.0 1.5998E-06 136




_I_5.0____..160 ?E - ! 7
3A0 _ 2821E-17

























































TABLE II. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS
PROPERTIES FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS
F_AI'E JAN 1,1997 8M TIME 14 0
• ALT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL. W?
(NM} (GM/3M3) (OK) (DYNB/CM_) (UNITLESS)
70 8.3755E-12 520,6 1,3792E-02 26.3
80 2.4254E-12 735.4 5o8442B-03 25.4
......_9_O____L_O__E=12____B__.__Id_._OhL3E=E3 ...... 2_.__5__
100 5.340]E-13 941._ 1.7641@-03 23.7
ltO 2.9919E-1_ .... 98Z,__ I.OZ_Er03 _ 22.9 .....
I_0 $.7745E-13 10!5,U 6.7937E-04 22.1
130. $,095tE-13 .... 1J332._ 4.4183E-04__ . 21.3
140 6.9633E-14 1043.1 2.9396E-04 20,5
160 3,017PE-14 1053.2 1.3746E-04 19.2
ii0 3.0442E-14 !055,6 9.61_0E-05 18.7
180 1.406_E-14 1057.0 6,8126E-05 18.2
190 g. B212E-15 . 10_7.___. 4.SBO7E-05 17.7
2_0 6,9421E-15 1058 b 3.5315E-05 17 3
__2!0 4.96!3F-!5 1058._ _2__5.ZEoE:0.5 ..... ,1,-E--_.......
2pO 3.5802E-15 Z059 0 1.8911E-05 16 6
230 2,6057E-15 __ 10.5_9_1_ Z_4D_4E-05 .. _16..3 ........
240 I 9107E-15 1059 2 1,0500E-05 16 0
250 ..... ¢_.41J_,_E,!5___.l.OS9._ 7.8916E-06 15_7
260 _ 0475E-15 1059 3 5.9711E-06 15 5
PTO -_ 8232E-!A !057-3 4_55_5E-06 _.5-._ ....
280 _ 8725E-16 1059 3 3.49_4E-06 14 8
__ 2_gE._ 4._302_E-_t6 ....I0_59____2_69_.7E-_6_ ..... I_+5-- ....
3qO 3 3583E-16 1059 4 2.10_6E-06 14 1
320 _ 9585E-16 1059 4 1.3109E-06 13.2
330 1._07_F-16 1059.4 __,i.--_L___6 .... j,2__ ....
340 $ 1664_-16 1059 4 8.49_3E-07 12.1
.__5.0- ..... _._O_£LSE=I]_--1J__ 6.9447E,07 11.5 --
360 7 1155E-17 1059 4 5.74_5E-07 10.9
_.zQ. __f_1..5o___3_7.__.___ _4_8023E-07 ..... 10.3 ....
380 4 4652E-17 1059 4 4 0615E-07 9.7
390 3.580_F-17 1059,4 3.47_3_-07 9,.J._____
400 _ 8961E-17 1059 4 3 00_IE-07 8.5
420 i 9501E-17 1059 4 2 3104E-07 7,4
_30- _$_6245E_12___ i05_ .... 2.05_1E=0_ ...... 7.0 ....
440 1.367_E-17 1059 4 1 8407E-07 6.5
4_0 i.t63t_-17 ln59,4 1._640E-07 6.2 _
460 9,994_E-18 1059 4 1 5093E-07 5,8
480 ?.5974E-18 1059 4 1 2832E-07 5,3
5nO _.982_E-18 1059 4 1 07_6E-07 4.9
--_tO B.369_F-_8 _N59,4 9.q7_4E-n8 4.7
520 4.8525E-18 1059 4 9 27_1E-08 4.6
530 __4_.____.____8__/_.3_:,E-_B ...... _5






















































TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES




























































































































































































































TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERT|ES













































































































































































































TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
DATE JAN 1,1977
ALT DENSITY TEMP
....70 8 1288;-12 545.7
80 2 3975_-12 802.u





140 9 0743P-14 1210.9
-_0 6.177Pp-14 1221,J
160 42826P-14 1228.U
-Yf-E 3 0i_-I 4- 1252.2
180 2 1541P-14 1_55.0
190 1.5576_-14 1236,8
























































































































































































TABLE Ill. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
DATE JAN 1,1978
ALT DENSITY TEM_





--TI_ ......3 62BiP-13 1322,7




160 5 8883_-14 1518,1




























































































4 1321E-05 17 4
3 3476E-05 17.2
2 7235E'05 -- 16.9
2 2Za5E-05 16.7
1 8238E-05 i6,5 - --
1 5uo7E-Ob 16 3
1 23_IE-05 16-I -

















8 53_9E-06 -15 -?
7 i'_4E-06_, 15 5
5 9556_-06 i5




















TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES











140 1.1774_-13 1598 6
--15_0 8._81g_,14 1633 1
160 6.3728_-14 1658 5'
--170 - 4.80_0_'14 1577 1
180 3.6671_-14 1690 9
190 2 8295F-14 1701 0
200 2,2038E-14 1708 b
....2_O 1,730qF-14 1714.1
220 1.3697F-14 1718.2





























































































































































TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
DATE J ANI,1980 GM tIME 14 0
ALT DENSITY MOL. WT






























































































































































































TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES



















































































440 i 1972E-16 1513,1
-_50_-T?.0_0-4_-18- 1_13,1





































































1 :_7_3E'06 ....... 13._I bS1E-o 6 13.3




---4--7-0 7.2002p-i7 -----1-5_3TI--?_77IE-07 ...... Y[T5 .....
480 6 1831F-17 1513,1 7.OJ_8E'07 II.I
-_tgO-- -_.2BEO_-_7 1513,1 6._388E-07 i0,7 --
500 4 5295F-17 1513.i 5,55_3E-07 i0.3
51U--_.B_T4p_r -` 15_3,1 - 4,@7@6E-07 .... 9,9 ....
520 3 3660_-17 1513,1 4.4807E-02 9,5
531]---_-2U_i-B4_-l/ lbl_:I ..... 4.-UE_"-OE_OT ..... _ ....
540 2 5406_-17 1513,1 3.6814E-07 8.7
TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
DATE ,JAN 1,1982 GM lIME 14 0
ALT DENSITY TEMP WRESSUHE MOL. WT




























































































































































....530- 1.38Y;F-IT-_3490 ..... 2-9228_ 6T9
540 1.2205F-17 1334,U 2,0514E-07 6.6













TABLEIII. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
DATE .JAN 1,1983 GM lIME 14 0
ALT DENSITY 1EMe PR_SSUME MOL. WT

































































































420 5 989nF-17 1262.7
--_130 .... 4,9458F-17 1262,/
440 4 1060F-17 1262./
--490 ---3T4281F-C 7 1262 .7
460 2 8791F-17 1262.7
470 _:-4_"33T_=I7 -1262 "7
480 2.0694F-17 1262,7
-_901,771_F-17 1262.7





















































































































































TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
JAN 1.1984 GM _IME 14 0
DENSITY TEM_ _R_SSU_E MOL. WF












































































































































































































TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES

































































































































































































































































:z_0-- 3_ 46___ _111.1._. / ._
!20 2,1850E-13 !217.4
TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUSTWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
JAN t,1986 6M TIME 14
DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MUL.







_.5_6@-03 __ 24.7 "
2 21@1E-03 24.0
9 7446E-04 22.7
....13-0_-_4324E-13 1_46÷_ ...... 6.73&8E-04 ..... 22,0 .......
140 9.658_E-14 1266.0 4 7407E-04 21.4
_ 1_0 6.656_-!4 1_78,4 3_40_4E-04 ____
160 4.6705E-14 1286.b 2 4700E-04 20.2
180 2.4024E-14 1295.2 i 34#6E-04 19.2




22=0 ....... 5_52P4E-!5 13ri1.1
240 4 22_3E-15 1301.3
250 3_2464E--4.5-.---l_
260 2 5122E-15 1301./
270 4.954_-!5 1_nl./
280 $ 5281E-15 1301.8
7 6591E-05 18 3
5.8345E-05 17.9
4 4803E-05 17 6
2 6923E-05 17 0
2-I048.&_5-- 16:Z ....
I 6541E-05 16 4
1__O_-Os 16-2
I 03_5E-05 16 0
300 9 4645E-16 1301.9 6 6168E-06 15 5
3P0 _ 9541E-16 1301. 9 4 30_9E-06 15 0
- ;3-3-0- 4-7477_-16 l_fll .9 3 ag_lF-hfi !4.]
340 3 7985E-16 1301,9 2 8533E-06 14 4










1301.9 1 93_4E-06 13 8
1301_ 1-6040E-06 13.4
1301.9 1 33;6E-06 13.0
1.3n_.9 I_!2_LgE-0-6 .......12._ .....
1301.9 9 52_1E-07 12.2
_301.9 .... 8,1137E=07 11.7 _
1301.9 6 9598E-07 11.2
1301,9 _ 6.01_4E-07 10.8 _



























TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
'_ATE JAN 1,1987 (_M TIME 14 0
..... AL-T-- UE N S I T Y T E MP -P-R-E-_SDUTE .... -R-OL • WT ....
(NH)_ (GM/3M3J (OK) (DYN_/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 8.0107E-12 558,0 1.4117E-02 26.3
80 2.3706E-12 840.0 6.4971E-03 25.5
90_ I. 0793E-12 _._1_0_P=_6__._____3_,_Zlg9E-03 ___Z4_,8______
1c_0 5 8964E-13 1149._ 2.33_7E-03 24.1
1!,0 ;l _43E--13_ 12_i._ 1.5497E-03 ........... 23.5
170 2 2745E-13 1285.2 1.06_8E-03 22 9
_130 _,,, 5147E,.. 13 .... 1321,1 7.4840E-0_ ..... 22.2
140 I. 0379E-13 1345.U 5.3659E-04 21 6
--i_0 .....Z _?/19___=/__4_...._13/zI_LL_____3_._9_OI_ZE_o_4____21÷I ......
160 5 1815E-14 1371./ 2.88_5E-04 20 5
170 3_4@3E-14 13_8,9 2. I_09E-04_ 20.0
180 2 74655-14 1383./ 1.6213_-04 19 5
. 19-0 -- 2_0357E-14- 1386_9 i_2333E-04 ..... '19.0
200 $ 5244E-I,_ 1389.z 9.4983E-05 18 6
2!.n !. 157_-!4 1390.0 7.30JOlt-n5 _ !8_2
220 g 783__E-15 1391.0 5.6849E-05 17 9
230 . 6.7473E-15 139-2_.,.% 4.44971=-05 _ 17.6
240 5 2200E-15 1392.U 3.50_8E-05 17 3
250 4,0644E-15 1393.1 2.77=0E-05 ........ 17.0
260 _,183__E-15 1393.,% 2. 2044_;-05 16 7
___2._IL___2_.50._6___..___1_39_l,.__b .... _05_ ...... _.I..___._.5______
280 1.9830E-15 1393.0 1.41_2E-05 16 3
_90 i- 575 ;)E-Z5 1;393,o 1.1C_eSE- 05 16,0
3,'30 _.. 2575E-15 1393. / 9. 2143E-06 15 8
310 $,0073E-15 1393.2 7.48_9E-06 15,6
320 8.0977E-16 1393./ 6.10_5E-06 15.4
__ZL30_____E._317_-16 I_93._.____4,_7_E_-_6 _5._1 ....
340 _.2845E-16 1393._ 4.1140E-06 14,9
350 4,289tE-16 1393._ 3.39_4E-06 14.6
360 3 4915E-16 1393._ 2.8199E-06 14,4
370 2.8507E-16 1393._ 2,3508E-06 14,1
380 @.3343E-16 1393._ 1.9692E-06 13.7
400 $.5794E-16 1393,_ 1,4013E-06 13.0
4_0 $,3053E-16 1393,_ 1.19=2E-06 12.7
420 _.0827E-16 1393._ 1.02_IE-06 12.3
430 9.0025E-17 1393._ 8.79¢4E-07 11.9
440 7.515_E-17 1393._ 7.6207E-07 11.4
....¢_.5_0__....._._.29_2E-i_____13_9__,__ ........6_6_9.E___02 ....... 11,0
460 _.2985E-17 1393 _ 5.8207E-07 10 6
470 4,476_E-17 1393 _ 5 1336E-07 10 1
480 3.7977E-17 1393 _ 4 5590E-07 9 7
490 3,236_E-17 139_ _ 4 06_5E-07_ 9 2
500 2.7720E-17 1393 _ 3 64_5E-07 8 8
520 2.063_E-17 1393 _ 2 98_1E-07 8 0
530 1.7949E-17 1393 _ 2 7_9E-07 7 6








_M TIME 14 0
TEM-F- .......P-_E_SI]3TE- .... MOt_- WT
(OK-) (DYN@/CM2) (UNITLESS)
565,6 1.4171E-02 26.3
875._ 6.6513E-03 25 5

















5.9145E-13 1251,i 2.5377E-03 24 2
_.6383E-13 1362,¢ 1.7413E,03 23.7
@.3869E-15 1441.6 1.23_3E-03 231
$.6353E-13 1498,_ 9.0302E-04 22.6
$.1555E-13 153_,9 6.7107E-04 220
6.1537E-14 1589.u 3.8659E-04 210
4,5991E-14 1604,! 2.98_6E-04 ..... 20,6 _
3.4803E-14 1614._ 2.32_8E-04 20 1
2,662_E-14 1622,_ 1.8246E-04 19.7
_.0555El14 1628,b 1.4482E-04 19 3
61_6___i._481E_9____ .... LS._ .....
1635 @ 9.20_8E-05 186
L6_Z 8 _ 7__4.1__0E:.05_ _ 18,2 _
1669 _ 6.0010E-05 17 9
_ 164___ _ 4,8889E_05__ 17_7 _













1642.b 2.69_7E-05 16 9
1_ 2_22§OE-8_ .... 16,7 .....
1643.1 1.8449E-05 16 5



































































TABLE Ill. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
qAFE JAN 1,1989 OM TIME 14 0
A_T -_N'S'q_ ............T-EMP ............_RE_-SUR_ ...... M_L-. WT
(NM) (GM/3M3) (OK) (DYNE/CM2) (UNITLESS'
70 7.9277E-12 566.2 1. 41731:;-02 26.3
80 2.3251E-12 880._ 6.66@7E-03 25.5
____t0____t=.___6>_3__E_-J.2. .... 1.1._0J_,___ 3__,_91E_ ....... _Z__.__....
lq0 S. 8985E-13 1271.9 2. 5708E- 03
1!0 3. 6384E.-13 13_O._ i 77§6E-03
120 2.3969E-13 1477,1 i 2716E-03
130 $_ 6.505E-13 1_9, _ 9 3457E-04






200 _ 1719E- 14
....11.. 7 nP 71:- 1 __





















--230 ....... _r--0-6--O3_.-'--1--4 - _]_2._ ....... 8.2343rE--05- - _=8..4 ......
240 8 561_E-15 1704 b 6 70@IE-05 18 i
250 6_8-97._E_5 - 1,2_6-,_Z _. :5. 49001[;,-0.5 _ t7 ._ ......
4 5121E-05 17 6
372_2E-05 17.3
3 08_6E-05 17 1
2_5698E-05 16_9













260 5 578LE-15 1707
_70 4 5365E-15 !708_
280 3 706_E-15 17u8
_ 290 3._OL_O5E-15 _ lXO.9,_
300 _ 504_E-15 1709 7
320 _ 7165E-15 1710
$,_0 _.4280P-_5 _7_0._
340 _ 1914E-15 1710 4
350_ _6ZSE_16 17_.b 9.0142E=06
360 8 3605E-16 1710 6 7 6.501E-06
.._]_ ?_2_E_16 1710,6 6.5106E_06
380 _ 9249E-16 1710 1 5 5.5_3E-06
390 _.0048E-16 1710.1 4,7.5_5E-06
4_0 4 2369E-16 1710./ 4 08_8E-06
4,0 3.5942E_1_ _7lO.) 3.5138E_OJ_ .... 14._ -
420 3 0554E-16 1710.7 3.0340E-06 14 3
_E 2_.6027E.16 J.7_./ 2.6279E_06 3_4.1
440 _ 2217E-16 1710.U 2.2834E-06 13 8
450 1.900_E-16 1710,U 1.99nSE-06 13.6
460 _ 6287E-16 1710._ 1.7411E-06 13 3
480 $ 2039E-16 1710.U 1.3460E-06 12.7
_'LgO .... i_038S_-!6 %710_ 1_18_9E-O6 _12______
500 8 9773E-17 1710._ l.O.SB8E-O6 12.1
5!0 7.7784E-17 1710._ 9,40_9E-07_ _1.8
520 6.7555E-17 1710._ 8.40_3E-07 11.4
530... 9_881)E.17 1710.8 7.5440E-_Z ..... 11_.I
540 _.1335E-17 1710._ 6,79_2E-07 10.7
216
TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES





_M TIME 14 0
TEF,IP P-_E_S U-I:_.........M-0£-; WT .....
(OK) ---(DYNIICM2) (UNITLESS)
565,8 1.4172E-02 26.3
80 2.3305E-12 877,2 6.6575E-03 25.5
.... _0 ....... _2E_12 ..... i099__ .... __,_91t_.E=0..3_ ......... .2_4_ .......
100 5.9100E-13 1258.U 2.54@9E-03 24.3
1!0 3_6387E-13 137l_/ 1.75=9E-03 23.7 ..
120 2.3907E-13 1453.3 1.24_5B-03 23.1
130 %.640-7E-13 ...... 151i_9 9.t338E,0_ 22.6
140 $.1616E-13 1554.1 6.80d6E-04 22.1
....i_,5__...._.=_4_I]_Z_E_-_I._4._____584._ .___Z_L._LE-_ ..........,--_?...t.,JS-____
160 6.2125E-14 1606,5 3.9396E-04 21.1
170 4.653_E-1_ 1622,b __3.0_478E,0.4 20.6
180 3.5294E-14 1634,U 2.3705E-04 20.2
190 2.705BE,14 1_42,4 _1.8728E-04. 19.7
2nO 2.0940E-14 1648.b 1.4846E-04 19.3
....2_ ...._.I.__6343p-_hL.__.KTL=___I._._A__F._ ...... i._ ....
2_0 $.2853E-14 1656.2 9.50tgE-05 18.6
230 $.017)E-.IE ..... ______..6Z_BE,O5 .... 1B. 3 _
240 8.112_E'15 1660.3 m..¢_d_97E-05 I-.0R
250 6 5..04._3E-15__ 1661.6_.__5__EZ.#BE-05 ...... I.Z_] ._
260 _ 2424E-15 166_.6 4.1538E-05 17.4
._ 2_ 4 2465E-15 1663.3 3 4/_E-05 .... I?_Z_ __
280 3 4557E-15 1663.8 2.81_2E-05 17.0
300 2 3169E-15 1664,4 1.93_8E-05 16.6
___32_0___1=?0_..1_5 ..... 1664,0 1,61_1E-05 16..__4 ....
3_0 $.5761E-15 1664.8 1.34_4_-05 16.2
3_E____ 3_6_p-15 1664 9 , _,_c__=
...... _ .........a _._.c_z_u_a____!6.0
340 _ 0857E-1_ 1665.U 9.5i64E-06 15.8
350 _049-SE-__E ....... 16(:_._ .... 0272E_06 t5_6 .....
360 ?.5627E-16 1665.1 6.79_0E-06 15.4
380 _.3205E-16 1665.Z 4.9036E-06 15.0
400 3 777SE-16 1665.Z 3.5838E-06 14.6
41.0. _.IL.1.93BE_1_ 166_._ _.07@2E-06 14_4 _
4_0 _ 7060E-16 1665.Z 2.65_68-06 14.1
430 _,2975E-16 _65,Z 2.2935E-06 13.9 .
440 _ 9549E-16 1665,z 1.98_8E-06 13.6
450 _.667n_-16 1665.Z LI3_SE-06 _3.3 ....
460 _ 4246E-16 1665,Z 1.5140fi-06 13.0
4Z.O ..... _._--20_E,16 . 1_65,__ 1.32_0E_86 _ 12_7 . _.
480 _ 0474E-16 1665,2 1.16_3E-06 12.4
49__ 9.012]E_.17_ ifi65_Z 1.0337E,_6 __12_1___
500 ? 7739E-17 1665.Z 9.1741E-07 11.7
5_l 0 6.722_E-17 1665.Z 8.17_1E'07 11.4 __
5_0 _ 8275E-17 1665,_ 7.3145E-07 11.0
538. 5.066_E-17 1665_ 6.57_E_87 1_7
540 4 4161E-17 1665.2 5.9275E-07 10.3
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TABLE Ill. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
nAFE JAN 1,1991 GM TIME 14 0
ALT ..... __TY ............ _EMF ......... V_E_S-UR_ ..... _-. wT -
(NM) (GM/3M3) (OK) (DYNE/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 7.945BE-12 564.6 1.4166E-02 26,3
80 2.34255-12 868.6 6.62_5E-03 25.5
I00 5.9257E-13 1227,9 2.4975E-03 24.2
1!0 3.63125.13 1331,1 1.7009E.03 23.6
120 2.3705F-!3 14t]3.4 1,!9_9E-03 23_!
130 _J6144E,13 14_4.1 8,67E4E_04 22,5
140 _.I332E-IJ 1489._ 6.3956E-04 22.0
160 _.9469E-14 1532 / 3-62_8E-04 20.9
17:0 4,4109E-14 1545,3 2,7742E-04 20.4 ._.
180 3.3125E-14 1554 _ 2.14_6E-04 20.0
190 2.514BE,14 15bOo_ 1.6702E_0_ ...... 19.5 ..
200 $.9275E-14 1565 u 1.31_2E-04 19.1
.... .'_-.--_-_-_ ...... i_ .... _-_._ ...... _8_8 ....
220 _.1612E-14 1570 b 8.2417E-05 18.4
230 9.1137_-15 1572+i 6.59_8_05 18-i
240 7.1999E-15 1573 _ 5.2999E-05 17.8
250 S-7224E---15 1574.1 4.28&8E_05_ 17.5
260 4.5734E-15 1574 I 3.47_9E-05 17.2
_2_2_ ...._7_7_-!5 ....._15_]___ .....2._8_359_9__-_05....... !7-0
280 _.964_E-15 1575 _ 2.3170E-05 16.8
2_0 _,403ZE.15 157_._ 1_90_8E-05 ..........16_5
300 _,9555E-15 1575 9 1.5692E-05 16.3
3_0 i.5973E-15 1576,U 1.29_9E_05 I0_I
3PO _.3091E-15 1576 1 1.07_1_-05 15.9
___i___l_-_ .... l_ikl .... _._.__ .......... I_--1 ........
340 8,8765E-16 1576 2 7.48_5E-06 15.6
ZSO _7=340_E_1_ 1570.Z 6.2_6E-Zl_ ..... I_.3 .....
360 6.0873E-16 1576 w 5.26_6E-06 15.1
370_ B.060_E=16 1576.W 4,44_4E_06 .... 14_9 ....
380 4.217_E-16 1576._ 3.76_2E-06 14.7
_ 33_0____._F_i_53_,____3=±9__1_E__OA_________
4,10 _.951_E-16 1576.3 2.72_3E-06 14.2
4i0 _47Y2E-l_ 1576.6 2.328?E.D6 .... i_.9 _
4_0 _.0844E-16 1576,3 1.9997E-06 13.7
430 _.7580E-16 1576,_ .1.72=0E.06_ . 1_.4
440 $.4863E-16 1576.3 1.49_3E-06 13.1
____4_5_O___i__2__9_,____10_____15_7__,___._,_973E-fi6 12.7 ....
460 _.0704E-16 1576.3 1.13_6E-06 12.4
_20 ?.1195E-17 1576._ 9.g3_2E_07 ..... 12_0
480 _.7905E-17 1576,0 8.74_2E-07 11.7
_gO _ 6,6740E.17 1570,_ 7.74_E,0_Z 11.__ ........
500 _.7342E-17 1576.3 6.88_1E-07 10.9
. 5 _0 _. 94_.I.____.t_A_____5_L6_____6._t_.7__5E- o7 _o.5
520 4,2725E-17 1576.6 5.51_7E-07 10.2
530 _70_IE,17 1576._ . 4.97_4E-02 ........ 9,8
540 _.2259E-17 1576.4 4.5008E-07 9,4
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TABLE II1o PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
DATE JAN 1,1992 _aM TIME
ALT DENSITY TEMH PRESSURE
_--_QM/3M3) (OK) ---(DYN_/CM_)















2_0 I 79426-14 1503,4
2_n _.376BF-14 15[l_,9
2?0 $ 0651E-14 1507.b
23l a.3003E-_5__lSn8.B



























4 0805E-15 1510.7 3,00_8E-05
3.P56_-15 1511.U 2,4390_-05
2 6111E-15 1511.3 1.97_9@-05
% 7002E-15 1511.b 1.32_4@-05
._--_Z_15 1511.6 1.08_E-05
% 1237E-15 1511.7 8.96_6E-06





























360 _ 0967E-16 1511 B 4 29_1E-06
380 3 4895E-16 15ii 8 3 04_3E-06
390 2.8985_-1b 1511.8 2.57§5E-06
400 2 413BE-16 1511 8 2 18_4E-06
420 _ 6869E-16 1511 8 1 6004E-06
440 & 1914E-16 1511 U I 1917E-06
450 i.no54E-16 1511.8 1.03S7E-06
460 8 5092E-17 1511 8 9 04_0E-07
420 ..... 7_22_5E-17 _ i511_#__7_93_0fi-07 ......












500 4 5059E-17 1511._ 5.53_5E-07 10.2
__5_0 3,877_-_7 1511,8 4,gSS9E-07 9,_
520 3 3484E-17 1511._ 4.4606E-07 9.4
53& _90_2E-17 _ 1_i1,_ 4,0_J.E_Z ...... _9,0
540 2.5273E-17 1511.8 3.66_5E-07 8.7
219
TABLE II1. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES





JAN 1,1993 6M TIME 14 0
DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL. WT
(GM/_M_) (O K } (DYN_/CM_) (UNITLES$)














































































































































































































OATE JAN 1,1994 OM TIME
ALT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE
(N M) _ (GM/_M_) (OK} (DYNE/CM_)























































































3.7 n,.,g-,, E- 06 14.8
3 O(1__9F- nA !4:5
2.44_0_-06 14.2
350 2=63_E-____6_ 2._023E-0_ 13 B_l
360 2.1115E-16 1266.b 1.64_7E-06 13.5
370 i.6997P-16 1266._ 1,36_9_-n_ _3_1
380 $.3733E-16 1266.b 1.14_9E-06 12.7
390 1.114_E-16 1266._ 9 59_1E-07 12.2 __
490 9 0731E-17 1266._ 8.1276E-07 11.8
4_0 7.4223F-17 lP66.b 6.93_8E-07 _13._.,_3___
420 6.1001E-17 1266._ 5.9583E-07 10.8
440 4.183tE-17 1266.b 4.5019E-07 9.8
450 3.4924E-17 1266._ 3 9570E-07 9._
460 _.9329E-17 1266._ 3.50_2E-07 8.8
470 _,_78:LE_17 1206,_ 3.1230E-0_ ...... 8_ .....
480 _.1073E-17 1266.b 2.8013E-07
5_0 $.5545E-17 1266._ 2.2977E-07
510 _.3488E-17 1266,b 2.0977E-07
520 $.1784E-17 1266,b 1.9244E-07
530_ _,_:.0366E-17 1_66.b 1.77_3E-07









TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
DArE JAN 1,1995 6M TIM_ 14 0
ALT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL, WT
(QM/_M3) (0 R) (DYN_/CM2) (UN!TLESS)






















































































































































9 31_9E-07 12 2
7.83_8E-07 11.7















4 89902-17 1223.1 4 90472-07





$ 267_E-17 1223.1 1.9606E-07
t.1054_-17 1223.1 1,7971E-07
9 71342-18 1223.1 1.6547E-07
8.59&OE-!8 _.22._,1____1_52,__-¢_-_2
















(NM I . (fi_3H3-) ........ J_OK_k ...... CD-Y-_ZC.V_,J
70 8.1147E-12 547,2 1.40_6E-02
TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap= 200
JAN 1,1996 (_M TIME 14 0
DENSITY Tk.MP PRI::$SURE MUL, WT......
LUN_IT_ ESS_
26.3
80 2.3950E-12 806,Z 6.3041E-03
91] $.n75sp-12 969.8 3.Sn#9E-n3
100 _i. 7692E-13 1073,u 2.14_1E-03
_1_0 3=__ !!38.b _03--
120 2. 1251E-13 1180,1 9.22§9E-04
140 9.2155E-14 1223.6 4.4U?OE-04
150 6,291:_1::- 14 lP34.b 3.!273l:-04
150 4 3745E-14 1241,b 2.2507E-04
180 _ 2129E-14 1248,9 1.2094E-04
_90 ..... _._J_O35E=, :L_,-- ! __5 O, /_ __8__93,_ZE--_05 ....
200 i 1754E-14 1252.U 6.7505E-05
2tn_ 8.7n2_-!5 1752.7 5. !L1#81_-OS
220 6 5027E-15 1253,3 3.8945E-05



































320 4.9682E-16 1254.z 3.5165E-06



















440 _.9350E-17 1254.Z 4.27_6E-07 9.6
450 3._854E-17 1254.Z 3.760_-07 9,1
460 =.759BE-17 1254,Z 3.33_1E-07 8,6
470 2.3331E-17 1254.2 2.97_2E-07 8.2
480 $.9855E-17 1254.Z 2.6712E-07 7.7
490 1.701_F-17 1_54._ 2.41_7E-07 7 3
500 _.4675E-17 1254.Z 2.1973E-07 7,0
5_0 1.2753E-17 1254,2 2.0093E-07 6 6
520 _,115_E-17 1254.2 1.8443E-07 6.3
_T_O 9.831]E-18 1254.2 _1_J_1__-_0_ 6,0




TABLE III. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 200
JAN 1,1997 _M TIME 14 0
DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL, wT--
(N-I_L) (GPL/_ ...... (_Kl__ (DY N|/P.,H._) CUN_T_.ESS )






















































































1 34§9E-04 19 2
1.0093E-04 __.1r_8_7 __
7 63496-05 18 3
5.8206E-05 17,9
4 4691E-05 17 6
4 2107E-15 1300.b 2 6849E-05 17 0
_.2387E-15 !300_6 -_?--_09_8E-05 16.7 --
2 505_E-15 1300,_ 1 64tlE-05 16 4
_-0404E-!5 13nn.9 1_0_x_-05 16,2
$ 5239E-15 1300.9 I 03_2E-05 16 0
%,J._9_E-15 ...... 1_ B.23_1E-06 15.7
9 4363E-16 1301,0 6 5940E-06 15 5
7_469_E_16 1301_5_Z_QJLS/¢-06_ I_.2
934BE-16 1301,8 4.2873E-06 15 0
4.731BP-16 1381.U 3.48_I_-fl6 14.7
7855E-16 1301.9 2.8425E-06 14 4








































_.4875E-17 1301.0 3.20_1E-07 8.4
_.!_4_P-!7 __13J[LI._LL____ 8-0
$.8260E-17 1301.0 2.60_6E-07 7,6
1,5793F-_7 1301.U 2._7_0E-07 7.2
1.3747E-17 1301,U 2.16_5E-07 6.9
1.2043E-17 I_EI, O 1,99_6E-07 _
$.061BE-17 1301,0 1.83_8E-07 6.2
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
DATE JAN 1.1975 _M {IME 14 0
_LT _EN_ITY TEM_ PRE$SUME MOL, WT
(NM) (GM/CM3) (OK) (_YNE/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 8.053PF-1_ 593.6 1.4U@OE-02 26.3
--_O--- -2.382_F-12 825,b 6.4170E'0_ 25.5 -
90 1.0787F-12 1001._ 3,6Z77E-0_ 24.8
......5.8504P-13 IiI4.Y 2,2633E'03 24.1















































2.71_6-- 1326_9 .... _,_5_7E-06
2.2031F-16 1326.9 1,7878E-06
380 -I_79_F-T6 1326.9 I,_939E-00
390 1.46_6F-16 1326.9 1.2558E-00
--_TTD-- 17_9_7F-16 1326.9 1.06E3E-06
410 9.8345F-17 1326.9 9.04_2E-02
420 8.i_J-l'YF;_--7-----I326 ;y ..... 7.7_96E'0 _ ....
430 6,7209F-17 1326.9 6.6859E-07
_----97SgTTg_-;T=/- .... 1325.9 5.8075E'_ --


































-oU -3:@231_P-_I-q- .... _32 _.9 4;47_9E-07 ...... 9,7
470 3.31_1P-17 1326,9 3,9635E-07 9,2
480 2:SOi_F'_-r-7-----l-32_.-9----3;53_SE-_7 8.8
490 2,3971F-17 1326.9 3.17_2E-07 8.3
500 -_.0570F_I-7 --`- 132e_g ...... _,8_#8E-07 .... 779---
510 1.7757F-17 1326,9 2.6008E-07 7.5
920- -- -1-: ST2T_'_TT---- 13"2_.9 --2;3733E=03 _ .... 7;2--
530 1,3476F-17 1326.9 2.17E2E-07 6.8
--9-'¢1T ...... Z_-_'7- ..... -r326-, 9 .... 2-.O_ Z_3E "U7 _-:5---
_25
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400



































































































8.I142E-0_ ....... I8.--4- .....
6.2U$0E-05 18.0






















5 7796E-07 ..... i0.6 ......
50_50E-O 7 I0.I









TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
- O_TE- JAN- 1[,-I977- ..... 6M t IME 14 0
--AL--T---- DENS-tTY ........ TEMP P,_ESSUNE MOL, WT-
(NM) (GM/CM3) (OK; (UyNE/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 7.g880F-12 560.3 1.4135E-02 26.3
--80- .... _..- 35 29E -_1-2- ..... 849_3 6.5409E-05 25.5 ---
90 1.0780E-12 1042.b 3.Tb(53E-05 24.8
_---- 9 .-915_2F--1-3 .... I_7I;9 2. _8_OE- 0,5 2-4;2 -
110 3 58441::-13 1258.7 1.59_7E-03 23.5
120 --_:3079C_-_-1-3- -_:317.-_ I ; _.033E-0,_ .... 2_:_- ......
130 1 5472F-13 13'56.o 7.8228E-04 22.3
_- 1.0677F-I3 I383 3 5.6_23E'04 21,7-----
150 7 53i2F-14 1401,3 4,14E7E-04 21.2
_0- _:4055F-I4 " 1413,6 3,0815E-04 20.6 ....
170 3 93BSF-14 1421.9 2,3i.=bE-04 20.1
lSO 2,9057F-I-¢----I427-.b - 1;7574E'_0'_ ........ .1.9.b -
190 2 1679t::-14 1431.b 1._455E-04 19.2
200 1.6337E-14 143¢;1 1 03eSE-04 I8_,B----
210 "1 24__5F-14 1436,0 8.0237E-05 18,4
_- 9-.9281_-15- I437._ 6.3184E-0=_ --18_0----
230 7 3623F-15 1438.1 4,9748E-0_ 17.7
--24-0--- 5_72'33V_1_._ - I438.7- .... 3 ._,.,t,E'*=' -"'v- ....
250 4 4853E-15 1439.1
260 3:5323P-15 1439,4










370 3352i]_-16 1440 b
--38_- 2.7579F-16 1440 O
390 2.2753_-1b 1440 U
---_07_ 1.8B_5_-16 144U O
410 1.56[9F-16 1440 U
--42_ .... $,2998P-16 1440 O
430 1.084g_-16 1440 b
....440 9.08_aF-17 1440 O
450 7.6319F-17 1440 U
--_o_0 - b.43_@F-17 1440 U
















































































--B_-_ J-AN_f,_978 e--M lIME 14 0
..... DENSITY-- - T_6MW- - kR_$SUNE MGL. WT









2.31g'7 -T2- 88_. 2
1.0601F-12 1116.1
9.88 _q_- _3 ....1289.?
3.6363F-13 1410.U




_I-6_ .... 6.4358P-14 1681.U
170 4.8650P-14 1700.9





































































































































































- 13_ O " -
12,7
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES














--- 59-4-.6 - 6.7_76E-03---- _5._
1142.1 4.0LITOE-03 24.9
Z329_,_- 2. 6_'03---- 2_. 3 ....
1471,7 1.86EOE-03 23 8















































1.97_8E-04 .... _g _ ...........
1.61_2E-04 19 5
1.3170E'0_ ...... Ig_ .....
1.09_6E'04 18 8






310 2 8733F-15 1927.5




330 2 0_51F-15 i928._ i
340 1,7341C-15 1928.9 I
350 i 4736Z-15 1929.2 i
-3_U _._5_=-15 _929._ 1
370 1 0718F-15 1929.6 I
_80 9_17_0P-16 1929.7 9
390 7 86_4F-16 1929.8 8
...._UO----_-7_84_-i6 1929.9 7
410 5 81B4F-16 1930.0 6























































1.2561E-06 .......... i2_ 4-
22;9
230
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES





_M lIME 14 0
1EMP PRE$SUNE MOL. WT
(OK) (bYNE/CM2) (UNITLESS)
566,7 1,4173E-02 26,3
--87]-- Z. 3I_Tp_I2 888._ 6;6910E=05 25.5-
90 1.0556F-12 1127.9 3.9/@3E-03 24.9
100 5.t_Y4"2_-_T3 1305.6 2.6203E-03- 2_.3 -
110 3 6313_-13 1437.9 1.SZESE-05 23.7
120 E,40_5_-i3 --t536_6 ....._-,--31_2E-_ .... 2372--
130 1 6696P-13 1610,3 9,@4_8E-04 22,7
-140 I_?SOP-T_ 1665,4 7,49@9E-04 22;Z
150 8 7946_-14 17U6,8 5,70E6E-04 21,8
_i_ @.5866P-14 1737,_ 4,46_7E-04 21,3
170 5 00_5F-14 1761,2 3,5174E-04 20,9
-_@13------_j8_8!::_-I4 - -- I775,_ 2 79_5E'0_ .... 2_?_ .....
190 3 0048_-14 1792.0 2 2344E'04 20 0
_0qY---2:36_8_I_ I802.U 1 eOO2E_O4 ...... lg-,T ....
210 1 87_9E-14 18U9.6 1 4_g4E-04 19 3
-220 T. 4946V-14 151g.3 I 18_8E-0_ ..... _9.0
230 1 2014F-14 1819,7 9 74_5E-05 18 6
240 _gq_IS3P-I_ I823,U 8 O271E-Ug-_--[8,_3_
250 7 9020P-15 1825,5 6 6379E-0> 18 1
_ - 6.4596F-15 1827.4 5 51_4E'09 ........... _T_8 ....
270 5 30_7_-15 1825.9 4 5933E-0_ 17 6
-_80- _;377_F-1_ 1830.U 3 84_7E-0_ I7,3
290 3 6256F-15 1830,_ 3 2_38E-0_ 17 1
310 2 5153=-15 1832.U 2.29_2E-09 16,7
--3'_Z0-----_-:10_6_-15 1832









420 4.Ug_-_F-I_ " 1833
430 3.5208F-16 1833








9 _.6_29E-06 15,2 -
6 4.8707E-06 15,0



































TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400






.....80 2:3248_-12 _ 880.9
90 i 063!;-12 II08,2
I00 _.897gF-13 1272.0
ii0 3 63B3P-13 1391,_
120 2,.397p_-13 1478.3














































































390 5 0328P-16 1713.1
-_0l_---_:'2_I-'3_--$_ ..... 1713.1
410 3 6156P-16 1713.1
-_2_---_J-:0742_-_1_ -` 1713;1






















440 2,236_F-i6 1713;I--2;-29z;4E'gb ..... 13Jg
450 1 9128E-16 1713.1 2 0046E-06 13,6
_--_1_._5397_t-_ ....I713;1 1.7_35E-06 I3.3 ....
470 1 4085E-16 1713.1 1 53_IE-06 13.0
.... $:_1_5_-1q5 1713;I _ I;-3_7E'06 12,7 .....
490 1 0459P-16 1713,1 1 19_5E-06 12.4
510 7 836iF-17 1713.1 9 4706E-07 11.8
5L:_D----_5-:_O_-_? - _713,_-_ 8,4-665E-07 - I_---
530 5 92_3_-17 17'13.1 7 5977E-07 II.I




















































































2.02E7E-O_ ........ i_:_ ......
1.5710E-04 19,4
1.2271E-04 ....... _\O .....
9.6616E-O_ 18.6
7.65_4E-0._- ..... I-B-:3 --
6.0818E-05 18.0




2.0916E-0_ ..... I6.7 .......
1.7107E'05 16.4

























5.4-'29_V=_6 .... 1533,V .... 4;SZ_F_E=06 ....... 115:U--
4 496_F-16 1533.9 3 8856E-06 14,8
3.7327E'_1-6 ..... _53_,-0 - 3;2707E--_b- ........i-_._--
3 10_8_-16 1534.8. 2 7788E-06 14.3
2._92_F-_6---153_.U _ 2,3635E-q_ ....... 1--4T0-----
2 1694P-16 1534.0 2 0184E-06 13.7
1.81B_F-z6 T_3_.0 l.TSqTSE=-08_---13.4
1 5287g-16 1534.0 1 4907E'06 13,1
i.28B50;1_--- _534._r---I;28_E--O6---- I2_7----
I 0890P-16 1534.0 1 1207E'06 12.4
9 22_7-- ........
7 8436F-17 1534.0 8 5853E'07 11,7
6.-_8_3F-i7 --1-534;_----_;_08-_E-07---- .... _f_f.--3-----
5 7176F-17 1534.0 6 7U_6E-07 10.9
4.90510=I7 - 1_4;0 ....5.9700E=07---10.5
4 2224_-17 1534.0 5 3411E-07 10,1
3.6476F-17 --1-53_-;0"_--_;_01_jE-_0-7 ---- 9.7
3.1626F-17 1534.0 4 3370E-07 9.3
2.75Z/F-17 15_¢,-II 3.93_4E-07 8.9
TABLE IV, PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
BATE JAN C;1983 ¢-M liME 14
-ALT .- 19[-N_3-{ T Y TEMW PRESSUNE
(NM) (GM/CM3) (OK) (OYNE/CM2)
70 7.9796F-12 551.3 1.4143E-02
.... 8_ 2.359_F=I2 855 1 6.56;3E'03
90 1.0773F-12 11/49.6 3.7883E-03
IITO 5.92t!F-13 1182.1 2.4U79E-03
Ii0 3.595PF-13 1271.7 1.6150E-03
---1-28 ....... 2_3218p_3 1332.4 t.lL_4E-05


































210 i 2858F-14 1458.i
-_21T- 9.88_5qF_15 1499._
230 7 5519F-15 1460.5
_- 9797_7151:=I_ - 1451_2 --
250 4 69_8E-15 1451.6
250 3_-7054_-15 1462.U
270 2 9411F-15 1462.2
280 2,_457E'15 1462.4
290 I 87_1F-15 1452.5
_-_3-'1-I-_1=--I_ ...... 1462;9
310 ! 2203F-!5 1452.6
330 8 0353;-i6 1462.7
340 6;_SF=y_ - 1452,2












































1.1465E-09 - - _._ ....
9,3_07E'06 15 8
7.7_3E-0_ 15.6 ....
















































































































































































3:SI_2E-UV .......... 9_0 ....
3,44_3E-07 8,6




TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES




























































































































































































































































TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
IqATE JAN 1,1986 _M TIM_ 14 0
ALl [_ENSITY T_MW PRESSURE MULT--TWrT ....
(NM} (GM/3M3J - (OK_ {DYN|/CM23 {LLN_TLESS)
70 ?.964BE-12 562.7 1.4193B-02 26.3
80 2,3531E-12 659.1 6.58_9E-03 25.5
On _.n757E-l? lO61.1 3.A2_1@-03 24.8
100 _.e269E-13 1198.9 2.44=4E-03 24.2
-1_O 3_6Z2_,E-13 1293_P___ 1.6475E=03 .......... 23.6
120 _,342_E-13 1357.9 1.1507E-03 23.0
..... _.5825_-13 1402._ 8.2373E-04 ........ 22.4
140 $.1012E-13 1432.9 6.0085E-04 21.8
1_n 7.835_F-14 1453,9 ____fLCIE_J0____2_I_._3= ....
160 _.6740E-I4 1468.b 3.33_5E-04 20.8
1ZO=_ 4.16_3E-14_ 1478.6 .... 2.5295E-O4 20.3
180 ].1022E-14 1485 6 1,93_1E-04 19.8
ZgO ..... 2-3337E-14 1490._ 1.49_17E_ _ t9_4
200 $.7729E-14 1493 9 1.16_9E.04 18.9
__2.1._0__ _._588P-_4 1496.¢..__ 9__.._.1_1_7_-05 18._ _
220 1.0499E-14 1498 U 7.18_1_-05 18.2
230 . 8=172flE-15 J_4_1 5.69_3E-05 1.7.9
240 6.4047E-15 1499 9 4.54_3E-05 1 7 6
250 _-0504E-15... 1500._ 3_6431E-0_ .... 17.3 _
260 4.0051E-15 150o 9 2.93_5E-05 17 0
27n 3.19_7P-15 1501._ _.2_3/_. 16.8 ___
280 _.5573E-15 1501 4 1.92_7E-05 16 6
2_0 _,0_73E-1_ 15_1.6 1,5707_-0_ _ 16._
300 $.6617E-15 1501 / 1.28_3E-05
310 1.3472E.15 _ 15/1_ 1.0_6E=05 ___
3?0 i 0961E-15 1501 8 8 7002E-06
330 8 946!E-!6 1_01-_ 7 !9_2_-0A
340 ? 324_E-16 1501 8 5 97_4E-06
350 6_0137E-16 1501.9 4.g7_lE_06








380 3 3835E-16 1501 9
400 @ 3363E-16 1501 9
4L.O i_9_89E-16 15QIJ9
4?0 _ 6301E-16 1501.9
4_0 _,3673E-1_ i_01,9
440 _,1495E-16 1501,9
3_4916E_06 .... 1_.-6 -
2 9415E-06 14 4
2 11_3E-06 13 8
1_80_6E-06 . I_5 .
1 5445E-06 13 2
1.32_E,06 12_8
1.14Q9E-06 12 5
460 8.2005E-17 1501.9 8.7294E-07 11 7
470 6,9579E-17 i_01,9
480 S.9227E-17 1501.9
490 _ 058SE-!7 !_01, o
500 4.335BE-17 1501.9
......_!0 $.73Q._ -_ .... 1501.9
520 3.221_E-17 1501.9
5_0 _.793_E-17 1501.9








TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
hATE JAN 1,1987 GM TIME 14 0
ALl DENSITY TEM_ PRESSURE MUL. WT --
_(NM) (GM/3M3_ (OK) LDYNB/C,I'I2} -(UNITLESS}











2.3398E-12 870.5 6.6338E-03 25.5
1.0707E-12 1084.3 3.88d2E-03 24.9
g.9235E-13 1.234.1 2.50g7E-03 24.2"
t.3755E-13 1413.0 1.2104E-03 23.1
$.1395E-13 1502._ 6.4805E-04 22.0
8.1976E-14 1528.9 4.85_7E-04 _1.5
6.0040E-14 1547.b 3 68e3@-04 20.9
4.4624F-_ 4.1__60. 7 2_29_E4 20_5 .....
_.3581E-14 1570.1 2 1911E-04 20.0
$ 9619E-14 1581.b 1 34_7E-04 19.2
_ _197_-14 1585.0 1.06_7_-04 .I.__L._B___









































,1.59,_.Z.... _46 _ - J_5_......
1593.3 1. 631_2E- 05














1593 1 5,55_4E-06 1 _ 2
1593 U 3.97_1E-06 14 8
1593 _ 2.8803E-06 14 3
4?0 _ 2001E-16 1593 U 2.11_7E-06 13 8
_30_ $.8581E-16 1593,8 1.8275E-06 13.5
440 _ 573_E-16 1593 _ 1.58_5E-06 13,2
450 1.334_-16 1593._ ..... __._3_ZE.0_E:06 _12.u______
460 I 1354E-16 1593
470 9_6833E,17 1593


















TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
hATE JAN 1,1988 GM TIME 14 0
- -A-LT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL. w-T--
(NH_ (GM/3M3) (OK) (DYN|/CM2) (UNITLESS)
70 ?.9192E-12 566.8 1.4173E-02 26.3
80 _.3111E-12 889.4 6.69=7E-03 25.5
90 $.n55_F-12 1129.4 3.q8_26-03 24.9
100 _.8615E-13 1308.1 2.62d0E-03 24.3
.... l_O _3=_T05E_13 l_l_ 1.83=5E_03 . 23.7
120 2,4070E-13 1541.Z 1.32_2E-03 23.2
130- ........$.67OBE_.1._ ..... 1J_15,8 9.8810E=04 22,7
140 $.1985E-13 1671 / 7.4946E-04 22.2
150 8.8131E-14 1713./ 5.77_3E-04 ____Z,1,_____
160 6.6055E-14 17453 4.49_3E-0_ 21.3




















I840,Z 3_2801E=05 17.1 .......
1841 4 2.76_1E-05 16.9
1787 1 2,81_2E-04 20.5
%800 / 2.26_3E-04 20,1
1810.9 1.81_6E-04 19.7








....._0_ 2.552_.2E-15 18_2,U 2_3345E-05_ 16_7 ........
320 _ 1380E-15 1842 4 1.9780E-05 16.6
330 _.796_E-! 5 !842._ 1 __0._._05 ._r._,4
340 $ 5138E-15 1842 9 1.4314E-05 16.2
350 .... _279_E-1_ 1843._ 1.2224E-05 16,0
360 $ 0834E-15 1843 2 1.04_6E-05 15.9
._7E___ _.lgBgE-_1_& 1843_4 8.gB_0E-06 15.7 _
380 78279E-16 1843,4 7.72_5E-06 15.5
_____,6757E-16 _843.b 6._6_4_-06_ I_.4 __
400 _ 7047E-16 1843.6 5,76_7E-06 15.2




























?ATE JAN 1,1989 _M TIME 14 0
(_) (GM/3M3) (OK} (DYNG/_M2) (UNI TLESS)
70 7.9150E-12 567.1 1.4173E-02 26.3
_0 2.3049E-12 893.4 6.7040E-03 25.5
.... 90___I. n 514 E - 12 1 _9.2 4 0__I E_-E______4__ 9 .....
i')0 5 8447E-13 1324._ 2 64@3E-03 24.3
1'_0 _3_ 6265E_- 1_ ...... 2465.u 1.85_5E-03 ...... 23.B ....
120 2 4107E-13 1571.1 I 3542E-03 23.3
== L'_ _ 4"}' ......130 1. u 91r_ ._ 1651.b 1.01_IE,03 ........ 22.8
140 $ 2093E-13 1712./ 7 7282E-04 22.3
_ 150 8.9314E-14 17____L __5 __9__19__0__ .... _-,_B____
160 6 726__E-14 1794.b 4 69_9E-04 21 4
170 5_1453E,14_ 1821.0 3.71aBE--D4 __ 21,0
180 3 9871E-14 1842._ 2 9722E-04 20 6
190 3. 1235E'- 1_ 1858.U 2.39_8E=- 04_ 20.2 ....
200 2 4707E-14 1870.1 I g4_[IE-04 19 8
_.2 '_LO.... _,.=_969 _ F - ! 4 I 879_,_4__4.... 1.._5._ "-_F._4 ........ i_9_=_4_____
220 _ 5821E-14 1886.b i 2991E-04 19 1
__2 30 $_ 229_._4 ...... iB92_U .I__ 02_$ IE --04 ....... 1B- 8 .......
240 _ 0407E-14 1896.'d B 8714E-05 18 5
250 _LSC_2-SE_-Z_.5_---18g_ _ 7 _ 32 g3F._-05 ....... _B_2 .....
260 6 9983E-15







1902.U 6 16_4E-05 18 0
! 9 n :_._---_--I_E-_ ..... _Z___l__
1905.4 4 3441E-05
19 __,6 ....... _-=-66___Er_05 ___
1907.b 3 10_1E-05
19[)8_._ _2_E_-_0_ __ __
1908.B 2 2409E-05
_9_9.2 I n_ _;__• .... u._'








_ _ 0 .... $_ 4293E-_ 19_9._ 1.40_9E-05
360 $ 2155E-15 1910.U 1.20_0E-05
380 8 8617E-16 1910._ 8 9746E-06 15 7
390 7.5901E-16 1910.4 7. 761_6E-06 15,5
400 6 51411_-16 1910,5 6 7401E-06 15 4
4_.0 4 8255E-16 1910.6 5 1095E-06 15 0
440 _ 6005E-16 1910.7 3 90@2E-06 14 6
4_fl _1.1"tS_F:-_6 1910.7 3.43_6_-116 1_4.4
460 ;_ 7055E-16 1910,; 3 0188E-06 14 2
..__10__ _. 351!_ ..... l_IQ_/ _2_66_0E-06_ ......... 14.0 . __
480 _ 0465E-16 1910,/ 2 35_2_;-06 13 8
500 $ 5584E-16 1910.7 1 85_8E-06 13.3
5J0 1.3633E-16 1910._ 1.65_4E-06 13.1.
520 $ 1947E-16 1910._ 1 4800E-06 12.8
530 $, 048_ 19_l.B 1 ._EBE" _ 12 ._6_.
540 9 2232E-17 1910.B 1.19_0_-06 12.3
239
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
_ATE JAN 1,1990 6M TIME 14 0
----_T .......UENSITY T-EM-P----PR--E-_S-URE- .... MUE-Z-kFT .....
(NM) (GM/3M3) (OK)__ (DYN|/CM2) (UNITLESS)



















1313.b 2 6319E-03 24.3
1_9.1 1.8409E-03 23.8__
1550.9 1 33_7E-03 23.2
162_7,4_ 9.96=0E-_ 22..7 .........
1685.0 7 5703E-04 22 3
1728L__4 5_E4_ZF._=0_4 .... 2.1_.J____
1761._ 4 5621E-04 21 3
1786,1 ..... 3.6Q03E-04 20.9 _
1804.9 2 8665E-04 20 5
1819[_ 2.2999E-04 ........ 20.1
1830.U I 8579E-04 19 7
_sss±L ..... L_t_._._-__ ......... _ .....
1844,b I 2344E-04 19 0
1.849._ I,01|1E_04_ I_,7 _





































1865,U 6.06_4E-06 15 2
41 n _]LIOQ_SE-/L_ 16__ 5_2(_E-0_ lP- 1 ....
420 4 3895E-16 1865.1 4.57e9E-06 14 9
































TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
')ARE JAN 1,1991 @M TIME 14 O
--ALIENS ITY TERI :r P-RE-_'_O-R-_r ....M-_ WT ....
._(NM) . (QM/_.31_J ..... (JSK)_ (D_YNg/_M,?.I (UNITLESS)
70 7.92312-12 566,5 1.4173_-02 26,3
80 _.31792-12 885,,_ 6.68_,5fi-03 25.5
____£0___, 059!E-12 l:L_ 8,9 ___3 _9__ -___24._.9__.__
100 5.880]E-13 1290,4 2.59@4E-03 24.3
110- - ].6352E-:L3 ....14_.16.6 _ 1.80§06.03 23.7 __
120 2.4029E-13 1509.6 1.30072-03 23.2
_-130_ __.- 6615Fr_ .... i52_._ .... 9.4_17 62--04 22.7
140 $.18672-13 1628,9 7.24922-04 22.2
1_0 8. 6824p-14 1666 4,._.__ 5___,oLT._O_E__ 21..2_ .....
160 6.4731.E-14 1694.3 4 29_92-04 21 2
__0__. _4_,_699_B.E_l__ ..... 1_15,_ . 3_36_11E-04_ 20,B _ _
180 3.75602-14 1730.4 2.65_92-04 20 3
_1£.0--.. 2.9103E._.1_ _ 17_1.__ 2-.1119E_-04 ........ 19.9 _
200 ;_.27642-14
220 _..426$E-14





1750.4 1. 69431;-04 19 6
! 7 s _. s _ .... -t-£--.2 ......
1761.b 1.10@61;;-04 18 9
__ 12 _5_.2_ J_O-4-@ OE---O5..... t 8.-5.......
1767,9 7.40'/5E- 05 18 2
t:' 7__u_ _ JL-O9469 -F._05-- ..... _ o ....











































500 _.0907E-16 1776.6 1.28EOE-06
5!0 @,47_1E-17 1776,_ 1.14S62-06
5_0 8.25232-17 1776,3 1.02002-06
__32 • - _ 1776,3 9_!4_62-07













TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
_)ATE JAN 1,1992 GM TIME 14 0
ALT .....-DET_q-TY TERP- ...... I:FRE-_FS-UITE......
(NM) (GM/3M3). (OK)_ (DYNE/CM2)




10 _.3253E-12 8BO,b 6.66_9E-03 25.5
__3_0_. %.063_F-l_?__________9_3_,_4E-_l ...... 2_=9- ......
Ir;O _.89832-13 1272.Z 2.57_22-D3 24.3
1_0 _.6384E,13 1391,_ 1.77_1E-03 23,7
120 2.3970E-13 1477.6 1.2721E-03 23.2
l_ .... $.65072-13.- 1540. .4 9.34t2E,0_4 .... 22..6
140 _.173_E-13 1586.1 6.99_6E-04 22.1
__.l_5____J_,_5_3_B_3E__4____J_6.__b_.___._3._BE--OA ........... 2£,_ ........
160 6.3297E-14 1643,9 4.09_8E-04 21.1
170 4.7633E-14 1661. _ 3,18_2E-04 20,7
180 3.6295E-14 1674,9 2.4976E-04 20 2
190 2,7955E-14 1684,b 1.97S3E,04 19.8
2_0 2,17352-14 1691.6 1.57_4E-04 19 4
___?,c._____L_7_I_2_E-14 t62_B____l_2__,__,.__O_ ............ _9_1 .......
2_0 $.34652-14 1700.6 1.0172E-04 18 7
230. 1.07092-1_ 1703,5 8.24_72-05 . 1.8.4
240 8.571BE-15 1705,6 6.71_0E-05 18 1
.250__ _7011E,15 .1707.Z 5.49_42-05 . X7..B
260 _.5855E-15 1708.3 4.5203E-05 17 6
2%0 ],711BE-15 1709,_ 3.08_7E-05 17 1
_29Q_ _._4_4E-15 1710.J_ 2.56_1E-05 _ 16,9








17!1,0 1_79_6E-05 .... 16.5
1711.2 1.50_3E-05 16 3
1711,3 I_2_(z__LE-_JI_ ........ _.'L_..I_ ......
1711.4 1,06772-05 15 9
1711.b_ 9.0370E-06 _ 15_7
1711.6 7.67_0E-06 15 5
_1711,6 6.5_02,06 .....15._
1711.7 5 57_5E-06 15 2
1711.Y .4___8_ 15.o __
400 4.24732-16 1711.7 4 09_4_-06 14.8
- _-E ..... 3-_13__-_1& .171_1_Z_ ___5_02_,O.6 -14,6 l











i7il.__ 2.6_82-06 ...... 14.1 .........
1711.8 2 29032-06 13.8
17iI.B___9__,-0__ ......!3.6 _
1711.B I 74_42-06 13.3
Z7ii_B . 1.5_92-06 .... 13.0
1711._ 1 3502E-06 12.7
171i_8 .... i.19_aE-06 ..... 12._-
17ii._ i 0591_-06 lZ.z
1711._ 9.43_12-07 , ._11.8
1711._ 8.43_2E-07 11.4
. __9QO_E-17 1711.___ 7.5672E_7 .....11,I
_.1505E-17 1711._ 6.8169E-07 10.8
242
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
r_ATE JAN 1,1993 _M TIME 14 0
ALT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL, -WT ......
(NMI - (GM/3M3) --_OK3-- --.±D-yN_/CH_)--_ (UNI-IL_--SS)
70 7.944@E-12 564.7 1.41(_6E-02 26.3
80 2.3415E-12 869.1 6.6296E-03 25.5
90 ¢.n715E-12 1081.3 3.87_9E-03 24.9
100 _.9252E-13 1229.6 2.5006E-03 24.2
_ ILL 3_6;32,_F_=_I_3___J._3_3_3,4 _ 1.7_40E-03 2_=_ ......
170 2,372DE-13 1406.2 1.2029E-03 23.1
_.1350E-13 1493.4 6.4192E-04 22.0
8.1533E-14 15_8._ 4,80_0E-04 21.4
_.9629E-14 1536.8 3.64_7E-04 20.9
425-,_-_/__ .....J,549,b 2,789_E_0_4_ .... 20_ ......
3.3253E-14 1558.b 2.1588E-04






200 _., 9371E-14 1569.b
2k0 _. 49841::- 1_4 157_._
2_0 _.. 1682E- 14 1575,1
__2,_O- 9_1733E-15 1576._
240 7,250SE-15 1578.u
250 _-_7655E_ 15 1578,_
260 4.6103E-15 1579.b






6.6503E_-05 .......... 18._ .....
5.34_6E-05 17 8
4.3241E-0_ ...... t2.-5- ....
3.5109E-05 17 2
2 86_6E.__5_ ......... _Z--O_____
Z..3432E-05 16 8
2.90 |, _ 25_E-Zfi___ L.SEO_._) 1.92§2E_ 05_ ....... I__6 ....
300 _, • 975;JE-15 1580,7 1.5874E-05 16 4
3_! 0 _,. 613_E".15 1580.8 1. 3133E_,05 ....... 1_.2_ ....
3__0 $.3233E-15 1580.v 1.0902E-05 16.0
___,3.30__.......1---0 B 8 -_E - 15 __Z.5_____ ..... 9__0.7 t,J.E---O6 ......... ,1.5_ B._____
340 8.9809E-16 1581.U 7.58_6E-06
350 7.4305E-Z6 15_I.U ..... 3592E-06
3AO 6 1643E-16 1581.1 5.3487E-06
370 _.1273E-16 1581,_ 4.51_E-06
380 4.2749E-16 1581.1 3.8187E-06











440 % 510_E-16 1581.1
______5_0______,_,_._2__.0_Po16 _SJ_L.1.-,1.....
460 _.0881E-16 1581.1





5pO 4.3484E-17 1581.1 5.60_7E-07
530 3_7722E-17 1581,i 5.0487E-D7 _
















TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap= 400
DATE JAN 1,1994 6M TIM_ 14 0
ALT UENSITY T_MP PRESSURE MOL, WT --





















1424.0 4 _7_6E-n4 Pl.2
1437.2 3.19|2E-04 20.7
14_6._ P-__4_0gOE-04 20.2 -
1452,b 1.8343E-04 19.7
.... _E_2_E4E_14_ .... 1_.8 1_40_5E_04 19.3
200 $ 6943E-14 1459,6 1.0917E-04 18.8
2_ 0 _._gP_P-14 1461,B B.51_lE-05 !85
2_0 9 9474E-15 1463._ 6.6867E-05 18.1
.....2-30---?_710_E-1_ 1464_2_ __2B__Bgl_05 17.8
240 6 0184E-15 1464.9 4.19_1E-05 17.5




__2_0_ _ B_95 _E-I_
3,]0 $ 5255E-15






















360 4 446_E-16 1466.4
380 3 0173E-16 1466.5
390 _ 4957_-_6 14_6,b
400 _ 069BE-16 1466.b
4tO 1_213E-16 _4_6_b









4_18 _I_._005E_16 1466.b 1.16_E,06 12.6
440 $ 007tE-16 1466.b 1 00_0E-06 12.2
450 8.4744E-17 1466.b 8.77_6E-07 _1.8
460 ? 153BE-17 1466.b 7 66_4E-07 11.4
___ZO____O59SE-__Z__J._466,_ 6.73|6E-07 11_0
480 g 1507E-17 1466.b 5 95_5E-07 10.5
_9_ 4.3745E,1Z 1_66._ 5.2_2E,07 10.1
5_0 _ 7955E-17 1466.b 3.8304E°07 8.9
5_0- _4_5JE-17 1466.b 3.4743E-07 8;5
540 _ 113DE-17 1466.b 3.1663E-07 8.1
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
hATE JAN 1,1995 {IM TIME 14 0
--ALT DENSITY TEMP PRESSURE MOL,- N--WT--
CNM ) ( GI'I X31_33- ............ (-OK-) ...... (DYN|/_ £-UN I I: &ESS }



















2 2964m-_x Ixn_ 6 I 0892E.nx




_.8705E-14 1406._ __2_2_5_0A_ .... 2Q_____
_.8485E-14 1411.b 1.7076E-04 19,6
_120_F__ ....J__I_5____ _304_4E_-_ ........$9_
_.594tE-14 1417,b 1.0044E-04 18.7
_-2096E-!4 1419.3 77g_-05 !8:3
9.2562E-15 1420.b 6.0841E-05 18.0
7.137_E-15 1421.3 4.7802E-05 17.6
_.541BE-15 1421,8 3.77_8E-05 17.3
260 _.4035E-15
270 _8°?E-!5 142_ -6 !-91_IE-05
280 _.1351E-15 1422,8 1.54_1E-05
....2_0--1-7_5___ .... 1_2._-05
300 _.3635E-15 1422,9 1.01_9E-05
3_0 1.095_E-15 142_._ 8.2623E-0_
3_0 @.8399E-!6 1423.D 6_75_1E-06



























1423,0 3.TBgSE-0& 14.8 _
38621E-16 !423.u 3.1507E-06 !45
3,1630E-16 142_U 2.6_$QE-06_ 14_2_
_.5979E-16 1423,0 2.2070E-06 13 9
_.1398E-16 1423,0 1.86_1E-06 _3,6 __
%.767fiE-16 1423.0 1.57_5E-06 13 3
1,4645E-16 l_?__ ....... 1.._4.__E-06 12._ ........
_.2170E-16 1423 U 1 14?9E-06 12 5
1.0145E-16 I_LUI 9.87_4E'07--_ 12_2 -
8.485fiE-17 1423 O 8 54&8E-07 11 7
1423,U 7.44n6E-07 ....... !1.3
1423 0 65137E-07 10 9
1423_1 5.73_5E'0_- 10.5-- -
1423 i 5 07_6E-07 10 0
1423_1 4-5245E-02 _.6 ---








520 2.3365E-17 1423 i 3 3044E-07 8 4
530 2.02Y2E-17 i_2J_1 3.00_6E-0/ ...... _0
540 _.771_E-17 1423 1 2 74_6E-07 7 6
245
246
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERICGAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUSTWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
oATE JAN 1,1996 C-M T|ME 14 0
......ALT DENS I TY TEMP PR E_[_-EF---M--0-L ,-_-3_T ....
_ (kLM}_ CG_/3M3} - (OK}_ (DYNE/_2) (UNI TLESS)
70 7.9823E-12 561,0 1.4140E-02 26.3
80 2.3605E-12 851,2 6.55_7E-03 25.5
on $, D77SF-1P 10_7, _ 3.7BB3B-n3 ____4.8
100 5.91918-13 1178,3 2.3999E-03 24.2
- 1_O--- _5__23E-&3_ --126_,-Y = 1,6076E-03 -- _ I " _ --
I_0 =.3167E-!3 1326.6 1.!147E-03 22.9
.... 13 .0 __ _.55_1E--13 ..... 13_7,.__ 7. 922 0E---04 22-.-3
140 $.0763E-13 1394,8 5.73_9E-04 21.8
1_0 ?.6057E-14 1413,6 4.5111E-04 _ 21.2
160 _.4713E-14 1426,3 3.1413B-04 20.7
170 .... _9£43E-14 143_,__ _ 2_36_5E-_04_ ........ 20.1 .....
=.9525E-14 1441,0 1,79e8E-04 19,7























B.31_P_-05 . 18 4
6.51_0E-05 18.I






lI.B410E-15 .._lJ__J±Q 1,37_ZLE_05 _ 16,2.
3;)0 i 4794E-15 1454.1 I 1175E-05 16.0
310 1.19_33E-$5 !454_I 9,!3_IE-06 15.8
3?0 9 6589E-16 1454.2 7.49_6E-06 15.6
340 6 389_E-16 1454,2 5.1038E-06 15.1
350 _-2207E-_6 1454.z 4.23_E-06 14.9
360 4 2777E-16 1454.Z 3.52_4E-06 14.7
_70 _,5147E-20 14_4,2 _,95_9B-06 14.4
380 _ 895SE-16 1454,2 2.48_1E-06 14.1
_3 .... _._3_924_-16 1454,Z _E-_6 I___,_B_....
400 $ 9820E-16 1454,2 1.77_2E-06 13.5
4!0 _ $,_5F_._,I_ _14_4,_ . 1.51_2@,06 13,2
420 $ 371SE-16 1454,2 1.2945E-06 12.8
430 _,1462E-16 _4_4,2 1.11_9E-06 12 4
440 9.606_E-17 1454.2 9.63_3E-07 12 1
8.0775E-17 1454,2 _,__9_.__E_O] .......... 11_.._ .....
460 6.8144E-17 1454,2 7 3274E-07 Ii 2
470 5,76B_E,17 1454,2 6 44_9_-07 I0 8
480 4,9017E-17 1454,_ 5 69_6E-07 10 4
490 4_,180_E-17 1454,2 5 06._E-07 I0 0
500 3.5804E-17 1454.2 4 5271E-07 9 6
_ 510 3.0791E-17 1454,_ 4 EO83E:_] ........ __9,_& ......
520 _.6595E-17 1454.2 3 67496-07 8.8
530 _3075E-17 _._I_4,Z 3,33_1E-07 B,4
540 _.0115E-17 1454,2 3.04|9_-07 8,0
TABLE IV. PREDICTED ATMOSPHERIC GAS PROPERTIES
FOR PLUS TWO SIGMA CONDITIONS WITH ap = 400
i_ATE JAN 1,1997 GM TIME 14 0
ALT --DENSI TY T-EMP PRE-$_URE MOL, wT .....
(NM) (GM/3M3). (OK) (DyN_/OM2_ (UNITLESS)
70 7.9651E-12 562.7 1.41_3E-02 26,3
2 3532E-12 859.U 6.58_3E-03 25.5
_ _. n757_-I ? I n _0_ 8,__3__82_ -E_ ..... 2-_-B ....
_,9269E-13 1198.b 2.4417E-03 24.2





































1. 4920E.- 04 19 .3
i 10_.1E- 04 18.9
7 17_6E- 05 18.2
8.1611 E_-15-- 1498.2 5.68_8E_ 05 17.9
6 3953E-15 1499.i 4 b3e4E-Ob 17.6
9983E-15 Z50U.U 2 g2V2E-05 17 0
280 _ 5524E-15 1500.5 I 92_2E-05 16 6
300 _ 6583E-15 1500.8 I 28_1E-05 16 1








1500.9 8 67E9E-06 15 7
1501.0 5.g5_4_-0_ 15 3
1501.0 4,!481E-06 14 9
1501.0 2.93_5E-06 14 4
1501.0 2,48036-06 14.1
1501.0 2.10_6E,-86 13 8
4_0 I 6250E-16 1501.0 1 53_6E-06 13.2
_38 __1_3/_=15_i___ 1.32_2E-06 _2. &_ _
440 $ 1459E-16 1501.U 1 14e2E-06 12.5
460 8 173tE-17 1501.U 8 70_4E-07 11.7
420 _L_L_$E_-_tT_ 1501_8 7.63_3E_0] _11.3-_
480 _ 9024E-17 1501.0 6 74_4E-07 10,9
500 4 3207E-17 1501.0 5 3316E-07 10.1
510 3.717F_-17 1501.0 4.77_86-n7 9.7 ....
520 ] 210DE-17 1501.0 4 30_9E-07 9.3
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